
Angela Kinsey and Rachael Harris are in love with… sea turtles. But, they’re 
in real trouble and need our help. Over 1.4 billion fishing hooks and other 
gear catch hundreds of thousands of sea turtles every year. Go to Oceana.
org and sign up to help Angela and Rachael get sea turtles off the hook.

www.oceana.org/turtlesoffthehook

          ANGELA AND RACHAEL WANT TO GET 
    SEA TURTLES OFF THE HOOK, DO YOU?

Protecting the
World’s Oceans

Angela Kinsey and  
Rachael Harris swim  
with Sea Turtles in  
Quintana Roo, Mexico.  
Photo © Tim Calver
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Letter from the 
founding editor

C atamaran left shore in November of 2012 from 
our harbor in Santa Cruz with ambitions to sail 
around the world and explore new ports and 

harbors. Like all voyagers we took our home along with 
us in our hearts; that place we embark from informs our 
experience and we are never far from it. 

We explore these connections in the stories we pub-
lish in Catamaran. In every issue we tap into our own 
West Coast literary and artistic history. As the world grows 
smaller, becoming a global community, it seems our local 
culture appears less foreign, and readers and writers from 
all over relate to our themes. 

In this issue of Catamaran, we sail from the Bay Area 
to explore the ocean floor off the coast of Indonesia; study 
the churches and cathedrals of the British Isles and the 
continent, and then return to the west with a trek in the 
Sierra. We cover the art of stained glass, the creative spirit 
of California’s iconoclastic architect, Frank Gehry, and 
the life of San Francisco poet, publisher, and painter, 
Lawrence Ferlinghetti. You’ll find the work of visual art-
ists from Santa Cruz, Paris, and Ireland; learn about the 
mating habits of the octopi, take a tour of the famed Win-
chester Mystery House with Harry Houdini, and dive into 
pastels of the roiling ocean threatening the Maldives, the 
lowest place on earth, soon to be swallowed by the inevi-
table rise in sea levels due to global warming. 

I feel close to every piece in this magazine. This is-
sue triggers memories of growing up in Burlingame and 
San Mateo, close to the cultural hub of San Francisco—a 
gem of a world-class city. We had our proms in the big 
hotels, went to the theater and museums on field trips, and 
without really knowing it, absorbed the cultural trends 
the city vibrated with, particularly the literary scene, as I 
was always writing, getting a $1 allowance per poem, and 
staging my plays in the garage. 

City Lights bookstore has come to represent that ad-
venturous literary spirit, not just for San Francisco, but the 
world at large. Like a catamaran sailing across the ocean, 
the culture of San Francisco touches lives everywhere. 

Artists and creative writers are explorers, and with their 
brushes and their pens alone they are able to make grand 
voyages forward into unknown territories, into hearts and 
minds they will never see, and while they will never know 
how far their creations travel, it all starts in solitude, in a 
quiet moment of inspiration. 

So, enjoy navigating our pages however you like. You 
can take a green journey if you love nature or a blue jour-
ney if you love freedom or a pink journey to visit artistic 
inspiration, but look out… we will offer you portals into 
worlds you don’t usually explore. Whether it is poetry, fic-
tion, nonfiction, or art… stay open to the adventure.

Bon voyage!
—Catherine Segurson
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Christine huffard

Octopus Lady 
Survival Patterns  
of the Octopoda

i n December 2000, North Sulawesi, Indonesia was 
overwhelmed with floods. Bridges, villages, and moun-
tainsides washed away. Koi overflowed from backyard 

ponds, careened down rivers, and gulped desperately in the 
bays, unable to process the brackish water. People carried 
them in bucketfuls home from the beaches and sautéed 
them with chiles over kerosene burners, a meal valued at 
more than a year’s pay. At the harbor entrance, the runoff 
rushed out and erected a double-overhead standing wave. 
Lurching and bubbling erratically with brown foam, this 
upsurge shed a rogue wave over the bow of a small wooden 
boat just trying to make it home to the nearby island of 
Bunaken. The frightened passengers ran to the stern, tip-
ping the boat on end, and most were washed overboard. 
Those who were still on board frantically unlashed jerry 
cans from stow and tossed the buoyant jugs over as life 
rings. That day, weeks before Christmas, Bunaken lost one 
of its elders, the month’s supply of village generator fuel, 
and one of the island’s only two phones connecting people 
to their distant relatives.

It is a unique quality of humans to attempt to under-
stand someone else’s priorities and struggles. And it might 
seem like an affront to evolution that we should spend 
energy on things that have no apparent connection to our 
own survival. On Bunaken my name is “ibu boboca”—

“the octopus lady.” Off and on for years, all day long, I 
floated face-down on snorkel, sometimes feet from the 
beach in inches of water. I had come all the way from 
America to write down notes on the second-by-second 
behavior of commercially unimportant pygmy octopuses, 
which most of my neighbors didn’t even know existed. Al-
though I did not speak the language when I first landed, 
the quizzical looks during introductions asked, “Could 
there possibly be a bigger waste of time and money for 
someone with so much opportunity?” People assured me 
that if they hadn’t already known and revered my neighbor 
who studied mantis shrimps and coelacanths, they would 
have surely thought I was a spy—or at least not very bright. 
It was healthy for me to be given potent reminders early in 
my work that my discoveries could take light-years to make 
a difference to anyone else, if ever. Likewise, I learned to 
feel the weight of prior conversations wasted on weather, 
when I saw a baby lost to diarrhea for lack of understand-
ing about dehydration, a pregnancy and marriage at the 

Zaria forman

Maldives #4, 2013
soft pastel on paper, 41 x 60 in

editorial noteeditorial note
art credit rule should be: if on side, then in gutter.  if underneath, 
then at same baseline as text page blue line, raise art image above it.
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For all we know about 
octopuses in aquaria 
and on the dissecting 
tray, we know next to 
nothing about how they 
live their daily lives.

What I wouldn’t 
give to have skin 
that could change 
like that, three 
hearts, and a 
home in the sea.

with some individuals acting boldly and others being shy. 
When we found out that some species of octopus could 
walk bipedally, people quipped on YouTube that these ani-
mals were now ready to take over the world. Do octopuses’ 
famed attributes hold value on the reef, or are they merely 
laboratory-conceived party tricks? My professor gave me 
the practical and invaluable advice: “Watch the animals 
and let them tell you what questions to ask.”

The little octopuses I studied in the wild, Abdopus 
aculeatus, quietly unraveled some ideas formed in the 
lab, and supported others. Males regularly competed for 
the chance to mate, and as in the lab, size determined 
who won fights. Instead of opportunistically bumping into 
the occasional female and mating at any chance, males 
chose to hold out and invest their energy trying to mate 
with very large females, who would produce more eggs 
and were less aggressive than the smaller females. The 
largest males tended to set up a den within arms’ reach 
of the largest females, so they could mate with them (and 
guard them from smaller males) for more than a week—
incidentally about the same duration of octopus long-term 
memory shown in laboratory studies. Forgetting they were 
supposed to be asocial, they appeared to learn from their 
interactions with others and alter their behavior according 
to their environment. 

Although the context is different, this discovery 
backed up work by scientists at Millersville University who 
showed that some octopuses can learn to make “if-then” 
decisions. For example, males only started mate-guarding 
females when they were big enough to win a majority of 
the fights with the other males nearby, perhaps because 
they had learned their relative competitive rank through 
repeated fights. Smaller males spent more time mating 
when there were more competitors around, another pos-
sible indicator of learning on the reef. The efforts males 
went through to monopolize access to the females were 
made for good reason. Females eventually accepted the 
advances of any male who could make it through a well-
guarded gauntlet, showing no discrimination between the 
fathers of their thousands of young. So much for females 
being the choosy sex.

Learning, memory, and decision-making are traits we 
can relate to, yet octopuses are obviously different from us 
and other animals, both more and less complex depending 

on how you look at it. Recently, scientists have discovered 
the underpinnings of pain in octopuses, which are now, 
along with other cephalopods, protected from unethical 
research by law in the European Union—a status no differ-
ent from that of vertebrates. Yet by many behavioral mea-
sures, they are no more complex than insects or spiders. 
Their eyes seem like pinhole cameras compared to those 
of the mantis shrimp. Communication doesn’t appear to 
extend much beyond “mate with me” or “I’m male and 
will fight you.” I have seen no demonstrations of play, or 
any behavior that could be called emotion, though it’s 
hard to imagine decoupling fear from attempts to escape. 
But what I wouldn’t give to have skin that could change 
like that, three hearts, and a home in the sea.

* * *

Aside from the occasional rooster call, most of the sounds 
to be heard this time of day are underwater. The gray 
clouds are just barely starting to blush, and I throw down a 
quick breakfast of shortbread cookies, overly sweet peanut 
butter, and smoky water. A week ago, the water was high 
enough to smack arhythmically against the karst caves un-
der my hut and spray the Indian Almond branches over my 
porch, and it will be that high again a week from now. But 
with today’s quieter neap tide, the squeaks, snaps, and zip 
of my still-damp wetsuit seem especially intrusive. Down 
at the boat dock I toss my gear onto the steps and spit 
into my mask. I take quick stock of everything I’ll need 
for the next six hours: fins, a dark green butterfly net, an 

age of fourteen for not knowing what leads to what, and 
a friend’s nearly succumbing to malaria for lack of pill-
counting skills at the hospital. Nothing, least of all the 
chance to survive and learn, should be taken for granted.

Not all octopuses stay on the good side of survival, 
but those that do, thrive. Just about any marine carnivore 
will eat an octopus if it can find and catch one. And this 
happens often. Octopuses are major prey to fish, sharks, 
and marine mammals. But octopuses, both unprotected 
and unburdened by shells, are equipped with a lightning-
fast reflex that transforms their skin into a replica of their 
surroundings and works as a formidable defense. Preda-
tors swim within inches of them and never seem to know 
they’re there. Tiny muscles control fleshy bumps and little 
sacs of pigment sitting over a layer of mirror-like cells in 
the skin, changing the octopuses’ skin color based on 
what the animals see. In the blink of an eye the octopus 
is cloaked as a rock, the reef, or even bare sand. Remark-
ably, they are color-blind, and cannot take credit for their 
picture-perfect color matching. They owe that skill to 
predators who, over thousands of generations, have eaten 
the most conspicuous individuals and left those with the 
most cryptic color combinations to survive and reproduce, 
typically in great quantity.

For all we know about octopuses in aquaria and on the 
dissecting tray, we know next to nothing about how they 
live their daily lives, avoid being eaten, and find a mate 
in the wild. Octopuses are generalized as being asocial. 
They live a hermit’s life and rarely come across another 

individual of their own kind. In theory, they don’t compete 
for anything in nature because there’s no one around with 
whom to compete. A dozen staged laboratory studies and 
a handful of field anecdotes back up different angles of 
this idea. A male deep-sea octopus was once photographed 
trying to mate with a female of an entirely different spe-
cies. He might have remembered the geeky saying among 
biologists that “sperm are cheap” and figured it was worth 
the futile shot. Who knows when he’d get another chance? 
Yet fishermen all over the Pacific know that male and fe-
male Day-Reef octopuses form dens right next to each 
other. In the laboratory, some octopuses form size-based 
dominance hierarchies determining access to preferred 
dens. A researcher in Pennsylvania has shown that males 
of one type of pygmy octopus mate differently based on 
the recent mating history of a female. These findings were 
just off-kilter enough with the octopus’s reclusive reputa-
tion to make me want to go sleuthing for answers in the 
South Pacific.

Floating above them on snorkel, as far back as vis-
ibility would allow, I tallied behaviors with no particular 
hypothesis in mind. Practically everything I had known 
about octopuses until then was based on dead specimens, 
whether from counting their suckers myself or reading 
explorers’ accounts in 150-year-old species descriptions. I 
liked them, but I had not grown up obsessing about them 
since childhood, or entered science hell-bent on proving a 
point. I came to this study free of any expectations.

Some people look at an octopus and think it is looking 
back at them and sharing a curious moment. They want 
to touch its skin, which is so soft and fluid you can barely 
feel it. Underwater, divers want to rush toward one to see 
it change color or ink. People often describe octopuses as 
being intelligent, alien, and mysterious.They can learn 
and remember, and their relative the cuttlefish might even 
dream, a hypothesis based on rapid eye movements during 
rest observed in the laboratory. Octopuses can unscrew 
jars to get to the food inside, but instead of proving their 
cunning, this ability might just be an extension of their 
natural behavior of prying and twisting open clamshells 
to get at the meat. Scientists at the Seattle Aquarium dis-
covered that Giant Pacific Octopuses can recognize indi-
vidual humans, something that has long been known by 
home aquarists. Others have found evidence of personality, 
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aluminum slate with underwater paper held fast by rub-
ber tubing, and fresh tips in the plastic pencil secured to 
the corner of the slate with a shoestring and frayed brown 
athletic tape. My trusty watch face fixed to the slate is still 
ticking after four rugged years. As I slip under the shallow 
water, my ears fill with the crackling of shrimp and the 
low rumble of shifting sand. A frog kick pushes me quietly 
through the water while I peek up at the sunrise on my way 
to the octopuses’ dens.

Eventually the female pushes up from underneath the 
pebbles at her den’s entrance and bobs her pea-sized eyes 
up and down. When a little wave rolls by, tossing glare and 
shadows all over the place, she changes from dark brown 
to washed-out ochre and spills out over the rocks with the 
surge. Like a predator would, I almost lose sight of her, but 
her movements against the grain of the swaying algae give 
her away. I note the time. An hour later she’s still looking 
for food. Her sucker-lined web blankets over rocks, and a 
flush of white spreads across her eyes and arms. Now and 
then she twitches, probably snaring little crabs. The male 
had been up at his den’s entrance for an hour before the 
female emerged from hers, and had pushed a few armfuls 
of sand from inside his burrow. As soon as she’d crawled 
out and started to forage, he’d gotten out too. At best he 
has spent some of the past hour being dragged behind 
her by his specialized mating arm, and he’s fought off a 
few rival males. But mostly he’s just crawled through the 
seagrass keeping her in sight.

Breaking briefly from his watch, he ducks into a little 
hole in the sandstone, but instead of finding much-needed 
prey inside, it’s his bad luck that he’s chosen the home of 
a damselfish. Unable to make a quick retreat and catch 
up with his mate, he is held hostage in the hole, and is 
pecked relentlessly by the puny fish, which doesn’t un-
derstand that letting him go would be a win for all. One 
minute. Five minutes. Ten minutes, and the stalemate 
continues. To my shock, a tuft of algae I glimpse out of the 
corner of my eye reveals itself to be the female, who had 
waited there instead of continuing to forage. She crawls 
over to the damsel, flares her arms and web, and grabs 
the male, pulling him past the stunned damsel to safety. 
Off they crawl, around the seagrass bed and back to their 
dens, where they sit in silence and watch the fishes go by 
until sunset.
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Earthworms
 
 

I love the worms, their pink corrugations
breaking the dirt to make the earth breathe.
 
Sometimes I mourn how they stretch in rain,
lie swollen and bleached over pavement,
 
a pink and tragic nation of the drowned.
Consider that loss: an earthworm can live
 
four to six years. Summers and winters,
winters and summers. I know a woman
 
whose newborn took three difficult breaths
and then he died and nothing on this earth
 
could bring him back. She dressed him up
in a nightie and a sweater and a little cap
 
crocheted by her mother. I have wondered
whether anyone took a photo, but I don’t ask.

Penelope Scambly Schott’s most recent books are 

Lovesong for Dufur, poems about the small central Oregon 

town where she goes to write; and Lillie Was a Goddess, 

Lillie Was a Whore, a verse history of prostitution.
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andrea Lewis

Elytra
i was kissing Maureen Lautigan when I was paged to Cen-

tral Office. She wasn’t kissing me back, but she wasn’t 
resisting either. It was a Friday in October after last bell. 

The students had streamed out of school like a bison stam-
pede, leaving the twang of sudden quiet in the halls. I found 
Maureen alone in the teachers’ lounge, amid the liver-brown 
sofas and limp Newsweeks and the stale reek of a million 
cigarettes. She was standing by the window, looking sad, her 
short coppery hair bathed in a cone of sepia light from the 
nicotine-sheened glass. The whole faculty knew that over 
the summer she had obtained a long-awaited divorce from 
her lady-killer husband, a guy who drove around Lancaster, 
California, in a cucumber-green panel truck emblazoned 
with the name of his landscaping business—rakes.

Maureen was wearing a white blouse and a navy-blue 
skirt. Her silver stopwatch glinted from a cord around her 
neck. She taught typing and shorthand and the stopwatch 
was for the timed dictation she gave her classes. When I 
found her in the teachers’ lounge, she was digging in her 
purse, probably for cigarettes. I set her purse aside, took her 
hands in mine and kissed her cheek. I had spent the last 
two years gazing at her, so she knew I liked her. I was too 
nervous to kiss her lips. I was shaking.

Then the pa speaker above our heads squawked to 
life: Mr. Mallory, report at once to Central Office. Mr. Jack 
Mallory.

I looked up at the speaker, mystified. “Why do they want 
me in Central Office?”

Maureen took out a Salem and lit it. “See what happens 
when you’re bad?”

Barbara Leavitt, school secretary, all five feet and ninety 
pounds of her, ruled Central Office like the dictator of a 
strategic island nation. “Problem,” she whispered, leaning 
over her typewriter. She took me into a little side room that I 
never knew existed, though I’d taught biology at Quartz Hill 
High for fourteen years. At a small oak table sat the school 
counselor, Hugh Crampton—the kids called him Cramps—
and Mrs. Zachirias, the mother of one of my students. Mrs. 
Zachirias was crying. Her mouth was all distorted, as if she 
were trying to dislodge a poison banana she had eaten by 
accident, and her tears had siphoned into the runnels of her 
face. Her son, Peter Zachirias, was the top student of Quartz 
Hill High, destined to be the valedictorian of the class of 
’76 graduating next June.
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I liked him enough  
that when he asked  
to come along on 
my beetle-hunting 
trips I let him.

Maureen nodded. “He’s okay?” She knew not to ask 
too much.

“I think so.” I was still across the room from her, not 
sure what to do.

She flicked the on/off rocker switch of the nearest blue 
Selectric, back and forth. The machine briefly hummed 
to life, silenced, hummed to life.

I went to her desk and flipped open the battered burnt-
sienna cover of her Gregg Shorthand Workbook. I mimed 
a stopwatch click and pretended to read from the book, us-
ing her slow, measured voice: Dear Beautiful Lady Teacher, 
I am in receipt of your letter begging me to take you out for a 
margarita. I checked the imaginary stopwatch and glanced 
at Maureen. She was almost smiling. While I am very busy 
with important biology-teacher… stuff, I’ve decided today is 
the day. May I have your reply now question mark.

Maureen leaned over and braced her hands on the 
sides of the Selectric. “Okay,” she said. “You can stop.”

“Okay?” I asked. “Tonight? A drink?”
She nodded.

“I have to see Peter in the hospital,” I said. “I’ll pick you 
up afterward, at your place.”

Maureen reached for a piece of paper. “I’ll write down 
my address.”

“Maureen, I know your address.”

* * *

Peter Zachirias was in the psychiatric ward of Antelope 
Valley Medical Center. I hated Antelope Valley Medical 
Center. My wife Claudia had died there twelve years ago 
in the oncology wing. Thirty years old. Pancreatic cancer. 
I hated passing the blue-and-white H posted on the freeway 
exit and I hated the medical center’s vast parking lot, where 
years ago I had wheeled my car in a fog of tears and sleep 
deprivation. I hated the sighing glass doors, the shock of 
air conditioning, and the never-ending monotone of pages 
on the pa. I hated the color-coded signs with their peach 
and turquoise and mauve arrows. I hated the stratified odor 
in the air, its top-note of paper towels and sick flowers, 
its midrange of isopropyl alcohol and bleach, its bottom 
layer of lemon Jell-O and urine. Most of all, I hated the 
ubiquitous saltwater aquariums which, I assume, I don’t 
really know for sure, are meant to make frantic visitors 
feel—what?—serene? sedated? anesthetized?

The psychiatric ward’s aquarium was a doozy—a 
monolith in the middle of the waiting room—with three 
blue tangs, three orange flame angels, and a bunch of 
knife-thin butterfly fish darting around underwater castles 
and strands of seaweed. At the bottom of the tank a little 
pirate chest spilled miniature pearls and gold coins onto 
the pink pebbles of the ocean floor. A determined-looking 
aquanaut, attached to a bubbling hose, was frozen mid-
stride on his way to the sunken treasure.

At the desk, they were expecting me. They said Peter 
would come out to “visit.” I sat on a sofa and was pick-
ing up a sticky issue of People when Peter appeared from 
around the aquarium.

“Hi, Mr. Mallory.” He looked much the way he usu-
ally did except for white terry-cloth slippers, a hospital id 
bracelet, and no belt. The trio of electric-blue tangs lined 
up near the aquarium glass and wriggled their tails, as if 
in greeting.

“Pete.” I stuck out my hand, wondering why the hell I 
said Pete. I had never called Peter Pete in his life.

Peter shook hands and looked around as if the sofas 
might be mined. He had on a wrinkled oxford shirt in 
robin’s-egg blue, partly tucked into his jeans. His straight 
brown hair fell in a diagonal line across his forehead. He 
was already six feet tall and he still hadn’t grown into 
his long arms and big hands. When finally he did sit, he 
hunched forward and clenched his fists in his crotch as if 
enduring a freezing rain at a bus stop.

“I knew Mom would make you come,” he said. “Sorry.”
“She didn’t make me,” I lied.
I suddenly realized I had no idea what to say to him. 

What note to strike. Casual? How’s it going? Stern? Do you 
know how worried your mother is? Fatherly? Let’s talk, son. 
Teacherly? Ready for that quiz on Monday? What I really 
wanted to say was: You’re seventeen and you’re brilliant! 
What the fuck are you thinking?

But suicide hadn’t been that far from my own mind 
after Claudia died. I knew what it felt like to believe in 
the bliss of nonexistence. The option that makes all the 
other options obsolete. The decision that requires no more 
deciding.

We sat there and watched the fish. A flame angel quiv-
ered under an archway in one of the castles. A blue tang 
zoomed over in a neon streak and smacked it snout-on-

“Mr. Mallory.” Mrs. Zachirias gripped one of my hands 
in both of hers. She felt damp and desperate. “You are 
Peter’s favorite teacher.” She had told me this before when 
she came to my classroom seeking college recs for Peter. 
And Peter was, in fact, one of my favorite students. I had 
had him last year in Biology One and this year in Biology 
Two, where his line drawings of our shark dissection were 
worthy of an anatomy text. I liked it that he didn’t snicker 
when I wrote cloaca or testes on the board. I liked him 
enough that when he asked to come along on my beetle-
hunting trips I let him. And when he asked me to sponsor 
the computer club he was starting I said yes, even though 
I knew nothing about computers.

Crampton cleared his throat, smoothed his too-short 
burgundy tie over his stomach, and opened a pumpkin-
colored file folder. “We have a situation,” he said. I think 
he was ex-military, probably near retirement, and I felt 
sorry for him.

“My son is not a situation,” Mrs. Zachirias yelled.
In the outer office, Barbara Leavitt got up and closed 

the door to the room.
Mrs. Zachirias lowered her voice. “He is a good boy.” 

More tears seeped into the channels of her crumpled face.
Cramps turned to me. “The boy seems to be having 

thoughts of suicide.” He looked gratified imparting this 
professional assessment.

“Is he all right?”
“He is in the hospital!” Mrs. Zachirias was close to 

hysteria. “How can he be all right?”
“I mean, did he, you know—”
“Of course not,” she shrieked.

“It’s for observation,” Cramps added. “One of the pe 
teachers found some things he had written, and spoke with 
the boy and then came to me.”

Mrs. Zachirias made a sound like pfffft in Crampton’s 
direction. She turned back to me and grabbed my hand 
again. “Mr. Mallory, you’ve been like a father to him. Will 
you speak with him?”

I had probably edged too close to father-figure status 
with Peter. One of the first things his mother had ever said 
to me was Peter’s father died many years ago. Now I looked 
at Cramps and said, “What do you think?”

Mrs. Zachirias went pfffft again and it seemed to be 
settled.

When I emerged from the secret side room, Barbara 
Leavitt handed me a folded slip of paper that I suspected 
was from Maureen Lautigan. I put it in my pocket and 
Barbara said, “Aren’t you going to read it?”

“What does it say, Barb?”
Barbara sniffed. “It says she’ll wait for you in her class-

room.” She rolled a sheet of paper into her typewriter. 
“We’re all pulling for you, you know.”

“Am I that transparent?” I asked.
“Yes, Jack. You are.” She started typing so fast it sound-

ed like artillery fire.
Though I had tried to hide my attraction to Maureen, 

I had been greeted at the start of this school term with 
friendly faculty call-outs of Maureen’s free now! (the wom-
en) or the cruder Ready to move on Maureen? (the men). 
One day, early in the term, I stood outside Maureen’s class-
room, eavesdropping while she gave dictation. She mea-
sured the pace of her words against the stopwatch while 
twenty girls slashed shorthand curlicues onto their steno 
pads. Dear Mr. McAllister, I am in receipt of your letter of 
February 24th. Every syllable was round and enunciated. 
Something about it turned me on. How will the acquisi-
tion affect financial performance question mark. And she 
had a way of saying esses with a little extra sibilance that 
I loved. Even the way she cradled the stopwatch in her 
palm was sexy.

Now I found her in her classroom, walking slowly 
down a row of blue ibm Selectric typewriters, making sure 
they were all turned off.

I went in and closed the door. “It’s Peter Zachirias. 
He’s in the hospital.”
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“She said she was going to graduate early and get into 
college. I think it’s called changing the subject.”

“There’s nothing wrong with telling a lady you like her.”
Peter took up People and gazed at Raquel Welch on 

the cover. “Have you told Mrs. Lautigan?”
“Shit,” I said. “Am I really that obvious?”
He flipped pages. “We’re all pulling for you, Mr. Mal-

lory. Really.”
“Forget Mrs. Lautigan. We are not talking about Mrs. 

Lautigan.”
 Peter tossed the magazine aside. “It’s just that Mitch 

and I saw you and Mrs. L in the parking lot that day.”
“What day?”
“Let’s see. Last week sometime. You should tell her to 

lose that car of hers. Even the nerds think it’s pathetic.”
Maureen drove a Mercury Bobcat painted Crayola 

“Flesh.” I had walked her to her car that day and stood 
talking to her, trying to work up the nerve to ask her out 
but failing. Instead I just stared at her stopwatch. She said 
to me, “You’re too thin,” and ran her fingertips across the 
extra belt holes that marked my slow weight loss since 
Claudia died. I finally did pick up the stopwatch from be-
tween her breasts and cradled it in my palm. She gave me 
a slit-eyed look and gently took it back.

“You and Mitch were spying on me?” I asked.
“For your own safety,” Peter said.
“Why is it that during class you kids sleep or comb your 

hair or pass notes or gouge desks or read Playboy or pick 
your noses and never once look at me, and then after class 
notice everything I do?”

Peter closed his eyes and thought. “I have never in my 
life passed a note,” he said.

A young man with red hair, a pocket protector and a 
photo id badge—Dr. Brad Simms—came into the waiting 
room. “Peter?” He held out one arm. “We should go.”

“Okay, Doc.” Peter stood.
Dr. Simms introduced himself and I asked when Peter 

would be released. “Oh, we like him. We’re keeping him 
for a while.” Big professional smile.

“Can he go out? We’ve got beetles to collect.”
“When?”
“Tomorrow morning?”
“I think we could arrange that.” Slow professional nod.
The doctor was already herding Peter down the hall-

way, but I called out, “I’ll pick you up tomorrow, Pete.” 
Close to the glass, a butterfly fish gave me the eye. Pete?

* * *

On the freeway, heading back to Lancaster and Maureen’s 
house, I was stuck for an hour in Friday traffic. Far off to 
the northwest, above the gold and dun high-desert floor, 
clouds gathered along the Tehachapi Mountains. If it 
rained overnight, it would be a perfect morning for rain 
beetles. I thought about Peter and Kimberly and the Cir-
cuit Riders’ meetings. I hadn’t expected to enjoy them, 
but I did. On the first day, we unpacked the computer 
kit: empty blue metal cabinet, bare circuit boards, plastic 
baggies of red and yellow resistors, boxes of olive-green 
capacitors and dark red leds. We flipped through the 
manuals and looked at topics like “Assembly” and “Theory 
of Operation.” Peter and Mitch were the experts, having 
built model rockets and ham radios. Kimberly, watchful 
but silent, took the manuals home and came to the sec-
ond meeting familiar with everything from voltage jumper 
connections to Baudot interface circuitry.

That second meeting, we took turns soldering resistors 
onto one of the printed circuit boards. Mitch informed us 
that this board was properly called the motherboard. He 
owned our soldering gun, which he treated with the def-
erence one might show a diamond drill. “Always wipe 
the tip off on the damp sponge,” he said, demonstrat-
ing the move and looking gratified at the resulting hiss  
of steam.

I soldered my first resistor crooked, causing Mitch to 
nod wearily and say, “Keep practicing.” Kimberly soldered 
two perfect resistors in quick succession, even lifting the 
board and peering on-edge like an expert to make certain 
they were flush. Peter attended her like a lovesick aco-
lyte. She would say Wire cutters as if they were deep into 
brain surgery, and Peter would thwack them into her palm. 
When Kimberly paused to gather her hair into a ponytail, 
Peter held the soldering iron for her, gazing so blissfully 
as she drew her thick locks through the rubber band that 
he could have soldered his belt buckle to his belly button 
without noticing. When Kimberly decided on her own to 
attach a capacitor, Mitch proclaimed, “We’re not ready for 
capacitors.” Peter socked him in the biceps and said, “Back 
off, asshole. She’s good at this.”

snout. It broke the spell and I blurted, “Season’s coming 
up for rain beetles.”

“Man, we gotta get out there,” Peter said. In that mo-
ment, he sounded normal and enthusiastic. Maybe by ac-
cident I had found a good topic. On our collecting trips, 
Peter had quickly picked up the workings of fall traps and 
beat sheets. Last spring he found a Scobicia declivis, or 
short-circuit beetle, in a fallen palm near the Lancast-
er city dump. A truly rare find. He wanted to give it to 
me, but I showed him how to mount it and made him  
keep it.

“Do you remember where all the traps are?” We had 
trekked through some meadows in Tehachapi Pass over 
the summer, setting fall traps for the beetles that come 
out to breed after the autumn rains.

Peter smiled and tapped his temple. “Yes, sir, it’s all 
up here.” Just as abruptly the smile vanished and he said, 

“Along with a lot of other shit.”
“Like what?” I asked.
“Fuck, man, I don’t know.”
One of the butterfly fish was trailing a whitish thread 

of excrement, looking vaguely embarrassed.
“Does everything feel like… you know… too much or 

something?”
“Nice try, Mr. Mallory, but they have guys here who 

already asked me that.”
“So, what did you say?”
Peter rubbed his palms hard, back and forth on his 

knees. “I made something up.”
“You lied?”
“Isn’t everything a lie?”
“I hope not.” My mind was wandering to Maureen. 

Was she home now? Dressing for our date?
“If you feel one way”—Peter turned up his right palm—

“and two seconds later you feel a different way”—he turned 
up the left—“then is one a lie?”

“How do you feel right now?” I asked.
“I mean it, Mr. Mallory, you could work here.”
“And miss the chance to teach fine boys and girls about 

angiosperms and gymnosperms?”
Peter returned to bus-stop position. “I see your point.”

“Not to mention all the fun of the Circuit Riders,” I 
said.

“Yeah, let’s not mention it.”

The Circuit Riders were the computer club: Peter and 
his only friend Mitch and an extremely bright sophomore 
girl named Kimberly. We were building one of the new 
home computers from a mail-order kit.

“What do you mean? I thought you loved it.”
“It’s fucked.” Peter flattened his hands on the top of his 

head, as if calming a volcano.
“Well, I grant you, Mitch is a little weird…” I was trying 

to humor him, and he did smile, he even laughed.
“Yes.” He curved his fingers into claws, the mad scien-

tist. “Mitch is cray-zay.”
“And look how fast Kimberly caught on.”
Peter went from laughing to stone-faced. He hunched 

over again until his forehead was almost on his knees. A 
sound came out of him, something between a sob and  
a groan.

“What?” I said.
“Kimberly fucking hates me.”
Kimberly was one of those beautiful girls who either 

didn’t realize she was beautiful or pretended not to care. 
She didn’t mind being smart, either. I had seen her toting 
around The Second Sex and The Red and the Black. She 
wore no makeup and her hair was a glossy shoulder-length 
chestnut brown. She joined the Circuit Riders that first 
day, the day the computer kit arrived, the only student to 
respond to Peter and Mitch’s announcement of the club. 
Peter and Mitch, usually the best of pals, couldn’t resist 
vying for her favor in their own nerd-world ways: Peter 
by expounding on the Intel 8080 Instruction Set, Mitch 
by wielding his soldering iron in an unconscious display 
of phallic enthusiasm. Kimberly ignored these androgen-
based blandishments and directed all her questions to me. 
I usually had to defer back to the boys, who knew much 
more about Boolean algebra, transistors, and nand gates 
than I did.

Peter flopped back against the sofa cushions. “I made 
this big, honking mistake,” he said.

Oh, Peter, get used to making mistakes with girls.
“I never should have told her I liked her.” He covered 

his eyes to block the horror of the memory.
“That was your mistake? Telling her you liked her?”
“I’m a total dickhead.” He banged one fist on his 

forehead.
“What did she say?”
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“This is perfect,” I said. “This guy probably flew around 
before dawn, found a girlfriend, accomplished his life’s 
work, and died. Or is about to.”

“What a hero,” Peter said.
Fine hairs bristled out from the beetle’s underside, and 

a tiny shovel-like clypeus extended from his head. His an-
tennae groped feebly in a postcoital death throe.

Maureen and Kimberly knelt with Peter on the soft, 
damp earth. Peter pulled the homemade trap from the soil. 
It was a pork-and-beans can with the soaked label still on 
and some rotting apple peels in the bottom. I handed him 
a small pair of forceps.

“See, Kim?” Peter said. “These are the elytra.” He 
nudged one of the leathery reddish-black wing covers from 
the beetle’s back with the forceps.

“Ella-tra,” she repeated. “Those are the wings?”
“No, they’re the wing covers. The flying wings are un-

derneath.” He pulled a wing cover up and away to reveal 
the iridescent film of the flight wing folded below. “The 
flight wings are almost invisible,” he said. “When he flies, 
the wing covers lift up and the flight wings stretch out.”

On cue, the rain beetle spread its elytra like a minia-
ture Dracula cape and tried to lift its real wings in flight. 
But its energy was exhausted, and it collapsed and lay still 
at the bottom of the can.

“Oh, did he die?” Kimberly asked.
“He only lives to breed,” Peter said. “Like Mr. Mallory 

said, mission accomplished.”
We walked a two-mile loop and caught five more 

rain beetles and two ironclads and put them in killing 
bottles. Peter caught a tiny rufous water beetle from a 
stream and raced me to identify it from the books I had 
brought along. “Hydroscapha natans,” Peter called out in  
triumph.

“Way to go,” Kimberly said.
Elated, Peter said, “I can mount it for you.” Kimberly 

smiled and shook her head.
On our way back to the car, I pulled Peter ahead of 

Maureen and Kimberly. “How is Dr. Simms?”
“Is that code for When do you get out?” Peter asked.
“Wow,” I said. “You could work there.”
Peter laughed. “I get to go home on Monday. I have to 

see him every week.”
“And Kimberly?”

“I have to see her every week too.” Peter shook one of 
the killing bottles and peered into it. The two ironclads 
looked like bumpy lumps of dirt.

“Shouldn’t you be asking her to homecoming or 
something?”

“Mr. Mallory, I’m a nerd. No homecoming.”
“Okay, a movie. Greasy food. A make-out session.”
He glanced back at Kimberly and lowered his voice. 

“Which do you recommend?”
“I don’t know. What do nerds do these days?”
“I can’t really divulge that, sir. It’s classified. Way above 

your level.”
“Probably for the best.” I glanced back too. Maureen, 

thermos dangling from one hand, was rimmed in insect-
flecked golden light. An hour ago I had almost cried when 
we sat on a flat rock and she handed me the black plastic 
cup of steaming tea.

“Speaking of nerds,” Peter said, “how are you doing?”
“Doing great,” I said. It came out more forcefully than 

I intended, which wasn’t lost on Peter.
He cut me a sly look. “Did I mention we’re all pulling 

for you?”
“You did.” I put my hand on the base of Peter’s neck 

and gripped tendon and muscle, taut and alive. “And I’m 
grateful.”

My palms were sweating on the steering wheel when 
I finally slowed in front of Maureen’s house under the 
almost-dark evening sky. The place looked buttoned up, 
as if she had left on vacation. No lights, drawn drapes, and 
a rolled-up newspaper on the front walk. I knocked, rang 
the bell, and even walked around the back, wondering if 
the stupid kiss on the cheek that afternoon had scared her 
off. I sat in the car for a while, but worried someone would 
call the cops.

I went home, feeling as low as I had since Claudia 
died and in no mood to see Peter the next day. Two sui-
cidal guys running around the hills looking for Pleocoma 
australia? I barely turned on the lights, not wanting to 
eat, not wanting to see my walls lined with their lonely 
décor—Schmidt cases of indigenous California beetles. I 
went to bed early, wondering how I would contact Peter in 
the morning to cancel our outing.

At midnight my doorbell rang three times and it was 
Maureen. She had on jeans and a sweatshirt and her stop-
watch. In one hand she held something called Salud! Mar-
garita Mix and in the other a slope-shouldered bottle of 
Patrón Tequila.

“Forgive me?” she asked.
“What’s the stopwatch for?”
“You.”
Later, after we each had a margarita and shared a third, 

I took the stopwatch off over her head and she blushed. I 
took her sweatshirt off and hugged her in her white bra to 
my chest, backing her towards the bedroom.

“I have to warn you,” I said into her neck. I felt her 
body tense.

“Please don’t tell me you have lawns to mow in the 
morning.”

“No,” I said. “But I have beetles to collect. Will you 
come with us?”

“Who’s going?”
“I’m taking Peter Zachirias.”
She pulled back and looked at me. “Are you sure? 

With a student?”
“He’s already on to us.” I finally kissed her lips.

* * *

In the morning, Maureen moved around my kitchen as 
if she had always lived there. When she stood staring 

at one of the Schmidt cases, I came up behind her and 
kissed her copper-colored hair. “See anything you like?”  
I asked.

“They’re gorgeous,” she said. She turned and put 
her arms around my waist. “You’re strange. But they’re 
gorgeous.”

She found my old thermos bottle and started filling 
it with hot tea. It reminded me of Claudia and I almost 
stopped breathing. Claudia always filled the thermos be-
fore we went on outings. What was it about thermoses 
and women anyway? Something about comfort and caring. 
Or about anticipation, looking forward to the day. Maybe 
that’s what I missed most. That and passing a black plastic 
thermos cap of hot tea back and forth.

On the way to Antelope Valley Medical Center, I stole 
glances at Maureen, her profile framed against the pale 
blue sky and distant hills. She caught me looking at her 
and blushed so beautifully I wanted to pull the car over 
and neck. She cradled the thermos in her lap and kept 
checking that the cap was tight.

In the psychiatric ward, Peter was standing by the 
fish tank, talking with Kimberly. She had on a dandelion-
yellow anorak and khaki shorts with green rubber boots.

“Kim’s coming with us, okay?” Peter said.
The fish were swimming giddily back and forth.  

Kim?
We drove north for an hour out of Lancaster toward 

Tehachapi Pass. The bare stretches of tan, sandy earth 
gradually changed to rolling fields of grass and shrubs 
as we gained elevation. I parked at the same trailhead 
Peter and I had used over the summer when we set the 
traps. We started climbing through scrubby piñon and 
chaparral. It had rained, but now the sun beat down and 
Kimberly got stuck pulling off her anorak. Peter helped 
her, turning pink with the effort, but having the grace 
to smooth her hair down for her and carry the anorak  
himself.

After an hour we reached sparse forests of sugar pine 
and blue oak. Behind me, I heard Kimberly say, “I’m so 
glad you called me.” I wondered if Peter had had to ask 
Brad Simms first. I decided I liked Dr. Simms.

Here and there, the forests opened onto meadows. Pe-
ter indeed remembered where all the traps were. The first 
one held a male black rain beetle, almost an inch long. 

Andrea Lewis writes short stories and essays from her 

home on Vashon Island, Washington. Her work has ap-

peared in Cutthroat, Harpur Palate, Bellevue Literary Review, 

and elsewhere. She is the winner of the Thin Air 2011 Genre 

Blur Contest, and two of her stories have been nominated 

for the Pushcart Prize. More of her work is available at www.

andrealewis.org. She is one of the founders of Richard Hugo 

House, a community center devoted to writers in Seattle, 

Washington.
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N16, 2013
oil on panel, 16 x 12 in
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N11, 2013
oil on panel, 16 x 12 in
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Untitled (jars), 2011
collage with antique engravings, 8.5 x 12 in

Lisa aLLen ortiZ

The  
Beginner’s 

Guide to 
Birding

Western King Bird. Could also be
Ash-Throated Flycatcher. I search
the window sash, in meadows, along riverbanks.

I was blind before. I was alone.
Splayed around me, guidebooks illustrate
what I think I saw.

At the river, Jesus bugs break the surface.
From the marsh rise flocks in purple swaths. I write
notes on eye rings and wing length.

Rubber boots, field glasses—I search branches,
and grasses—flutter stories, glimmer shame.
In my notebook I keep all the names.

Perching birds, Nightjars, Swifts.
I was blind before. I was alone.
Spotted Towhee. Dusky Warbler.

Sorrow oh sorrow stop
calling my name. Courage
come nest in my eaves.
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The poems of Lisa Allen Ortiz have been included in 

ZyZZyVA, The Literary Review, Crab Creek Review, and 

the anthology Best New Poets 2013. Two chapbooks of her 

poems are available: Turns Out (Main Street Rag) and Self 

Portrait as a Clock (Finishing Line Press). Although she con-

siders Santa Cruz, California her home, she currently lives in 

Cuzco, Peru with her husband and two daughters.
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Untitled (mushrooms), 2011
collage with antique engravings, 8.5 x 12 in

beverLY burCh

First, the 
Breaking

That irreplaceable vase, an alibi, a promise.
A fingernail, a bone, a marriage.

A mind on the Catherine wheel of silence.

Ice sheet, egg, acorn, amniotic waters.

One day the earth ruptures. A lifted edge tips
to the west and there’s the Sierra Madre.

One day an avalanche. A boulder splinters into
the valley. Slide of gravel, crush of stones.
A cairn. A cathedral.
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Beverly Burch’s newest collection, How A Mirage Works, 

won the 2012 poetry competition of Sixteen Rivers Press 

and will be published in April 2014. Her first poetry book, 

Sweet to Burn, won the Gival Poetry Prize and a Lambda 

Literary Award. She also has a psychotherapy practice in 

Berkeley, California.
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rod CLark

North Country 
Reflections 

Musings from  
the Birthplace  

of Conservationist 
Aldo Leopold

1 The Ten-Minute Brook

h ave I ever told you about the ten-minute brook? 
I myself have seen it only once in its glory, spar-
kling and cold as it carved its way through snow 

and reluctant ice. My dog Morley discovered it, abandon-
ing our path through the woods in pursuit of the unknown. 
I called for him several times, listening for the jingle of his 
tags in the crisp air. At first there was only the cawing of 
some refrigerated crow, and then I heard it. Nothing sings 
like a brook, in that crystal braid of voices, saying: Listen to 
me I am water, clear and crystal, trickling down over moss 
and stone. So I was thrilled—but also astonished. To the 
best of my knowledge, there was no brook on my land! But 
I found Morley lapping at an icy rivulet that had magi-
cally appeared on the hillside—and the mystery was solved. 
Heavy snows in the upper field had melted, and finally the 
weight of the water had pierced the dam of snow at the 

edge of the rows and poured into woods below, creating 
a tiny brook where none had been before. And standing 
there, I listened carefully, because I knew that in a few 
minutes, the field above would be drained, and the song 
of the brook would be brief. And it was important to listen 
to this music of March, because the brook was singing of 
warmer days to come, and all the songs that would follow, 
like the one I was hearing just then, above the rush of water, 
as a young cardinal, perched high in the pines, began to 
sing his ruby song of love for any lady cardinal perching 
in the woods, and all the world to hear.

2 The Quarry

Children are playing hide-and-seek in the old limestone 
quarry at the edge of the village where I grew up. I hear 
them as I walk, their voices ringing high and clear, echoing 
off the high stone walls among the mysterious trees. Crows 
complain, squirrels scold the invaders from the safety of 
green branches—and suddenly I am carried back to sum-
mer days in the fifties when my brothers and I played “Scat-
ter” and “Capture the Flag” on the two wooded levels of 
the quarry. Remembering how we crept among the sumac 
and the shadows of boulders. How honeysuckle perfumed 
the air. How I once saw a possum, hanging by its tail in the 
cool shade of a catalpa. And I remember how we named 
the secret places of our playground: “Pirate’s Path,” “Lov-
er’s Leap,” “Dead Man’s Cave,” and most marvelous of all, 

“Cool Cave,” which possessed in its depths a limestone 
nook where you could keep a bottle of Coke cold even in 
the heat of summer.

And as I ascend the path to the uppermost ridge to 
look down on a world mapped by children, some of whom 
are no longer alive, a small boy pops out of the brush in 
front of me—his eyes wide, burrs tangled in his hair. “Are 
there any pirates down there?” he demands breathlessly. 
But I am no longer of his world—and cannot answer him. 
Without waiting for a reply, he plunges into green spaces 
below. I hear the rapid patter of his feet descending to 
the second level—punctuated with improbable leaps and 
bounds—and suddenly I realize what it is I have been seek-
ing here as I make this pilgrimage: it is my childhood that 
is racing away from me, down the steep pathway, among 
the mysterious trees.

3 Of Frost and Flame
This black winter night I try to write. The tv aerial rattles 
spookily against the wall outside, but no raven comes tap-
ping, rapping on my window. The room grows cold. When 
I descend the narrow staircase to discover the cause, I see 
the fire in the stove is almost out—again! As each dying 
ember writes its ghost upon the floor, thoughts of Robert 
Frost pursue Poe’s shadow: Unless I fetch more wood, my 
world may end in ice! And if I freeze tonight, who will read 
what I might have written?

Outside, the suddenly distant woodshed beckons me 
into frozen darkness. With a burst of foolhardy courage, I 
throw on a poncho, grab a flashlight, and plunge out into 
the cold. Ayyy! A vise of icy air clutches at my throat! Idiot! 
Idiot! I mutter to myself. An owl hoots derisively overhead 
as I stumble across the crunching snow.

Breathless, I arrive in the shed. I run my light along 
the stacks. Moonlight trickles through the slats. My breath 
fogs in its beam. Before me lies the harvest of summer: a 
small forest of windfalls dismembered and stacked: fra-
grant black cherry, beech, and box elder; blight-killed oak 
and shagbark hickory—all stacked crotch to elbow, knotty 
knee to moldy hollow—high as my head with spaces “big 
enough for a mouse to crawl through, but not for a cat to 
follow.” I think suddenly of trunks in the attic stuffed with 
plays never finished, branches of thought never followed 
to their leafy ends, stories still greening in the forest of the 
imagination, and—

Whoosh! Suddenly I am startled by an explosion of 
scarlet from the top of the stacks. A rush of wings whirs 
past my ear. A cardinal! Seeking refuge from the owl per-
haps, or searching for insects frozen in the bark. Hastily, I 
fill my sling, and dash back to the house, closing the door 
to winter behind me. I feed the embers with cold fingers, 
and soon, through the window of the iron stove, I can see 
the fire spreading over oxidizing bark, telling better stories 
than any to be found on late-night cable.

No need to go back upstairs to my manuscript quite 
yet, I tell myself, nestling in the fire-facing chair. Still no 
raven comes tapping, rapping at the window, but the room 
is warm. This is creative work. Really. Just sitting here on 
the couch, sipping the last few drops of whisky from the 
cabinet and watching the blaze of this small sun, borrowed 
from the bounty of October.

Rod Clark is a lifelong Wisconsin-based writer who lives 

with his wife Melanie Werth and cat Leslie Underfoot in a 

140-year-old farmhouse on twenty rural acres in southeast 

Wisconsin. He is perhaps best known as the editor and pub-

lisher of the literary magazine Rosebud, now in its twenti-

eth year of publication. “The Quarry” and “The Ten-Minute 

Brook” were aired earlier this year on International Public 

Radio’s “Living on Earth.”
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hannah fries

Winter Wren

There are birds I’ve heard and never seen,
voices rising through the forest like a cold spring.

A wink of wings. The rest obscured
in the trembling leaves.

What I heard on a mountain trail
made me stop, get out my notebook

and try to notate, drawing
descending triplets, then ascending, an eighth

rest here, a tone of indiscernible length,
so melodic and yet—erasing, listening,

hearing differently each time—
I couldn’t get it right.

Like the time I dreamed of bluebirds for a week,
how sometimes they surprised me,

flying into my face, flutter of summer
sky, pale blaze of rusty breast,

then gone so fast I didn’t know which way to run
to find them. Sometimes there was only

a clearing, bright blue feathers strewn—
or laid—about the floor. As though

I’d stumbled upon a threshold,
and didn’t know if I should cross.

Things would be different if I were the girl
in the fantasy book I read as a child—

the girl who befriends the cuckoo bird
that every hour comes out of a clock door

and takes her with him, slipping through
some thin place

into layers of hidden worlds.
No one ever believes you

when you come back from such a place,
your escort a clock-piece made of wood again.

I described the bird’s untranslatable song
to anyone who’d listen until

someone explained: a winter wren—
if you slow a recording to half

or quarter the speed, you’ll hear it
harmonize with itself—overtones,

halftones, sung at the same time.
Not one clear note to copy down by pen,

but each holding another’s intimation
that rises almost unbidden

from in between what we perceive
and what beckons from beyond it.

I stand in the clearing,
one hand holding an iridescent feather,

the other open, palm up
to the azure sky.

pameLa CarroLL

Bird E, 2013
oil on canvas, 8 x 10 in

Hannah Fries lives in western Massachusetts, where she is 

associate editor and poetry editor of Orion magazine. She 

is a graduate of the Warren Wilson College MFA Program 

for Writers and the recipient of a Colorado Art Ranch resi-

dency. Her poems have appeared or are forthcoming in The 

Massachusetts Review, Rhino, Water~Stone Review, up

street, and other journals.
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eLLen bass

Rats

Last night after the poetry reading,
a man told me about his life’s work:
how he places each rat in its own glass box
and for 30 seconds he plays it music.
In the last 3 seconds, he shocks the rat.
Then 90 beats of silence.
And he begins again.
As I stood there, my heavy leather purse
weighing down my shoulder,
I couldn’t help thinking
this sounds too much like the human condition—
only more orderly. One minute
Louis Armstrong’s singing I see trees of green
and the next…
some fever or curse, some impossible mistake.
And you sit holding a spoon,
unable to lift it to your mouth,
unable to put it down.
This strain of rats descends
from a circus in the 1800s. Their ancestors
swung on satin-ribboned trapezes
and leapt through tiny rings of fire.
Now none of that can save them.
And here’s the thing:
a rat who only watches
freezes too. This is empathy. Feeling
what someone else is feeling.
But the witness must be struck once
to know that panic in his veins
when the solo sax ascends.
And maybe we are like this too.
Maybe it’s unreasonable
to expect the average person to inhabit
the strange pain of a foreign heart, that clogged
drain matted with hair and slime.
Once in a particular despair,
I asked a lover, Just take an hour
and imagine this is happening to you.
She looked straight ahead
and said, I don’t want to.
The scientist explained
the rat’s response was crude, not volitional.
But I would have welcomed
even the quivering of a rodent,
its toy-sized muscle pumping hard
in its covert of ribs.

credit: Winfield Gallery
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Three Quarter Time, 2013
oil on canvas, 24 x 18 in

Ellen Bass’s books of poetry include Like a Beggar (Copper 

Canyon, 2014), The Human Line (Copper Canyon, 2007), and 

Mules of Love (BOA, 2002). She coedited No More Masks! 

(Doubleday), one of the first major anthologies of poetry 

by women. Her work has been published in The New yorker, 

The Atlantic, American Poetry Review, The New Republic, 

Ploughshares, and The Kenyon Review. She teaches in the 

MFA program at Pacific University. www.ellenbass.com
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King Of Chains
Chain, chain, chain, chain, chain, chain 

Chain, chain, chain, chain of fools

—Aretha Franklin

t he showy, greased handlebar moustache and 
flashy biceps were unusual on a milkman, but 
otherwise everything looked kosher: the creaky 

black wagon with the word Cream painted in white script 
on the side, the large silver can jostling in the back. The 
horse was reined in at the service entrance to the Win-
chester Spirit House. The man shaded his eyes against 
the bright Central California day and looked up and up 
and up at the never-ending mansion. He said later that it 
reminded him of an enormous gingerbread house from 
that fairy tale, gaily painted and vaguely Swiss-looking like 
that. He recollected the milk can, leapt off the seat, set his 
knees, and hefted the large silver canister onto the doorstep, 
mumble-swearing as he eased it down. Flourishing his 
cap theatrically, revealing a shiny bald head and a gold 
hoop in his left ear, he asked the servant who answered the 
door if she wanted him to haul the can into the house for 
her. She shook her head, said, “Nobody gets in here.” The 
man climbed back into the wagon, clicked his tongue at 
the horse. He said later that the place had given him the 
creepy-crawlies, and he was glad to see the back of it.

The can sat for several minutes in the late afternoon 
sun. Then servants came out, heaved it up, grumbling to 
each other, and hauled it into the house. Inside the can, 
up to his neck in milk, was Harry Houdini.

Please, I’ll explain. That year, 1915, I was covering 
the San Francisco World’s Fair for The Examiner, my first 
full-time job as a reporter. We’d been rocked and almost 
wrecked in 1906, so this celebration showed the world that 
everything in Frisco was copacetic again. I covered the 
fair right from the beginning, with headlines like “Won-
der of Wonders” and “Heady Times These.” Alexander 
Graham Bell placed a cross-country phone call, Thomas 
Edison showed off his storage battery, Henry Ford created 
an automobile extravaganza. General Electric covered 
the exhibition in tiny lights: even the boats in the harbor 
twinkled. The centerpiece of the whole shebang was the 
Tower of Jewels. One of my stories detailed the 102,000 
pieces of glittering multicolored cut Bohemian glass used 
in its construction.

The World’s Fair was the bee’s knees, as we used to 
say, but by November, as the fair was winding down, I was 
having to do a little digging to make my weekly deadline.

I reread the official brochure, and the last paragraph 
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caught my eye: “Do you realize what this Exposition 
means to you? This is the first time in the history of man 
the entire world is known and in intercommunication. In 
speaking of the earth, the qualification ‘The known world’ 
is no longer necessary.”

I was a man of knowledge myself, a member of the 
socialist party, voted for Eugene Debs, read Upton Sinclair. 
We believed the truth would set us free. But all the world 
could not be known quite yet—why then pursue knowl-
edge? Plus, I’d be out of a job. Although so far I’d only 
written about the exposition, I wanted to be a muckraker 
like Fremont Older, eradicating humbug and skullduggery. 
I searched about for some unexplored murky corner of the 
Great Exposition to shine my light on. And then Houdini 
came to town.

The King of Chains, the World Famous Self-Liberator, 
the Elusive American, the Prince of the Air, the Handcuff 
King, the Jail Breaker. He was a foreigner, and everyone 
loved him as if he were Yankee Doodle. First he had es-
caped Hungary, and then, perhaps even harder, he had 
escaped Appleton, Wisconsin. His father was a rabbi, but 
he seemed to have liberated himself from his religion, too. 
And even though he himself was a master of illusion, he 
worked to unmask the quacksters. He’d even written a 
book exposing the flimflam of the underworld. Why, he 
was our national inspiration.

I went to his show at the Orpheum. His dark hair was 
greased down and parted in the middle, his eyes made 
up like Sarah Bernhardt’s. He never smiled on stage, so 
he appeared to be glowering, in possession of mysteries 
the audience could not fathom. “Welcome, friends,” he 

began. His voice was deep and his accent slightly British. 
He hit those fricatives hard. His accent was just another 
thing he’d escaped.

He performed his world-famous Chinese Water Tor-
ture Cell Escape. It was a doozy, fully copyrighted, though 
I’m not sure what was Chinese about it. His feet were 
locked into what appeared to be a lid for a great tank of 
water. The sides of the tank were glass-plated, and inside 
was a metal cage. They lowered him upside down into 
the cage inside the tank. Then they locked the lid. His as-
sistant, a bald, burly man with a gold hoop in his ear and 
a handlebar moustache, stood by with a sledgehammer in 
case he had to break in to save him from drowning. The 
curtains closed.

The seconds ticked by. The audience murmured ner-
vously. While Houdini slowly ran out of air, I sat in my 
velvet-covered seat, holding my own breath and thinking 
about how I was like Houdini—like him, I’d erased my 
foreign accent, stopped going to Hebrew school, never 
went to shul, was taken for a real American. But I was also 
not like Houdini. I was twenty-five and still lived with my 
mother and sister. I had wanted to ride a motorbike across 
America that next summer, send articles from the road, but 
my mother had forbidden it—too dangerous, she’d said. 
I couldn’t hold my breath like Houdini, either. I had to 
take a gasp of air. I imagined the Great Escape From The 
Mother Embrace. A mother standing behind the King Of 
Chains, her arms straitjacketing him, Houdini dislocat-
ing his own shoulders to free himself. And then I heard 
the applause start, looked up, and there he was—Houdini, 
bouncing around in front of the curtain, a free man.

At that very moment the idea came to me, like one of 
Mr. Ford’s motorcars straight off the assembly line, auda-
cious and gleaming.

When I went backstage to interview Houdini, he was 
in a heavy floor-length maroon satin robe, untied. Under-
neath, he still wore his black bathing costume. His legs 
were hairless and extraordinarily developed. His muscular 
chest was also shaved, but his forearms gave him away as 
one of us—covered in wiry black hair just like my own. 
He was wiping off his eye makeup, which appeared to be 
greasepaint from the circus. His springy hair was already 
curling out of the brilliantine. He was a good-looking fel-
low, if you like the foreigner type, and I hope you do. He 
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sort of hopped on his toes all the time, as if he had so much 
energy wound up in there he needed to continually let it 
out in those little hops. Some say the secret to his success 
was that he was double-jointed, but I think it was that en-
ergy—he was a twentieth-century dynamo.

When he finished cleaning his face, he pulled an apple 
out of the pocket of his dressing gown, and began tossing it 
from hand to hand. His eyes crinkled, and he gave me an 
easy, pleased-with-himself grin—he had a space between 
his front teeth. “What can I do you for, Bub?” he asked.

My own hands were clenched inside my pockets, 
something I’d trained myself to do so I didn’t gesture so 
much. After telling him his show was hunky-dory, I got 
straight down to business. I pulled him aside and unfolded 
my scheme. “Say, Mr. Houdini,” I began. In a town called 
San Jose, just a few hours’ distance from San Francisco, 
lived the old widow of the Winchester fortune. For twenty-
nine years she had been constantly building a house of 
crazy proportions, supposedly directed by ghosts.

Even from the outside you could tell something was 
strange. There were thirteen stained-glass windows that 
had thirteen panels fashioned in the shapes of spiderwebs. 
But no one except the servants could get into that house. 
They say the front door had never been unlocked. This 
house was the ultimate unknown. No one but the Great 
Houdini could break in and shine a bright light on the 
hokum that surrounded it.

At first when I told him the scheme, he grinned his 
amused grin, said in his radio voice, “I’m an escapologist, 
Bub, not a thief. It wouldn’t do for me to be caught break-
ing into someone’s home, especially a swank widow’s place. 
Why, I’ve written a book exposing the tricks of thieves. 
How would it do if I were marked as one myself? Why 
don’t I just call?” He hopped a bit on his toes, tossed his 
apple. “I’m sure the old bird would be amused by a call 
from Harry Houdini.”

I nixed that. I told him that Teddy Roosevelt himself 
had come to call and was sent away in a huff. While I talk-
ed he caught his apple in his mouth and began eating it. I 
told him I thought we could get worldwide coverage with 
a story like this. I knew publicity was Houdini’s bread and 
butter. In my enthusiasm I let my hands fly, outlining the 
headlines in the air: “‘The King Of Chains Reveals Spirit 
House Is A Sham!’ The world needs to know,” I added.

He seemed to consider, munching thoughtfully. He 
said, “You say she is in communication with the dead?”

“That’s what they say,” I winked.
He tossed me the skinny core of the apple, sloughed 

off his dressing gown, and flipped into a handstand right 
in front of me. I looked down at him grinning up at me. 

“Is that a yes?” I asked, and he nodded. I slipped the core 
into my pocket, a souvenir.

Two days later, there was Houdini, up to his neck in 
dairy inside the Winchester mansion. I’d suggested we use 
water, but Houdini had said milk was a more commodious 
solution. Sounds echoed strangely in the can. But finally, 
for seven minutes after he had been carried into the house, 
he heard nothing at all. Houdini was an expert at keeping 
time, an essential element of his act, as he later told me.

He popped the locked lid off, don’t ask me how. It fell 
onto the floor with a clang. He peeped up over the metal 
lip, his hair dripping milk.

A screech startled him.
A red-faced woman in a big food-splattered apron, 

brandishing a wooden spoon, locked her predatory eyes 
with his for six seconds. Houdini was certain she had done 
the same with many hapless rats before him. Then she 
bum-rushed him. She sat down on the top of the can, trap-
ping Houdini inside.

He heard the woman, who had an Irish accent, yell, 
“I’ve scared up a bogey in the milk.” Then there were a lot 
of voices. Someone clanged the side of the can, which hurt 
Houdini’s ears. She ordered some so-and-so named Lacy 
to fetch Mrs. Winchester. The cook announced loudly that 
the bogey was a dark devil from the Negro or Arab races. 
A male voice said, “Could be a genie that grants wishes.” 
The cook repeated that Lacy had gone to alert Mrs. Win-
chester. “I’m sure she already knows,” someone else said, 
and they all quieted down.

I must admit that at this juncture the Great Houdini 
wanted out of the adventure. He was chilled and tired of 
being wet. He was hungry, as usual. Even more so, he 
sensed this scheme turning south—he knew what hap-
pened to intruders of the so-called darker races. “Meshuga-
nah cup, shyster, donkey’s ass,” he cursed me in both Yid-
dish and English.

“It’s speaking!” someone said.
“What language is that?”
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“Arabian.” And there were general knockings on the 
can. For some reason, this tickled Houdini’s funny bone. 
He laughed and knocked back, then philosophically 
lapped up some of the milk he was bathing in.

Finally, after six more minutes, Houdini had enough. 
He positioned his palms on the considerable bottom. “It’s 
pinching me, it is!” the cook squealed. Houdini began 
to lift. There were some appreciative oohs and aahs as 
Houdini stood, shaking just a little, milk cascading off 
him, the squealing cook raised above his head. Even while 
she battered him about the head and shoulders with the 
wooden spoon, he said, “Allow me to introduce myself. I 
am Harry Houdini.”

The pummeling ceased. He was surrounded by a 
group of servants: the young woman Lacy, pointing a 
broom at him, two gardeners, one with a rake and another 
with a trowel, and a well-dressed old butler hefting a pa-
perweight with a scene of the Alps as his weapon.

“That is the great magician himself. I’ve seen pictures,” 
said Lacy, lowering her broom.

“Ask him if he grants wishes,” said the man with the 
rake. “If we was to rub his tummy like.”

Then an ancient voice like chipped china said from 
behind them, “Kindly lower my cook, Mr. Houdini.”

Houdini brought the beefy woman back to earth. She 
straightened out her dress and apron, her cheeks aflame.

Free of the weight of the cook, Houdini bowed to an 
extremely short, veiled woman in a dark hobble dress. She 
looked like a well-appointed dwarf, thick like that, which 
made Houdini feel at home, as he’d had several dwarf 
colleagues when he worked at the Welsh Brothers Circus.

“What is the meaning of this intrusion?” the Widow 
Winchester asked.

“I’ve come to offer my assistance in your battle with 
the spirits, madam.”

“Please escort Mr. Houdini out.” And the snooty, min-
iature widow turned away.

The old butler holding the paperweight stepped for-
ward. “Mr. Houdini, it would be my privilege—”

“Please, wait, Madam Winchester, I implore you,” 
cried Houdini. “Perhaps it is not you that needs help, but 
I. I am desperate to contact my dear, darling mother. I am 
dying with missing her. I never got to say goodbye.”

When Houdini told me this story, he was sitting on 
a green settee in front of a fire in his hotel room on the 
afternoon after the incident. He was in white silk paja-
mas eating a Jewish dish he’d asked the kitchen to pre-
pare specially—sour cream with raw vegetables—Farmer’s 
Chop Suey. I was perched on an arm of the settee, taking 
notes. When he told me what he’d said about his mother, 
I grinned, remarked, “Quick thinking, Mr. Houdini. Did 
the widow buy it?”

He ignored me, continued to narrate in his deep radio 
voice between bites. I figured he did not care for interrup-
tion, and I tried to keep my mouth shut after that.

Mrs. Winchester looked up at him carefully through 
the veil. Then she had the butler take him away to be 
cleaned up in her indoor shower.

For some reason, the only attire they offered him was 
a Japanese kimono, obviously Mrs. Winchester’s—pink 
silk with a red dragon, very wide, but only reaching to his 
knees and elbows. He did not like to complain.

Then he was fed. Houdini sat in the kitchen in his 
kimono, Lacy and the cook waiting on him. He said that 
besides the roast, there was crab soup, caviar, and shrimps, 
which he declined due to his Jewish persuasion, then cel-
ery flan and orange fool for dessert. He praised each dish 
lavishly, and by the orange fool, the cook forgave him for 
hoisting her by her generous petard. She brought over a 
pot and three cups, and she, Lacy, and the Great Houdini 
took tea together.

Lacy remarked that she was going to search out other 
employment. The money wasn’t worth it, she said, if her 
nerves were to be ruined. She couldn’t go about her job 
expecting a devil to pop out of a milk can or a phantom 
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foot to emerge from the toilet and kick her in the arse or 
maybe a ghostly hand might pop out from under a chick-
en-fried steak.

“Don’t be a fool,” the cook said. “That warn’t no devil, 
it were Mr. Harry Houdini himself, and you’ll be telling 
your grandchildren you met him. And you make double 
the money here cash every day, so lamp along with you.”

Houdini inquired about the origin of the spirit prob-
lem in the house. The cook leaned in, whispered, “She’s 
most likely listening, she is, but since she let you stay, she 
wouldn’t mind me telling you that way back when she 
were a girl in New England, she married the Winchester 
heir, had a baby girl, and then husband and wee babe both 
upped and died on her, all mysterious it was. A spiritualist 
told her that her family be cursed by all the dead of the 
Winchester rifle, and if she didn’t commence to building 
a house right away, she were done for. In short, if she stops 
building, the spirits will kill her. And that’s all I’ll say on 
that subject.”

On they chatted cheerfully, Lacy and the cook trying 
to get Houdini to reveal the secrets of his escapes, and 
he trying to get them to reveal the secrets of the spirits, 
until at midnight a bell sounded all over the house. The 
two women grew silent. The veiled lady appeared at the 
door of the kitchen. She beckoned Houdini with a gloved  
hand.

At this point in the telling of the story, Houdini be-
came agitated. He pushed aside his food, ran his hand 
through his thick, frizzy hair so that it stood on end. He 
hopped up from the settee and jumped onto his hands, 
walked around the hotel room on them, leapt back up. 
Finally he faced the fireplace, his back to me. “I spent 
two hours with Mrs. Winchester, and then she returned 
my bathing costume, freshly laundered, and my milk can 
emptied and cleaned as well. She graciously ordered round 
her car to take me back to my hotel. Unfortunately, I had 
to walk through the lobby in my bathing costume carrying 
the milk can at dawn. But no one seemed to mind.” He 
picked up an iron poker and fenced with it. “The end.”

“The end?” I said.
“More or less.” He continued to vigorously fence his 

invisible opponent.
“But. You haven’t even described the house. What did 

you do with her for two long hours?” I shook the writing 

tablet that I’d been furiously taking notes in. “Finish the 
story, sir. I implore you.”

He dropped the poker and went back to standing on 
his hands. “I prefer not to.”

“Please, Mr. Houdini. I need to know.” I didn’t add that 
I had a deadline to make.

He was still upside down. “If I tell you, you must swear 
not to write about it.” He balanced on one arm and held 
his hand out for my notebook.

I had a decision to make, and fast, because I surmised 
that if he stood up, our conversation would be at an end. 
Here I must admit I decided that if the story were really 
good, I would publish it anyway. I had a memory for de-
tails. He was balancing on both hands again, so I gently 
pressed the notebook between his teeth.

He righted himself, spit the little notebook into the 
fire, reseated himself on the settee, scraped up the last of 
the sour cream, cleared his throat, and continued. “The 
house. Labyrinthine. Outrageous. Stairs ending at the ceil-
ing. A stairwell leading to a door that opened onto a wall. 
A window to another part of the house. An entire wing 
seemed to be blocked off.” He said there must have been 
hundreds of rooms, all with the finest decorations, all ee-
rily empty of inhabitants.

Strangest to him was the stairwell that Mrs. Win-
chester slowly led him up. It was narrow, wound round 
and round, and had a rise between each stair of no more 
than an inch and a half, with a railing just a couple 
feet off the stairs. Perfect for a miniature widow with  
joint pain.

At what seemed to be the very center of the house, Mrs. 
Winchester stopped in front of a pale green door. She gave 
Houdini the once-over again, and then she knocked her 
cane against his shin, smartly, twice. Making sure he was 
solid, most likely, he said, and not a spirit got up to look 
like him. I laughed when he told me that, but he was not 
in a laughing mood. He’d thrown himself across his bed 
by this point, flung his arm over his eyes.

Mrs. Winchester nodded and turned and he followed 
her in. She sat herself down in the small room that con-
tained a table with two chairs, nothing more. The chairs 
were regular sized, and her feet did not touch the floor, 
but she had a small velvet-covered stool to rest her feet on. 
She unveiled herself.
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She had a round, jowly face, a lot of grey hair piled 
on top of her head, a large bosom for one so small, and, 
Houdini said, very small eyes. She had in front of her one 
of those children’s novelties, a Ouija board.

Houdini sat down in the other chair.
“You may quietly observe,” she said. “I have most im-

portant business to attend.”
“May I inquire about the nature of this business, 

madam?”
“I must consult the spirits about an addition to the 

house they lately specified.”
“But why do they insist on this endless production?”
“I don’t know.”
“You don’t know?”
“I suppose they are bored. Maybe they like to see their 

plans come to fruition. I know it comforts them.”
“But do you not long to be free of them? I am, forgoing 

modesty, the greatest escapologist in the world. Perhaps I 
can assist in your release.”

“And then what should I do?”
Mr. Houdini was a bit at a loss, not being an expert in 

how rich old ladies spent their time. “Go to the theater?” 
he ventured. “Give money to charitable institutions? Paint 
teacups?”

Mrs. Winchester rolled her eyes. “I must begin. It is 
a laborious process of communication, and I only have 
two hours.”

“Madness,” I remarked to Houdini. “Didn’t you de-
mand to know the point of all this useless construction?”

“How could I, when I have dedicated my life to lock-
ing myself up and freeing myself for people’s amusement?”

“Can you help me first?” Houdini asked Mrs. Win-
chester. “I want to speak to my dearest Mamala.”

“Was she killed by a Winchester rifle?” Mrs. Win-
chester asked.

“She died of a stomach problem, they say, while I was 
abroad. I never got to say goodbye. But can’t you ask your 
friends to rummage around for her?”

“They are not my friends,” Mrs. Winchester said. But 
she asked out loud, “Can you locate Mr. Houdini’s moth-
er?” Then she sat patiently, her fingers lightly touching 
the planchette, which was wooden and shaped like a heart 
with a hole at its center. The planchette moved slowly over 
the board to the word yes.

“How is she?” Houdini said eagerly. “Tell her I love her. 
Tell her I miss her.”

“Slow down, slow down,” Mrs. Winchester grumbled. 
She asked, “How is she?”

The planchette was still, then moved over the no, 
then spelled out english.

“What does that mean?” Houdini asked.
“They can’t understand her. She’s speaking in a foreign 

tongue.”
“Hasn’t any Jew ever been killed by a Winchester rifle? 

Tell them to tell her to speak English.”
She said, “Tell her to speak English.” Mrs. Winchester 

slowly spelled out: what with the shmate?
“Oh.” Houdini looked down at his kimono. “A shmate 

is a rag.”
“That’s imported Japanese silk,” Mrs. Winchester said. 

“I need to get to work. They only convene between mid-
night and 2 a.m. When I’m done, if there’s time, you can 
speak to your impertinent mother again.”

Mrs. Winchester asked architectural questions aloud, 
then the Ouija board spelled out the answers. She took 
notes on a grey tablet with a pencil. Sometimes she argued 
or asked the Ouija board to be more specific.

Houdini observed politely for thirty-seven minutes. 
Then he began to crack his neck and fingers, later his 
toes. He amused himself by doing stretches and calis-
thenics. Push-ups, sit-ups. He practiced his handstands, 
then his handstands on one arm. He stretched his head 
between his legs. He managed a one-armed handstand 
on the chair.

The Widow Winchester was completely absorbed, not 
interested in the slightest that the great Harry Houdini was 
giving her a one-man show. For his part, he declared that 
watching the old woman work the Ouija board for an hour 
and fifteen minutes was the most boring performance he 
had ever witnessed.

Finally, he put his head down on the table. Did he 
fall asleep? He wasn’t sure. He closed his eyes, and when 
he opened them the room was crowded with the dead. 
He was absolutely sure they were dead, right away—not 
because they were vaporous, which they were not, and 
not even because they floated a little off the ground, just 
enough so that you could have slid a piece of paper un-
derneath, which they did, and not because they moved 

about by exhaling a cold, dank breath that propelled them 
this way and that, according to the way they angled their 
chins, which they also did—but because they all had ter-
rible gunshot wounds.

Half a face shattered to the bone, the back of the head 
blasted away, a burst of red on a waistcoat, an arm dangling, 
useless. They were not active wounds, there was no blood 
leakage, but they were forever unhealed and disconcerting 
nonetheless. It was loud in there, too, because they were all 
arguing with each other and with Mrs. Winchester about 
their joint building project.

And then, pressed into a corner, Houdini spied a bony-
faced old lady with a wisp of a grey topknot wearing a long 
white nightgown. It was his darling Mama Weisz. Houdini 
shouldered his way through the busy, grisly group until he 
reached his little mama. They embraced, held hands, he 
wept, she stroked his face. By his calculation, factoring in 
his possible nap, they only had approximately thirty-three 
minutes together.

She inquired about his health and about his wife Bess, 
but mostly she wanted to talk about food. She told him 
that was what she missed most—eating. They reminisced 
about shmaltz herring, kreplach, borscht, fried chicken 
hearts, pupicks. He grinned at me. “She had such a yen 
for Farmer’s Chop Suey, it was infectious.

“How I miss her cooking,” he said. “Which is funny, 
because she really wasn’t a very good cook. Her matzo 
balls were rocks. Her chicken soup tasted like maybe some 
hot water that a chicken had rested in for a minute or two 
before flying on to more important matters.”

They were pressed close by the animated, arguing 
crowd, whispering to each other. Mama Weisz said Houdi-
ni’s breath smelled sweetly of orange zest with a fresh hint 
of celery. She said the breath of everyone where she was 
smelled like nothing, or like mud, and anyway breath was 
used exclusively for locomotion on the other side.

“But Mama, how is it? This afterlife? Is it paradise?”
“It could be worse,” Mama Weisz replied, “but there’s 

high unemployment, about 100 percent. That’s why these 
shmucks are so excited.”

“That was when she asked me to breathe on her face,” 
Houdini said, his voice no longer sounding so British. “We 
held our hands together, and I breathed and she closed 
her papery eyelids and opened her mouth to take in my 

breath, and she said things like ‘ah’ and ‘warm’ and ‘salty’ 
and ‘tart’ and then the next thing I knew the bell rang, and 
I was standing in that corner by myself.” Mr. Houdini lay 
on the bed with his hands covering his eyes, quiet and still.

“But what then?” I asked.
“Mrs. Winchester slid off her chair and unlocked the 

door of her séance room. The butler was standing there. 
‘Please show Mr. Houdini out,’ she said.” The last thing 
she’d said to Houdini was, “I will make sure my milk is 
inspected from now on.”

“I was so overcome with my experience, I said noth-
ing,” Houdini whispered. “I didn’t thank her. I didn’t ask 
to return.”

I felt overcome myself. I sat down on the side of the 
bed. “But, Mr. Houdini, what do you think really hap-
pened? Do you think you were drugged? Do you think she 
mesmerized you in some manner?”

“I don’t know,” he said, “but it was the most important 
experience of my life.”

To be honest, the whole narrative unnerved me. There 
seemed no way to uncover the truth. I don’t remember 
our leave-taking. That week I turned in a piece about the 
elaborate plans to ship the Liberty Bell back to Philadel-
phia after the exposition. I never told Houdini’s story, and 
for years I put it out of my mind.

The headline for the next forty years of my life could 
have been “Heady Times These.” I got married, had three 
little girls, and my sister and mother lived with us, too. I 
never rode a motorbike cross-country, but in the twenties 
I investigated corruption in the San Francisco mayor’s of-
fice and in railroad regulation. In the thirties I uncovered 
the plight of the dust bowl immigrants, in the forties I 
wrote about imprisoned conscientious objectors, and in 
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the fifties about the thirty-two University of California 
professors fired for not signing anticommunist loyalty 
oaths.

My mother died in ’38, my sister in ’45. One daughter 
lives in Paris now with the grandchildren, the other two 
are singletons in la. When my wife passed away of the 
cancer in 1960, I retired to Del Rey, Florida. Eight years 
I’ve been here now.

In my senior residence we have the shuffleboard, we 
have B’nai B’rith. The big sport is playing bumper cars in 
our Lincoln Continentals to nab the spot closest to the 
entrance of the restaurant in time for the early bird special. 
I like watching The Smothers Brothers, I listen to Aretha 
Franklin on my record player, and I send money to plant 
trees in Israel in the names of all my dead relatives. But 
mostly, I finally have time to look back, turn it all over in 
my mind—cogitate, so to speak.

For example, I wonder what Houdini would have 
thought about World War ii, about the six million of our 
people who never escaped. Or what Mrs. Winchester 
would have to say about the millions killed by the m1 pro-
duced by the very same Winchester corporation. Imagine 
how crowded that séance room would be now, how endless 
that mansion.

As far as I know, Houdini only returned to the Win-
chester Spirit House one more time, after Sarah Win-
chester died in her sleep. In 1924 Houdini got himself 
invited on a tour of the mansion at midnight, but nothing 
happened—at least that’s what he told the newspapers. In 
the article he sounded bitter. Houdini himself died in 1926 
of a burst appendix. His last request, so they say, was to 
order out for Farmer’s Chop Suey.

That last request makes me wonder about my own 
mother, and the mysteries of mothers in general. How did 
she conjure that endless love for me? What would it be like 
to be in that séance room, so the Widow Winchester could 
bring my mother to me, and my sister, and my darling wife, 
even if just for thirty-three minutes.

But so far I’ve had no ghostly visitations from my be-
loveds. Even Houdini and Mrs. Winchester have been 
silent.

Still, no one was silent back then. What energy we 
had! What verve! I thought we were so different—I search-
ing for the truth, they trying to escape it. But the truth is, 

we’re all the same: me, Houdini, Mrs. Winchester—even 
these young people I see on television, burning their draft 
cards and their bras and dancing like meshugas to that 
meshuga music.

Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to the twentieth 
century! Take a seat. You will observe such wonders! Mer-
curial escapes, absurd and endless construction, utopian 
dreams, outrageous savagery! Wait, we still have some 
tricks up our sleeve.

Please, don’t go.
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Westloaf, 2013
mixed media, 11 x 14 in
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b eard and fringe of white hair neatly trimmed 
for the occasion, bald dome shining in the Sun-
day afternoon light of his office windows above 

Columbus Avenue, Lawrence Ferlinghetti sat patiently 
at an empty desk, a mildly disconcerted look on his face, 
greeting a stream of well-wishers come to congratulate 
him on the sixtieth birthday of City Lights Books. Just 
outside the door in the poetry room, and downstairs on 
the ground floor, and spilling out onto the sidewalk and 
into Kerouac Alley in front of Vesuvio’s, where a Latin jazz 
band was playing, swarms of visitors were browsing and 
milling in and around the store. The crowd was a mix of 
locals, longtime friends and patrons, and the usual sum-
mer tourists—it was June 23, and City Lights was throwing 
itself a party. Typical for this San Francisco institution and 
international landmark, it was a masterpiece of public and 
community relations. Ever since its founding in 1953 by 
Ferlinghetti and his business partner at the time, Peter 
Martin, City Lights has distinguished itself as one of the 
most remarkable cultural and commercial enterprises of 
our time. Quite apart from his important work as a poet, 
publisher, and painter, Ferlinghetti would be an extraor-
dinary figure in American culture for the influence of his 
bookshop alone.

As a reader and writer residing in the greater Bay Area 
for some forty-five years, I have gotten to know the store, 
and its poet-founder, through a good part of its evolution 
from a tiny storefront with racks of paperbacks—it start-
ed out specializing in this new format for mass-market 
books—to its current three-story (including the basement), 
much-expanded emporium for all the best of what’s in 
print, especially anything literary or political. Ferling-
hetti’s sensibility and signature are everywhere, from the 
layout of the bookcases to the historic photographs and 
posters on the walls to the hand-lettered signs the poet-
painter posts from time to time to make his patrons feel at 
home and safe from the madness and distractions of the 
world outside—like, for example: have a seat, read a 
book; books are trees made immortal; and, perhaps 
my favorite, stash your sell phone and be here now. 
Above in the windows or on the wall visible from the street 
are various signs or banners calling, in one form or another, 
for peace and justice. Seen from the outside, the building 
is a beacon of political dissidence; within, it is a haven of 

Christopher feLver

Ferlinghetti Bowler, 1981 
archival photographic print

Lawrence Ferlinghetti’s 
Enormous Imprint
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Ferlinghetti has created 
a body of work that can 
hold its own against 
that of virtually any 
American poet of the 
last half century.

alleged smut peddler to his current exalted status as elder 
statesman proves, among other things, that if you work 
diligently enough and live long enough, even the most 
disreputable character can rise to heights of distinction 
never approached by your prosecutors. Without ever com-
promising his politics or his commitment to free speech, 
City Lights’ poet-publisher simultaneously maintains a 
reputation of high distinction among the respectable (as 
indicated by his many lifetime achievement awards from 
the American Academy of Arts and Letters, National Book 
Foundation, Poetry Society of America, National Book 
Critics Circle, and others) and of authentic rebelliousness 
among the marginal, the countercultural, the ostracized, 
the neglected. How he has managed to do this is some-
thing of a mystery, but it’s also a measure of his artistic and 
entrepreneurial genius.

Writing in such superlative terms feels odd to me, as 
skeptical a critic as you will find, especially when it comes 
to hero worship. Yet while I have at times disagreed with 
his anarcho-romantic politics and had arguments with his 
populist poetics, Ferlinghetti’s integrity as a writer, pub-
lisher, and person is something I’ve grown to admire more 
and more. He has never sold out, nor been corrupted by his 
prominence, nor given an inch to the academics or reac-
tionaries or warmakers or tastemakers he has opposed from 
the beginning, creating—under the early influence of his 
mentor, Kenneth Rexroth, whose poetic and political vi-
sion was instrumental in the San Francisco Renaissance 
of the nineteen forties and fifties—a dynamic alternative 
to the conformist ideas of his time. Through his poetry, 
his publishing, his bookselling, his agitating and his sheer 
endurance as a good-natured, lighthearted avatar of the 
arts, he has shown by example that it is possible both to 
oppose the status quo and to survive, to contest the system 
and yet thrive within it, to be both a lover and a fighter, all 
without losing your humanity. It’s hard to think of many 
other examples of this kind of stamina in so many spheres, 
and it’s impossible not to acknowledge it as exceptional.

And what about the poetry? His second book, A Coney 
Island of the Mind (its title taken from a chapter in Henry 
Miller’s Black Spring), first published in 1958 and continu-
ously in print since then, has sold more than a million 
copies in at least a dozen languages and ranks as one of the 
all-time verse bestsellers. Those poems are still fresh, even 

to a reader long familiar with them, but in the half-century 
since their appearance the author has continued at regular 
intervals to bring out volume after volume of new work, 
right up to last year’s Book ii of his ongoing long poem-
in-progress, Americus, where with his usual mixture of 
Whitmanic expansiveness and Groucho Marxian irony, of 
William Carlos Williamsesque plainspokenness and Ezra 
Poundian authority, of high literary allusion and streetwise 
pop reference, of romantic earnestness and satiric irrev-
erence, he has carried on his public chronicle of life in 
these States. Despite his prodigious output and sustained 
accomplishment as a poet, Ferlinghetti has seldom been 
accorded the critical attention and respect that many lesser 
contemporaries have received, perhaps because his poems 
are so readily comprehensible that they speak for them-
selves without interpretive interference. They are written 
not for specialists but for anyone with an open mind and 
heart, and their ingenuousness disarms whoever would 
attempt to explain or analyze them.

Maybe that’s why he never takes questions after read-
ings—believing that poetry is best left to resonate in the 
minds of its listeners—and why he once remarked to me 
that “whole books [of poetry] disappear without a sound, 
as if dropped into a void.” (If such a renowned poet can be 
so widely ignored by the critical establishment, imagine 
the fate of more obscure authors.) Unaffected by trends 
and perpetually outside the mainstream when not actively 
going against the current of both mass culture and elitist 
taste, Ferlinghetti has created a body of work that can hold 

intellectual curiosity and contemplation. Although by now 
it has a staff of dozens, and the founder, at ninety-four, is 
scarcely involved in day-to-day operations, his mark on the 
place remains indelible.

But for someone with the publicity instincts of a P. T. 
Barnum and the performing instincts of a Charlie Chap-
lin, Ferlinghetti the person is, except perhaps to his clos-
est friends, an enigma, a rather shy man with a detached 
or distracted air, as if being too friendly meant a lapse of 
dignity, especially with strangers, often star-struck by his 
fame. Like any famous person with any sense, he keeps his 
guard up to protect himself from celebrity stalkers, and yet 
at the same time he can be seen in public all over North 
Beach and beyond. Besides the occasional encounter in 
the bookstore, over the years I’ve run into him reading a 
newspaper in the back of an out-of-the-way neighborhood 
cafe, or strolling up Columbus on the way home from 
work, or riding his bicycle along the Embarcadero, just 
another citizen going about his business. If you didn’t rec-
ognize him, you would never know he is one of the most 
popular poets on the planet, a pioneer of independent pub-
lishing, and a widely exhibited painter in addition to his 
accomplishment as a business owner.

Still, the glimpse I got of him that Sunday afternoon 
in June suggested he’d just as soon be anywhere else than 
politely receiving visitors in his office—this clearly was not 
his preferred social role. He is more at home on a stage 
reading his poems, or working behind the scenes publish-
ing books by other writers, or in his studio painting than 
he is meeting his admirers face to face. But such is the 
price of high-profile achievement over several generations. 

“Icon” is a terrible label to pin on anyone, and Ferlinghetti 
has always been and continues to be an iconoclast, but 
hardly anyone alive looms larger in the cultural landscape 
of California, or America.

Up close he is totally down to earth. In practically 
every situation where I’ve been with him, he is the least 
obtrusive person in the room, with no interest in being 
the center of attention. In 1983, when Nicaraguan poet 
and Sandinista Minister of Culture Ernesto Cardenal 
came to San Francisco to read his work and represent his 
revolutionary government, Ferlinghetti threw a generous 
lunch for at least thirty poets and journalists at the New 
Pisa restaurant, a suitably historic venue with its checkered 

tablecloths and old-time baseball photo gallery. After the 
meal, as a group of us gathered for an interview, the host 
was low key, speaking only when directly addressed, yield-
ing the floor to his distinguished guest. In other settings, 
at benefits and festivals and receptions, at readings and 
parties and demonstrations, despite the immense respect 
and deference shown him by everyone, I’ve never seen 
him with an entourage or any of the trappings of celebrity. 
Unlike many cultural superstars, he’s always just hanging 
out with everyone else, true to his philosophical principle 
of anarchism with its horizontal rather than hierarchical 
power relations.

Still, Ferlinghetti is no pushover. To have accom-
plished what he has in business he must have driven a lot 
of hard bargains and made some shrewd deals and had 
the judgment to hire competent and compatible people 
and coordinate their working together. Certainly during 
its maturity City Lights benefited greatly from the savvy 
management of Nancy Joyce Peters, who was running 
the store and the publishing house for most of the time 
I’ve been going there. (Peters is now retired, and Elaine 
Katzenberger has stepped into the role of chief executive.) 
But Lawrence, as everyone calls him, was hands-on edi-
tor—even in the nineteen nineties when he was less active 
than previously—of his Pocket Poets Series, as I discovered 
when he published my translation of Julio Cortázar’s se-
lected poems. He was a tough-minded negotiator of edito-
rial decisions. In those days before either of us used e-mail, 
we sent that manuscript back and forth numerous times, 
haggling over the selection of this or that poem, or this 
or that word or line, until we were both satisfied that the 
result was the best book possible. This kind of hardheaded 
give-and-take between editor and author (or in this case 
translator) is increasingly rare in this age of ebooks and 
ibooks and instant uploads and all the permutations of new 
media. As someone of an earlier generation of bookmen 
(and yes, they were mostly men), Ferlinghetti the popu-
list and anarchist could also fairly be called a gentleman 
publisher.

It wasn’t always so. When he published Allen Gins-
berg’s Howl in 1956 he was indicted for trafficking in 
obscenity, and the trial and vindication of that landmark 
poem was a victory for free expression that resonates to 
this day. Ferlinghetti’s journey from literary outlaw and 
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courtesy the artist

Reading these volumes 
over several months is 
to feel a sense of awe 
and admiration that 
anyone can sustain 
such a life’s work 
continuously over so 
long a period of time.

Christopher feLver

Ferlinghetti Old West Hotel, 1981
archival photographic print

its own against that of virtually any American poet of the 
last half century. These Are My Rivers: New and Selected 
Poems 1955–1993 (already twenty years old) is probably 
the best available introduction to this writer’s work, but 
his more recent books—How to Paint Sunlight (2001), 
Americus, Book I (2004), and Time of Useful Consciousness 
(Americus, Book II, 2012)— testify that his energy remains 
undiminished. The author notes that the latter title “is an 
aeronautical term denoting the time between when one 
loses oxygen and when one passes out, the brief time in 
which some lifesaving action is possible.” This is a brilliant 
metaphor both for the poet’s acknowledgment of his own 
mortality and his belief in the potential of art to rescue 
a civilization spiraling into catastrophe. The cumulative 
effect of reading these volumes over several months, as I 
have, is to feel a sense of awe and admiration that anyone 
can sustain such a life’s work continuously over so long a 
period of time.

In the little volume of zingers and manifestos, apho-
risms and exhortations, slogans and definitions titled Poet-
ry as Insurgent Art (2007) Ferlinghetti spells out as directly 
as possible his belief in the transformative, revolutionary, 
magical powers of poetry to enlighten and inspire the in-
dividual who writes or reads it, and to thereby change the 
world for the better. It is perhaps a quixotic or even naive 

belief but, lived with his fervor of undiminished convic-
tion, it can feel forcefully persuasive to those who embrace 
it. This sense of courage and encouragement, of resistance 
to despair and to the machinations of marketing and politi-
cal bad faith in all its forms, has endeared the man to his 
fans, even those who have read him only a little.

And so it was no surprise that when filmmaker Chris 
Felver brought his bio-documentary Ferlinghetti to Santa 
Cruz on October 18, 2011, that day was declared by the 
mayor Lawrence Ferlinghetti Day, and five hundred peo-
ple filled the auditorium of the art deco Del Mar Theater 
to have a good look at the legendary figure on film, and 
also at the great man in the flesh. Onstage after the screen-
ing, Felver and Ferlinghetti took a few questions from the 
audience. One older gentleman toward the front of the 
hall asked Lawrence what advice he had for staying upbeat 
and productive in one’s later years, and the poet replied, 
deadpan, “Read Samuel Beckett.” That Ferlinghetti the 
perpetual optimist and overthrower of the powers that be 
should invoke Beckett, the bleak yet paradoxically hope-
ful bard of existential hopelessness, may have left most 
of the audience scratching their heads; but to me it re-
vealed tremendous wit and self-awareness, implying that 
only by facing the darkest reality of what we’re up against—
both individual death and socio-political (not to mention 
ecological) disaster—do we have a chance of using it for 
creative purposes. Beckett’s characters, like Chaplin’s, 
are bumbling victims yet tough survivors of a world that 
couldn’t care less. Ferlinghetti is wise enough to recognize 
this truth. Such spiritual resilience in the face of certain 
doom is a gift deserving of our deepest gratitude.

Stephen Kessler is the editor of The Redwood Coast 

Review. His most recent books are Scratch Pegasus (po-

ems) and Poems of Consummation by Vicente Aleixandre 

(translation).
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San Francisco 
Weekend 

An Authored Map  
to the City  

of My Youth

“i’m taking the kids to see G.I. Joe,” my husband says 
as he comes out of the motel shower. He never asks 
permission in the way many contemporary men 

do, and I like that. My eight-year-old daughter sits on the 
motel bed, bored as all get-out because Mommy has a 
couple hours’ work, and we haven’t gone to Japantown yet 
for unnecessary Japanese stationery products to pass her 
time. She doesn’t like superhero movies because the girls 
are never the ones with the capes and fanfare. She’s eight 
and she knows this.

She also still has bad dreams from watching movie 
explosions or listening to npr on a Monday morning on 
the way to school. We don’t live in San Francisco anymore; 
we live in the Sierra mountains where it’s not uncommon 
for kids to raise pigs and goats for 4-H and learn to shoot 
at age five. I like living there, in space, in air.

My best friend lives in Redondo Beach. Her kids once 
had to hike two miles on a field trip before they could 
find a single tree that changed color in autumn. When 
her family visits, they stop every few feet amazed at our 
generic deer and squirrels. Haven’t they ever seen animals 
before? Don’t they know turkeys in the middle of the road 
are nuisances?

But this weekend, we have come to the city so that my 
kids are not swallowed up by bad country western music 
and religion. We come for bookstores and museums. We 
come for things made with lemongrass or a chili pepper. 
And sometimes we come for movies.

My ten-year-old son’s eyes are wide and happy at the 
prospect of seeing two solid hours of cgi violence. He 
gives me that look that only the child of a writer gives 
his mother. “Yes, I know they probably started shooting 
without a decent script because they were too cheap to 
pay a writer, but I just want to watch things explode.” At 
least that’s what I think he’s saying. I’ve walked in on him 
in the loft plenty of times to him holding up his hand to 
my face so I can’t see the screen: “Bad script, Mom. You 
don’t want to see this.”

My husband and son move closer to the plastic key-
card and the cash on the table with the dining guide that 
only the most hopeless of sf tourists would use.

“Don’t be a Helicopter Mom.” My son points like there 
are propellers coming out of my head. Because we had no 
tv for ten years, he is drawn into commercials and shows 

Christopher feLver

Ferlinghetti City Lights, 1981
archival photographic print
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I’ve been food-consoling 
myself in North Beach  
since way before 
she was born.

and tunnel people are gone, and it’s just the Europeans 
and the few residents left with rent-controlled apartments.

I hype us up on caffeine, rum, and sugar, and my 
daughter suggests walking to City Lights Bookstore as a 
small bit of exercise. We walk up the street together hand 
in hand. I love it when she holds my hand. It’s so infre-
quent now. I have her walk on the inside of every sidewalk 
in the city, and I take the street side, just in case of Muni 
jumping curbs.

But in the last block I see a waiting ambulance, a cop 
car, and a woman in her twenties clearly drugged up on 
something, going limp and noncooperative in the arms of 
the cops as they try to take her away. For a moment I think 
I can go around the building, but then it occurs to me that 
I’ve never once been behind City Lights and I don’t know 
what’s there.

I push my daughter gently into the street side of our 
walk, and have her round the trash cans and the hurdles 
of spit the girl spews forth indiscriminately, hitting the fire 
hydrant, my jacket, the policemen’s chests.

“Is she on drugs?” my daughter asks.
“Probably. Not very good ones,” I say.
“What are they going to do with her?”
“I don’t know.”
“You never know anything when we come here.” She 

has me. It’s true. I can no longer explain things right in 
front of me for an eight-year-old. I almost always make it 
worse.

We do have family traditions when we visit San Fran-
cisco. We usually do the Hagiwara Tea Garden in Golden 
Gate Park. We go to my old neighborhood. We go to the 
poetry room on the top floor of City Lights and the chil-
dren’s section in the basement. This time, though, I’m 
far too nostalgic for my days as a zine girl, in the nineties.

“Paloma. See that shelf under the stairs? People write 
little chapbooks and publish them, often by themselves, 
and City Lights sells them. It used to be my favorite sec-
tion of the bookstore. My first chapbooks were there.” I am 
trying to share myself. I’m trying to give her what I can in 
the most age-appropriate way possible.

Paloma picks a chapbook up off the shelf at random 
and thumbs through it. I can see she’s reading something. 
She puts it down and grimaces.

“What?”

“Fucking assholes, Mom.”
“What?!”
“That’s what it said, Mom. I opened the page and the 

first line was ‘fucking assholes.’”
“Children’s section?” I offer, in the hopes of erasing the 

suggestion of stopping at the chapbook shelf.
We get back to the motel room with three nice new 

books with illustrations and without curse words. My hus-
band admits the movie kind of sucked, but my son is happy 
and planning out the next morning. My daughter spreads 
her new books on the kids’ bed. My husband asks her what 
we did.

“Mommy took me to see inappropriate things and let 
me read books with bad words in them, Papa.”

Yeah, kid. Bad script.

with equal amounts of amazement. All of his friends have 
seen everything pg-13; why am I such a holdout?

“Fine. You can take the ten-year-old to the pg-13 
G.I. Joe save-the-world bullshit nonsense, but you aren’t 
taking our daughter,” I say to my husband. My daughter 
eyes me wearily. They don’t stay to argue with me. They’re 
halfway out the door. My son has a sweet soul. Why feed it 
emptiness? What’s wrong with being the one family that 
shuns fake intentional violence? They shake their heads, 
ignoring me, and wave.

“Fine, then. At least Paloma will have a wholesome 
upbringing. At least I have control over this.” Paloma raises 
an eyebrow at me.

“So, Mommy, what are we going to do when you fin-
ish working?” This is always a hard one for me. I lived in 
San Francisco in my twenties. Single. Child- and car-free. 
I know which bars aren’t quite closed yet. I know where 
to eat at midnight. I don’t know where to take a kid on a 
Sunday night in San Francisco, and my hometown pride 
won’t allow for me to do something touristy. I navigate the 
city awkwardly, married with children and car.

“We should go to Caffè Greco for desserts, Mom. They 
have good desserts,” my daughter offers, interrupting my 
thoughts of dive bars I have known.

“I know they have good desserts.” I’ve been food-con-
soling myself in North Beach since way before she was 
born. We take the Broadway Tunnel route because my 
brakes need to last a couple of more months and because 
she loves tunnels. But as we arrive in North Beach, I re-
member that there’s nowhere to make a left turn onto Co-
lumbus from the safety of the Broadway Tunnel. I have to 
cross Columbus and make three rights to go left.

“What’s topless dancing?!” I hear from the back seat. 
I’m jolted alert. The eight-year-old and I are stopped di-
rectly across from that strip where the Hungry I is. There’s 
a woman standing out there with a whip pretending to lash 
another with a collar, and the sign above in giant letters 
reads topless dancing.

Now the dilemma begins, because I imagine the nor-
mal, suburban parent that I sometimes long to be would 
say something like, “Don’t look at that! People are doing 
bad things in there. It’s a sin.” But my heart wouldn’t be in 
it, and she’d see right through me. I like whips and chains 
and have nothing against people who also like them. I 
would never be against sex work as a general rule. The 
only guy from grad school to pay off his student loan was 
the one that went into the sex industry. All the rest of us 
are still dying in debt.

“Some girls like to dance without a bra on.”
“Who would want to watch that? They make money 

doing that?”
“Yes, they do.”
“It’s men who watch them do that, right, Mommy?” 

she says in a not-shocked, matter-of-fact sort of way. How 
do I get out of this?

“I don’t know. Girls sometimes do things to pay rent 
when they don’t have a lot of choices. For some, it really is 
their choice, and they like their work.”

That’s my honest answer, but it’s a shitty one.
“Did you do that when you lived here?”
“No, not quite.”
“Because you’re too big?”
“No. I don’t know. Be quiet, I need to find parking.”
We park on the other side of Union and walk up 

to Greco. We order tiramisu to split, coffee for me and 
steamed milk for her. I look at her across the marble table. 
I feel warm and sweet and motherly. I love it when she lets 
me have alone time with her.

“Did you know tiramisu has rum in it, Mom? You are 
feeding me alcohol. You aren’t supposed to do that with 
minors.”

“The alcohol burns out in cooking. No one is forcing 
you to eat my tiramisu.”

“It’s good. I like the rum taste and, besides, it has coffee 
in it.” As long as she keeps her voice low, I think, I’ll be 
fine. Besides, it’s not a Friday or a Saturday. The bridge 

Margaret Elysia Garcia writes essays, fiction, memoir, and 

poetry. She’s a contributing editor for the newly relaunched. 

HipMama magazine. She lives in the remote northeastern 

corner of the Sierra Nevadas, where she teaches at 

Feather River College and hosts Milkshake & Honey— 

a women’s music radio show on Plumas Community Radio at  

www.kqny919.org. She’s also a regional director for the 

national Listen to your Mother show. 
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tess gaLLagher

To an  
Irishman 
Painting  

in the Rain

He is a force against nature, stroking
stain on raw boards between
showers. Yesterday sun blasted him free
and he knew enough to develop
a bad back, though, in fact, he had wrenched it
enough for reprieve. How often his joke
during a downpour: “It’s a great day, isn’t it?
Let’s go to the beach.” Now between lashings
of rain his brush lavishes hope
on the boundaries of my garden. Between
fresh attacks he smokes under the eaves
and squints out across a forest to Bricklieve
as if to say: wait long enough and things
will turn, will wear themselves out.

But even hope and industry are no match
for Irish rain. The paint washes down
the white pier like rust or the teapot’s leavings.
He musters a fourth coat in defiance, as if this
misunderstanding between work and weather
could be cured by holding out against
a glower of sky. Not to be beaten he suddenly
remembers an errand and is away. Rain
washes the boards clean and is nobody’s
handmaiden. Later, when the air is mizzling
like cat’s whiskers against my cheeks,
I’ll take in his drowned brush, wishing always
to remember this day, on which the certain beauty
of the human will appeared to me as an Irishman
painting in the rain.

Now let me stand in this poem with him, washed
back into girlhood by this drowned pen.

—for Malcolm 

courtesy the artist

josie graY

Painting in the Rain, 2013
watercolor, 16 x 20 in

Tess Gallagher lives a third of the time in a cottage near 

Lough Arrow in the North-West of Ireland with her painter 

companion Josie Gray. The latest of her nine books of poet-

ry is Midnight Lantern: New and Selected Poems, reviewed 

in a recent issue of The yellow Nib from The Seamus Heaney 

Centre for Poetry.
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patriCia  
spears jones

The Land of 
Fog and  

Poetry

“hates California” the melody plots 
This recording of an instrumental arrangement
That old Rodgers and Hart song, brassy
Luminous rhythms

An arrangement done in the forties
The 1940s. But oh, so modern
This recording as if made the day
Before this day

In the Cloister’s herb garden scents compete for
Dominance, but sage wins
And the quince trees are dying one by one
The garden’s soil has lost is own dirty mother’s milk

Insects, snow, the random droppings of ugly birds
Who knows the brassy band is playing an arrangement
From the 1940s while the quince trees are dying

Have been dying now for years—the fruit fuzzy with
Sad disease. The curving branches darker, brittle-looking

*

A good friend is now in the land of fog and poetry
Sidewalking with Bob Kaufman, cracked sage of
Fog and poetry. Another California dreaming

Anxious words on a coast where the ocean
Rocks the rocks.

*

These are the days where shadows would be welcome
But the sun is bright bright bright and even at night
The moon is bountiful as if everything blue

is full.

I’ve a decade’s worth of sadness encircling my heart
But that’s easy—it’s just the blues. And the blues is always
Bountiful.

But the mound of dirt, the wooden box, the pretty
Coffin. The pallbearers’ awkward grace—that’s not easy

I’d rather be in the land of fog and poetry
In the land of shadows and mystery

*

Today a toddler kept sitting down as if
On strike, her mother videoing her every
Chubby step. Her grandmother enabling
The moves. But the girl was not having
It. Step one, step two. Stop. Cajole
Cajole. Step one. Stop, sit. Cajole
Mama films and films as if the iPhone
Is a kind of appendage. And finally
Daughter reaches mama, slobbers on
Phone. One last chance to say no.
Just look at me. Just see me. Now
Hold me. And don’t let go.

ChantaL biZZini

Vagues Poissons Arqués, 2012
collage, 22.5 x 8 cm

Patricia Spears Jones is an African-American poet and 

playwright interested in multicultural/multidisciplinary 

practices, particularly in theater and performance. Her 

collections include Painkiller and Femme du Monde (Tia 

Chucha), The Weather That Kills (Coffee House), and three 

chapbooks.
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courtesy the artist

ChantaL biZZini

Diane, 2012
photomontage, 22.5 x 8 cm
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Another stoops, well-muscled
arms outstretched, to grasp
his head which rests upon
the crimson marble stairs.

For some, the nimbus burns
a hole into the absence
just above the severed throat,
while others bear the light
in polished golden rings
that circle the drifting brow. 

As a child, they haunted my
thunderstorm nights, slouching
in black hollows, harrowing
the foot of my bed
where they’d cast terrible,
truncated shadows
across the coverlet
when lightning tore the sky
in jagged, gunmetal seams.

Four decades beyond my childish fears,
the headless still keep me awake 
some nights, though nowadays
they appear as unwilling martyrs
of gods and governments,
men and women who kneel
in sad rooms 
halfway around the world,
their grainy, televised faces
turning from sharp fate,
and, having undergone
such rough divorce, 
give the lie to pious fantasies. 
They cannot stoop to lift
all they have lost and bear it
to some marvelous conclusion.

Sleepless now, I long for
those faraway fears.
What wouldn’t I do to conjure
the cephalophores
to lie with me upon this shroud
of twisted bedsheets
and become again
my deepest dread?
I would hold their heads
in my tremulous hands,
kiss the ice-blue
mouths of the haloed dead,
their lips tasting of
copper and communion
wine. I would let their blood
pool upon my pillow
in the spilt moonlight.
I would let them
have their way with me.
Whatever it might take.
Anything. Anything at all.

editorial note editorial note

frank paino

Cephalophores

I must have been twelve
the first time I heard it—
cephalophores…
the word vaguely phallic
on the tongue of the young nun
I’d fallen in love with,
the one who introduced us
to the host of decapitated
saints who lifted their severed heads
from the blood-stained ground
and walked—sometimes
for miles, sometimes singing—
until they finally lay down
forever, faces cradled in the
cups of their upturned palms.

So many someone invented
a word for them.

So many you don’t have to look
hard to find one fracturing
light into soft rainbows
high in an old church window or
standing stone-still on a pedestal,
grisly freight held up
like a child’s first lost tooth.

Here, a bishop hoists his head
heavenward by the fish-mouth
of his scarlet miter. Here, the calm
countenance of a young girl floats
like an unleashed dog
just ahead of the strolling corpse
who lately followed its dictation.

One ravishing saint, nude
but modest beneath the drapery
of her extravagant locks,
thrusts the macabre lantern
of her luminous face
into the hoop of darkness
formed by the retreating mob.

Frank Paino has received a Pushcart Prize and the Cleveland 

Arts Prize for Literature. His first two volumes of poetry 

were published by Cleveland State University Press: The 

Rapture of Matter (1991) and Out of Eden (1997). This poem 

is from his recently completed third manuscript, Swallow.
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daLe pendeLL

Broken 
Symmetry  

John Piper’s 
Windows &  
the Ruins of 
Modernism

i n 1940 the German Luftwaffe bombed Coventry, an 
industrial city with factories producing automobiles, 
bicycles, airplane engines, and munitions. Heinkel 

pathfinders first dropped marker flares, one of which 
landed on the roof of St. Michael’s, the fourteenth-century 
cathedral. This first fire was extinguished, but others fol-
lowed. High explosive bombs broke the city’s water mains, 
and the number of fires in the city center overwhelmed 
the firefighters, who ran out of water and sand. Fires on 
the cathedral roof melted through the lead, and soon the 
interior was burning. Toward morning, the roof collapsed.

The outer walls remained standing, but the ruined 
cathedral was an empty shell. Fourteen years later, in 1954, 
Basil Spence won the commission to design a new cathe-
dral, to be built adjacent to the old one. Spence’s chal-
lenge was the problem of all twentieth-century art: how to 

“make it new”—a problem made all the more acute by the 
presence of the old walls. While mature (and senescent) 
cultures revere the forms of the old masters—duplicating 
them, refining them, finding new derivatives—at Coven-
try, any such attempt would have been futile and imitative. 
The old forms were half in rubble, yet any new building 
done in a similar style could never have hoped to match 
the elegance of what remained. So Spence’s design was 

“modern.”
Spence connected his new cathedral to the ruins of 

the old walls with an elegant and simple arch, but the 
linkage is clearer in the glasswork. First, the ruins of the 
old cathedral form a backdrop for the emaciated saints and 
angels rising with the trumpet-sounding of the final judg-
ment on John Hutton’s sandblasted translucent windows 
filling the entire west wall. Second, the connection to the 
past shines through every pane of stained glass.

The ten nave windows, designed by Lawrence Lee, 
Geoffrey Clark, Keith New, and students at the Royal 
College of Art, are set into the recesses of the overlap-
ping splines of the walls like the barbs on a harpoon, in a 
sawtooth arrangement—they are only visible by looking 
backward from the altar. Spence chose the themes: youth, 
in greens; midlife, in reds; old age, in purples; and afterlife, 
in gold. There is variation in style, many miniatures are 
embedded in the windows, and the overall effect retains 
the Gothic penchant for assemblage. Their half-hidden 
emplacement seems to add to their inspiring richness. 

courtesy the artist

ChantaL biZZini

Collage Cephalophore, 2013
photomontage, 22.5 x 8 cm
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of Athens. He was also believed to be the same Dionysius 
(Denys) who converted France to Christianity and was 
martyred, and whose relics were held in the very Church 
of St. Denis.

For Pseudo-Dionysius, and for Neoplatonists gener-
ally, light, being the most immaterial of the elements, was 
the most direct manifestation of God, engendering the 
universe and illuminating the mind. The pantheism im-
plicit in this system was overlooked—an example of how 
accommodating Christianity can be with proper motiva-
tion. So Dionysius and his spheres of heavens and angels 
were shoehorned into the gospel, along with Plato, Aristo-
tle, and the Old Testament.

But Pseudo-Dionysius’s identification of light with the 
divine was not wholly new (“I am the light of the world”), 
and Neoplatonism hardly seems necessary to explain 
Suger’s view that material lights (vera lumina) can lead 
one to the True Light (verum lumen). Pseudo-Dionysius 
didn’t say a great deal about color, and his writings do little 
to explain Suger’s revolutionary introduction of imposing 
walls of color. Perhaps the most important contribution 
of Pseudo-Dionysius to Abbot Suger was as a canonical 
endorsement of the sensuous, a counter-argument to the 
asceticism of Bernard of Clairvaux. Suger had this verse 
inscribed on the door to his church:

The dull mind rises to truth through that 
which is material

And, in seeing this light, is resurrected 
from its former submersion.

Suger claimed to be a commoner, born of poor and 
lowly parents. He was given to the Monastery of St. De-
nis at the age of eight as an oblate. His schoolmates were 
mostly from the nobility, one of them a future king of 
France. He was a short man, evidently good with people 
and thoroughly competent, and he quickly rose through 
the hierarchies of church and state. He was advisor to two 
kings and served as regent for Louis vii when the King 
went on crusade.

Suger was not an intellectual, nor was he a deeply con-
templative or spiritual man, as was Bernard of Clairvaux. 
But Suger had his own genius. He seemed to delight in all 
things luminous—particularly gold and precious stones, 

and by his own writings he was a hands-on producer, tak-
ing personal charge, when needed, to collect the required 
materials for his new church. Whatever the sources for 
Suger’s vision, in order to produce a wall of colored light, 
he had to scour Europe to find the artists and craftsmen 
with the requisite skills, and it was that pulling together 
of disparate schools of design that produced the Gothic.

Color

Color is the opposite of asceticism. Color defies mean-
ing and understanding: color defies explanation. Color 
is, somehow, superfluous—a gift. None of the theories of 
color, whether from Newton, Goethe, or the occult tradi-
tions, come close to explaining its quality, or the responses 
it evokes. Even saying “we need some way to distinguish 
different wavelengths of light” doesn’t explain why we 
were gifted with color.

And God gave Noah the rainbow.

Color gives delight and solace, beyond any deserving. 
No colors have any intrinsic meaning, and perhaps they 
fill the cathedral windows as a reminder of the gratuitous 
grace that makes possible our lives.

On New Year’s Eve I hung four strings of colored 
lights along a wall and turned off the other lights. Lying 
on the floor, and by judiciously squinting my eyes, I could 
see that each of the colored lights grew six long search-
light rays—with the vertical and downward rays by far the 
longest—and I was able to measure the brightness of the 
different lights by the length of the rays. On one of the 
strings the blues and greens were the brightest. On another 
string the blues were weaker, but there was a strong red. 
Yellows were bright. By chance, one red bulb and one blue 
bulb were close together, and for a while I was transported 
back to a Gothic window.

In my bedroom we have faceted crystal pendants 
hanging in front of the southeast window. During the 
winter months, the low sun fills the room with little rain-
bow spectra—it’s like a page from a physics book except 
that faceted crystals do a much better job than triangular 
prisms. The crystals hang on monofilament strings and ro-
tate very slowly, evidently just from the effects of the sun’s 

John Piper and Patrick Reyntiens got the commission for 
the baptistry windows, which dominate the wide and open 
space at the entrance of the cathedral.

I first saw the Piper-Reyntiens windows when I was a 
teenager, three years after they had been completed and 
consecrated in 1962. I must have been entranced, because 
my father turned to me and told me to close my mouth. 
The baptistry windows consist of a breathtaking wall of 
one hundred ninety-five panels, each about a foot and a 
half wide and three to eight feet high. The window ex-
panse rises eighty feet to the ceiling. The tour guide asked 
me if I liked the windows. I managed to nod. He smiled 
and said, “Opinions differ.”

Stained Glass

Stained glass is inextricably wedded to Gothic architec-
ture, and vice versa: Gothic glass and Gothic architecture 
emerged simultaneously. Glass itself is traditionally first as-
cribed to the Egyptians, who mostly used it for beads, trea-
sured and traded all around the Mediterranean and across 
Europe. True glass was preceded by faience, a half-fused 
sand in a melted glaze, such as the turquoise blue “donkey 
beads” from Iran. Sometime in the first century bce, Syr-
ians learned that glass could be blown into bubbles, and 
that the glass bubble could be cut and shaped or flattened 
while still molten. Use of glass proliferated in the Roman 
Empire, both as windows and as containers, until glass 
bottles and vases were cheaper than pottery. Colored glass 
probably also developed in Syria, where Arabic alchemists 
learned the secrets of mineral colorization: cobalt salts for 
blue, copper salts for red or green, sodium for yellow, and 
iron for a deep red.

Colored light was connected to subtle essences shared 
between the created world and the divine. Gemstones con-
veyed a direct message from the transcendent world, and 
colored glass was in demand as a cheaper, but still effica-
cious, alternative. The use of colored glass in a mosaic, and 
the use of lead, seem to be Byzantine innovations.

Gregory of Tours, in the late sixth century, mentions 
the use of colored glass in churches. The first known 
stained glass in England was installed in the monastery 
of St. Peter at Monkwearmouth in 675. Benedict Biscop 
imported glassmakers and architects from France, rees-

tablishing the arts of glassmaking and stonemasonry in 
England, lost since Roman times. (Monkwearmouth was 
later the home of the Venerable Bede, who mentions the 
colored glass windows.)

By the twelfth century, most of the techniques to be 
used for the next eight hundred years were in use, includ-
ing the H-shaped lead cames and the layering of thin reds 
on clear glass so that the pane would not be too dark.

Patrick Reyntiens, in The Beauty of Stained Glass, 
characterizes Romanesque stained glass as “lyrical,” the 
colors balanced and harmonious, and contrasts it with the 
wild energy of the blues and reds so prevalent in Gothic 
glass. He points out that the colors of the earliest fragments 
of glass are the same as those used in manuscript illumi-
nation, such as the Lindisfarne Gospels: greens and blues, 
some browns, and a weak purple.

The use of glass in Romanesque churches was con-
strained by the architecture of the walls, which only al-
lowed for modest window openings. By contrast, the wide 
spaces of the interior walls were painted, often with wild 
and fanciful forms. Bernard of Clairvaux was critical of 
this feature of Romanesque churches, arguing that paint-
ings and rich ornaments were merely distractions to the 
truly devout monk, who ought to be able to enter the spirit 
directly. This argument posed a strong challenge to his 
twelfth-century contemporary, Abbot Suger.

The Abbé Suger

Gothic architecture is generally said to have begun with 
the rebuilding of the abbey of St. Denis under the super-
vision of Abbot Suger. While Suger’s personal role in the 
design of the abbey is uncertain, no one disputes that he 
designed the windows (at least thirty of them in the choir 
and west front), earning his epithet as the “father of stained 
glass.” And stained glass is the salient feature of the Gothic 
cathedral.

In 1946, Erwin Panofsky proposed that the design 
of the church at St. Denis, and in particular the use of 
large colored windows, was influenced by the light mysti-
cism of Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite. This Dionysius 
was evidently a sixth-century Neoplatonist living in Syria, 
but in twelfth-century France he was believed to be the 
Apostle Dionysius, converted by Paul, and the first bishop 
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heating, and a spectrum will occasionally cross my face 
and I’ll see a sudden brilliant flash of color. Sometimes 
each eye gets a different color. Some of the colors are so 
rich that I track the spectrum, marveling at the manifold 
and distinct shades and hues: aquamarine, through royal 
blue, to ultramarine. Deep violet is harder to get, and is 
not very bright.

There are many colors not found in a spectrum. There 
is no brown. There are no creamy pastels, and there is no 
pink, though this morning I am seeing a glowing mauve-
magenta from one particular crystal shaped like a tear-
drop, which is pretty close. It may be a mixture of two 
wavelengths.

Light

In the twelfth century, color was thought to be separate 
from light, or at least such was the theory of Aristotle. 
Color was a property of opaque objects, and one needed 
light to see color. The most widely believed explanation 
of vision was that objects were perceivable by a ray of light 
passing from the eye to the object. Another theory held that 
a thin film traveled from the object to the eye.

In his Lectures on Physics, Richard Feynman states 
that any three different colors of light can make all the oth-
ers—that there are no fixed primaries. Any of the colors of 
spectral light (and even, under certain conditions, colors 
such as brown) can be constructed innumerable ways: as 
a single pure wavelength, or as mixtures of wavelengths, 
and all are indistinguishable from each other.

Coventry

I returned to Coventry in 2009. It had all started on Eas-
ter, a long way from Coventry, on the west coast of North 
America. With light streaming through the windows of 
our bedroom in the Sierra foothills of California, I told 
my wife, Laura, about the experience I’d had at Coven-
try forty years before. One thing led to another, and we 
decided to make a pilgrimage, giving a few readings and 
book signings on the way and accompanied by my mother 
and daughter.

I wanted to see how the building that had so deeply 
informed my aesthetics had withstood the passage of half 

a century. We entered the ruins of the old cathedral first. 
It seemed cleaner and tidier than I remembered—in 1965, 
at least in my memory, there was still rubble in evidence. 
Then we entered the new cathedral. It was overcast and 
raining lightly, but Piper’s windows dominated the interior, 
and there was light aplenty. I felt the same hush. I parked 
my mother in a chair in a swath of orange light, turned a 
chair for myself, and gazed at the wall.

From the distance of the opposite wall, the large-scale 
design seems overstated: the yellow-tinted clear panels that 
form a sun in the center of the wall are too reminiscent, 
for my taste, of a hydrogen fireball. The dominance of the 
round, dark center panes is exaggerated by photography; 
the experience from the ground is far more balanced. Pat-
rick Reyntiens says that the grand design was his idea or, 
rather, an idea he appropriated from Bernini—but I kept 
wishing there were one or two more dark panels embed-
ded within the great sun, some hints of obscuring clouds.

Perhaps our optimism is more tempered today than in 
the 1960s. But all of Piper’s individual colored panels were 
just as alive and vibrant as I remembered them. The lines 
and the cuts were nowhere wrong or out of place. I could 
gaze at any of a hundred lights and feel that something in 
the world had been done correctly. Or I could look at one 
piece of glass within a pane, and feel the soothing pleasure 
of a green that was like that of an olive leaf, or fall into a 
blue that never tired of receding into oceanic depths, or 
gaze at a red so rich and dark it seemed to hold the secrets 
of the blackness from which all light must originate.

Piper’s windows are an essay on poetics, an instruction 
manual on line breaks and prosody—there is just enough 
form and repetition that a formal grammar is present by 
implication—evoked but not quite stated. Piper proves that 
there can be rhythm without repetition, that syncopation 
can hide structure without that structure being lost. The 
linkage between the individual lights is like that of the 
Japanese verse form renga, by feeling-tone rather than by 
explicit image. The windows do not present a narrative. 
There are hints of a story in them, but only hints—the way 
the bombed-out walls hint of a story—a not-quite-vanished 
world where people walked and spoke but with lacunae 
that we must fill in with our own imagining.

If the cathedral as a whole has a theme, it is forgive-
ness—a word rather out of style to our generation, who 

jane gregorius 

Gridded Church #7, 2008
monotype, 20 X 20 in
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Braque, and Diego Rivera. At the request of the French 
government, Marc Chagall, Jacques Villon, Roger Bissière, 
and Jean Cocteau all contributed spectacular windows to 
Metz Cathedral, which holds over 70,000 square feet of 
stained glass. Evie Hone did a window for the Holy Ro-
sary Church in Greystones, Ireland, in 1948. Piper’s closest 
progenitor may have been Alfred Wolmark, who produced 
a set of nonfigurative windows for St. Mary’s Church in 
Slough in 1915.

John Piper

John Piper was born in 1903, in Epsom, Surrey. His father 
was a solicitor, and when Piper was eighteen, he went to 
work as a clerk in his father’s law firm in London, where 
he stayed for five years. While working in London, Piper 
published two books of poems and illustrated his father’s 
autobiography. On his lunch hours he frequented the Tate 
to view the works of Turner, Constable, and Blake. In 1926 
he abandoned law and enrolled at the Richmond School 
of Art for one year, and later the Royal College of Art. In 
1927 he moved back to Surrey, where he continued his 
education by copying medieval stained glass in the local 
churches (he said he learned more about color from the 
thirteenth-century window at Grateley than from anything 
else). Piper studied the paintings of Picasso and copied 
them, and read contemporary writers such as D. H. Law-
rence and Aldous Huxley. In 1935, along with Myfanwy 
Evans, later his second wife, Piper published axis, a maga-
zine of abstract art, publishing work from the Continent, 
including the constructivists.

During the war, Piper was commissioned by the War 
Artists’ Advisory Committee to create drawings and paint-
ings of bomb wreckage, and one of the sites he painted was 
Coventry. In 1953 he met Patrick Reyntiens and began a 
thirty-year collaboration, Piper designing windows for nu-
merous churches and buildings that Reyntiens executed. 
A video made by Shell Oil (for whom Piper, along with 
poet John Betjeman, wrote travel guides for the English 
countryside) shows Piper and Reyntiens working together 
on the windows for the Metropolitan Cathedral of Christ 
the King in Liverpool.

Also in 1953, Piper began a series of “foliate head” 
paintings—the Green Man—a subject to which he would 

return for the rest of his life, producing paintings, prints, 
and glasswork. Even in Piper’s windows at Oundle, his 
first commission, the nine Christ-like figures have foliate 
heads. In 1954 Piper produced a lithograph of a foliate 
head as an illustration for Edwin Muir’s Ariel poem, “Pro-
metheus.” Perhaps, in Piper’s theology, Prometheus plus 
thorns equals Christ. The foliate head is Joyce’s “leafy 
speaking,” also glimpsed by Botticelli in “La Primavera.”

Painting Christ as a Green Man resonates with Nor-
man O. Brown’s project to find a Dionysian Christianity: 
to redeem the Redeemer with the leafy medicine of the 
earth. Though Brown never abandoned his project, he 
knew that it was futile—that the poison of the Last Judg-
ment was unlikely to be uprooted. For Piper, the link was 
the vine: Christ was the True Vine, and the vine is cer-
tainly Dionysian.

Perhaps the most obdurate design element in Chris-
tian art is the cross. It is almost impossible to work with a 
cross without the cross dominating the composition. The 
cross says too much and too little—one wishes to stretch 
one arm and bend the extension, adding acute angles and 
ellipses. The cross is too Cartesian: a geometry that has 
been given every chance to succeed in life but always 
seems to end by spilling more blood. Christianity can-
not avoid the cross, though Piper seems to have avoided 
it whenever he could, and he left it out of the Coventry 
windows. When he did employ the cross, it was usually a 
Greek tau, and in his tapestry at Chittenden even the tau 
is skewed, as if the gravity of the chthonic forces beneath 
it had at last begun to reassert itself. Piper injected an old-
er tradition, a world of twining, or accidental twinning, 
where madness and meaning had not lost their etymologi-
cal familiarity—perhaps what a cross would be if a cross 
were intoxicated: slanted, bent, or ruptured—something 
closer to springtime than to the syllogism. Perhaps a cross 
looking more like a mantis.

When considering Piper’s windows, an obvious com-
parison would be to Chagall’s stained glass windows at 
Reims. But whereas the Reims windows have “Chagall” 
written all over them—distinctive and immediately rec-
ognizable—Piper’s windows are abstract and maintain a 
Gothic anonymity. Instead of illustrating the Creation, 
Piper’s windows portray the ratios and harmonies that 
would have been necessary to any god’s creation—a Py-

have not witnessed such great loss. Not dumb forgiveness 
or the ineffectual forgiveness of the beaten and defeated, 
but forgiveness as in “forgiving a debt,” the forgiveness of 
saying “enough.” Forgiving a debt may not be fair (“They 
started it. They killed my daughter. They killed my son.”)—
but violence was never stopped by retribution. Jesus and 
the Buddha agree on this point.

The docent suggested that we come back early the 
next morning—that the sun would be behind the windows, 
and that maybe there would be a break in the clouds. We 
did, and there was.

Innovations in Stained Glass

Suger’s innovations at St. Denis, such as a petalled rose 
window over the door and a window depicting the “Tree 
of Jesse,” were soon duplicated at Chartres Cathedral, a 
structure better known and better preserved today than 
the church at St. Denis. The new style quickly spread to 
cathedrals at Le Mans, Amiens, Beauvais, and Canterbury. 
Patrick Reyntiens, never one to suppress his opinions, calls 
the twelfth-century windows at Canterbury, produced un-
der the direction of William of Sens, “far better than the 
best of Chartres.”

German cathedrals, such as in the window of St. Ce-
cilia in Cologne, came to favor yellows and greens. The 
French, as in the windows of Chartres, preferred deep reds 
and blues, and there is a lot of blue and red in Suger’s 
windows.

In his essay, “Stained Glass: Art or Anti-Art,” Piper 
singles out four windows as notable masterpieces: the 
Ascension at Le Mans, the Crucifixion at Poitiers, the 
Belle Verrière at Chartres; and the Virgin and Child at 
Vendôme—all from the twelfth century.

Reyntiens believes that, with the great expansion of 
cathedral building in the thirteenth century, there was 
a “crisis of labor” that resulted in some simplification of 
design, the use of larger pieces of glass, and the avoidance 
of labor-intensive works. There were, of course, exceptions, 
such as the clerestory windows above the clear grisaille 
trifolium at Tours, and the windows at Auxerre. At York 
Minster, the “Five Sisters” grisaille windows were so tall 
and contained so much detail that humans could only ap-
preciate them fully with a telescope, of which there were 

none. The beauty was a gift to God, and that much of 
the beauty and care was beyond the sight of humans was 
evidently not considered important.

During the fourteenth century, German alchemists 
discovered that silver salts, painted onto glass and then 
baked, produced a brilliant yellow—and yellows and golds 
became the unifying colors of many windows, replacing 
the blues and reds of twelfth- and thirteenth-century win-
dows. This technique gave “stained glass” its name.

By the fifteenth century, stained glass began to ap-
pear in the castles and estates of the rich, as decoration. 
The painting on the glass became less iconic, with finer 
lines and more detail given to facial expressions. A lot of 
clear glass was used, both for reasons of expense and to 
admit more light. Churches also used clear glass, often 
lightly tinted and decorated with tracings of leaves and 
trefoils and embedded in a diamond-shaped lattice. The 
structural strength of such panels enabled glaziers to cre-
ate larger windows by alternating them with the weaker 
stained glass. Stained glass became more and more natu-
ralistic, with rounded, precisely shaded forms resembling 
paintings. Renaissance artists added the vanishing point.

After the Reformation, the Protestants wanted light 
more than color—being able to read the Book was deemed 
more important than creating heaven on earth. People 
were expected to be able to read, so it was no longer neces-
sary to paint out the bible stories in colored pictures, as in 
the Middle Ages. Catholic churches also often followed 
the trend to clear glass, the Jesuits favoring glass cut into 
prisms.

Significant innovations waited for the workshop of 
William Morris and his Pre-Raphaelite brothers Edward 
Burne-Jones and Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Piper wrote high-
ly of the work of Morris and Burne-Jones, characterizing 
the Morris windows as the perfect union of art and craft. 
Early twentieth-century artists continued to innovate. 
Louis Comfort Tiffany perfected the use of opalescent 
glass, and John La Farge created large plates of opulent 
color. Christopher Whall and the Arts and Crafts move-
ment, Karl Parsons, and Harry Clarke created colorful 
panels using spectacular purples and violets accentuated 
by etching with acids.

A number of twentieth-century painters designed win-
dows, including, in the 1930s, Georges Rouault, Georges 
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Piper knew that the proper frame for light was shadow. 
Hope shines brightest with a touch of mourning, and the 
symmetries of heaven clearest when broken. The enormity 
of the crimes of civilized nations over the past one hun-
dred years ought to provide any artist with plenty of canvas.
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Gridded Church #3, 2008
monotype, 20 X 20 in

thagorean beauty hinting of the spectral lines of hydrogen 
or the octets of hidden symmetry groups. The blue win-
dows at St. Andrew’s, Wolverhampton, like the windows 
at St. Paul’s, Bledlow Ridge, evoke the spirals of lepton 
showers in a cloud chamber. At Coventry, the bleeding 
Crucifixion is pleasantly absent.

Piper’s windows are far less overtly “religious” than are, 
again, those of Chagall, who began designing stained glass 
several years after Piper’s first windows at Oundle. But a 
better comparison would be to the windows of that good 
atheist, Fernand Léger, at the Church of the Sacred Heart 
in Audincourt, which Patrick Reyntiens called “among the 
very best that the twentieth century has seen.”

Piper did join the Anglican Church, but his pagan 
sympathies remained clear. The Tree of Life is more com-
mon in his stained glass than the cross, and even in his 
paintings of rural churches one expects to see a faun peek-
ing around an overgrown corner. So we took a train to 
Winchester, where a panel of twelve of Piper’s foliate heads 
lives in the lobby of the Wessex Hotel. The hotel staff were 
completely accommodating—allowing me to move chairs 
and to take as many pictures as I wished.

Across a wide lawn from the Wessex is Winchester 
Cathedral, burial place of Saxon kings. When Oliver 
Cromwell’s forces took the town in 1642, they smashed 
the cathedral windows. Townspeople saved the shards and, 
after the Restoration, rebuilt the huge windows in the west 
end—but placed the glass randomly, giving the windows 
an oddly “modern” feel.

Modernism

Modernism seems most at home in wreckage and ruins. 
Leonard Bernstein said that Mahler, in his last symphony, 
saw the approaching end of the world: the end of tonal 
harmony, the end of Western civilization in the coming 
war, the end of his own life. Mahler saw the approaching 
storm and knew that there was no escape. But after the 
storm broke, on the Somme, in the Depression, in the 
wars against the fascists and in the death camps of the 
Holocaust and the gulags and the state prisons and the 
incinerated cities—when the horror of the century was 
complete and the rubble of bricks and bodies inescapable, 
people began picking up the pieces. Tales of mere heroism 

would seem jejune beside so many corpses, and optimism 
silly without the tempering of tragedy. Messiaen’s “Quartet 
for the End of Time,” composed in a prison camp, where 
the strains of beauty are triumphant because of their rarity, 
is a fine example. Perhaps picking up the pieces is what 
Art of the Later Days is about—picking up the pieces, reas-
sembling the fragments as they come to hand—the road to 
Eleusis a patchwork of masks, bricks, lyre strings, and even 
some brittle plastic—seeking, if not “classical beauty,” at 
least a dignity that can stand in good conscience beside 
the mockery of the rubble.

In 2007 Gerhard Richter designed windows for Co-
logne Cathedral. The windows are composed of 11,500 
identically sized squares of seventy-two colors of glass, ar-
ranged “more or less” at random. If the idea is cerebral, the 
effect of the light streaming onto the columns and floor 
is not. Sigmar Polke responded to the challenge of the 
cathedral at Grossmünster, in Zurich, by reaching back 
to what are perhaps the most ancient windows known—
the thin alabaster slabs that allowed filtered light into the 
temples of the pharaohs at Luxor and Karnak. Polke used 
thin sections of agate as well as textured glass in the figura-
tive windows.

Toward the end of his essay, “Stained Glass: Art or 
Anti-Art,” Piper muses on the use of new materials, such 
as resin and fiberglass, and surely would have recognized 
The Chapel of Heaven, by Finley Fryer and the Shasta 
Mountain Playhouse, composed of thirty-seven panels 
made from recycled plastic, as being within this new 
unfolding tradition. The Plastic Chapel was exhibited at 
Burning Man in 1998.

In the twenty-first century, mammon has never been 
more comfortably in control of the global world. The 
partnership of corporation and state, while not complete, 
is massively entrenched. Postmodernism, all too often, 
seems wholly at home in the new elite comfort, the la-
bel being thought of as a badge of accomplishment rather 
than as the disease from which we must escape.

Like Huxley, Piper sought his eternity in the sensuous 
delight of color. Today, with gaudy flashes of color a repeti-
tive mainstay of advertising, the aesthetic challenge has 
changed. Darkness, or a somber pessimistic sobriety, has 
been all but banished from political discourse. Modern 
psychology offers light and happiness in every room. Yet 

Dale Pendell’s books include the Pharmako Trilogy (Phar

mako/Poeia, Pharmako/Dynamis, and Pharmako/Gno sis); 

Walking with Nobby: Conversations with Norman O. Brown; 

Inspired Madness: the Gifts of Burning Man; and The Great 

Bay: Chronicles of the Collapse. Once a resident of Santa 

Cruz, he now lives in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada.
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dan white

Frank Gehry’s 
Spirit of Play  

A Conversation  
in Santa Cruz

i t takes a certain amount of arrogance to write a single 
sentence, let alone an essay or—God forbid—an entire 
book, knowing that someone else is going to read it 

and occupy it for a while. It takes even more self-regard 
to bear up against the backlash that creative people must 
face if their work makes any kind of public impression. Just 
imagine how much self-regard it would take to design a 
building. Every time I read about highly successful archi-
tects, I think to myself, “How can they stand it? How can 
they bear the weight of their enormous egos?”

After all, the writer of a bad book or a terrible story 
hasn’t built something that must stand for generations. 
People don’t have to go to work every day inside his short 
story, or take classes or undergo surgery inside her novel. 
People don’t have to walk through someone’s prose on the 
way to the subway. I’ve always wondered how architects 
handle the expectation, the crush of public opinion, and 
the constant compromises and budget limitations, without 
losing their minds in the process.

The legendary architect Frank Gehry offered some 
insight into these questions during his recent appearance 
at the University of California, Santa Cruz (ucsc), where 
he had a public dialogue about creativity with his offi-
cial biographer, Paul Goldberger, a contributing editor for 
Vanity Fair. Gehry, famous for looping, billowing, swirl-
ing works that function as sculptures as well as buildings, 
has a ready answer to these questions: In the face of such 
pressures, creative-minded people must pass “through the 
looking glass” and embrace a sense of anarchic childish-
ness that will help them overcome self-consciousness, deal 
with the inevitable setbacks, and cope with backlash if it 
comes their way.

To channel our best creative energies, we must em-
brace the inner child. Perhaps that sounds a little hokey, 
self-helpy, or glib—and in most circumstances, I would 
agree with you. But consider the source: an uncompro-
mising, risk-taking, and sometimes curmudgeonly figure 
who often talks about feeling like an outsider, and who 
once said, “Each project, I suffer like I’m starting over 
again in life. There’s a lot of healthy insecurity that fuels 
this stuff.” Gehry clearly drives himself hard for his work, 
and is pained at the idea of repeating himself. He is un-
afraid to fail, to miss the mark; and he’s had to face up to 
ridicule—and at one point, even a few murmured death 

jane gregorius 

Gridded Church #20, 2009
monotype, 30 X 22 in
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models for the Walt Disney Hall publicly, people called 
them ‘broken crockery.’ When I showed the model for Bil-
bao, there was an article in the paper that said, ‘Kill the 
American architect.’ That was serious. At the time, separat-
ists were bombing everybody. It was crazy.” And then he 
added mischievously, “Whenever I got in public, I stood 
next to the president.”

The other problem, aside from public taste and contro-
versy, is potential clients who underestimate the amount of 
time it takes to finish a viable creative work, he said.

“A lot of stuff comes at people like me from someone 
who wants to use the name and says just do it quickly. 
‘Eighty-story building? You can do it in a week.’ …I am 
very polite. I’ve passed on stuff even when I needed work. 
I talked about this in my notes to myself. A teacher told 
me, whatever you do, it has to be the best thing you’ve ever 
done because you will be judged by that last work.”

Discussion of serious play and inner kindergarteners 
can only go so far in explaining Gehry’s process, if he 
even can be said to have a process. But I found it heart-
ening that an artist who works at such a high level spent 
so much time talking about a state of mind that allows 
creative people to throw it all off their shoulders for a little 
while: the reactions, the comments, the demands of the 
ego, the difference between the vision in your head and 
the one on the paper, and all the compromises large and 
small. In a state of “serious play,” all of these things, just for 
a moment, lose some of their power and relevance. Gehry 
once summed up that polarity in his work—the struggle 
between the demands of the practical adult and the will-
ful anarchic child—with another analogy drawn straight 
from his childhood:

“There are two kinds of energy,” he remarked. “There’s 
the energy that probably comes from my mother pushing 
me for many years to do something, and I guess I’m afraid 
to disappoint her even though she’s gone… But there’s also 
the energy of the work that grows out of the excitement of 
the project. A lot has to do with the people involved and 
their willingness to play with me. I think the best buildings 
come from that.”

threats—because of his ideas. So if he identifies himself 
as “the little boy who tells the truth” in his work, I cannot 
dismiss the idea so easily.

During his talk, I had a chance to press him on this 
“little boy” idea. In a question I submitted on a note card, I 
asked him the following question: “In an interview in Con-
versations with Frank Gehry [by Barbara Isenberg], you 
mentioned the spirit of play that informs some of your 
work. Could you talk for a moment about this spirit and 
how it is brought to bear in your buildings despite the pres-
sure of deadlines, budgets, and other constraints?”

I was quite surprised when Gehry not only answered 
my question, but spent a good ten minutes batting it 
around on stage:

“When you are a little kid,” he said, looking in my 
general direction (though he had, of course, no idea who 
was posing the question or where I might be sitting), “you 
play with your friends, and that becomes the beginnings of 
your socialization, and it continues to create relationships 
throughout your life, into your business world and other 
worlds. You will hear somebody say, ‘Let’s have a retreat 
with the senior staff to play around with some ideas.’ That 
is who we are as people. We do play with ideas. We test 
things, play with things. The most incredible business-
people are artists in that sense—it is all about play. Serious 
play. It is trying to maintain a kind of innocence. It has 
to do with feeling that you are better in touch with what 

is happening than if you come in pro forma and end up 
dealing with the past. The only way to get in contact with 
the present and, hopefully, a direction, is to allow yourself 
to play with ideas.”

This philosophy is apparent in his wild design. In a 
1994 profile in The New Yorker, ucsc alumnus Lawrence 
Weschler remarked on Gehry’s “aesthetic of juts and jum-
bles; he seldom shows any particular allegiance to the per-
pendicular.” Weschler mentioned Gehry’s use of “chance 
alignments,” “negative spaces,” and “disorderly order.” 
These descriptions hold true for virtually all of Gehry’s 
best-known buildings—including the Guggenheim Mu-
seum in Bilbao, Spain, which transformed the run-down 
city into a bustling tourist destination; and the Walt Dis-
ney Concert Hall, which reenergized classical music per-
formance in downtown Los Angeles. His Fred and Ginger 
building in Prague looks as if a giant fire-breathing mon-
ster had melted and squeezed its midsection, making it 
bulge on either end. His design for the Lou Ruvo Center 
for Brain Health in Las Vegas looks as if some of the build-
ings have toppled like so many dominoes.

I like the sense of release and the shameless goofiness 
of his best works. They bring to mind the loopy unselfcon-
sciousness of Gaudí and the manic works of Dubuffet, who 
counted children and madmen as influences. Gehry’s idio-
syncratic style has made him the target of haters over the 
years. But Gehry suggested, during his presentation, that 
nurturing that sense of childish creativity can also help 
the creator bear up when the inevitable reactions come 
pouring in. He once wrote a letter to his younger self, be-
ginning by saying, “I guess the most important advice I 
would give you is to keep copies of Don Quixote and Alice 
in Wonderland on your bed stand at night.” He still keeps 
those books close at hand.

“Whenever I get disgruntled or something, I open the 
books and read chapters,” he said at ucsc. “Cervantes 
was amazing, as was Carroll.” To this day, he aims to “go 
through the looking glass” when working on a project. “It 
is all very serious,” he said. “The programs, the budget; 
and there ultimately has to be that kind of innocence—the 
kind that tells the truth somehow. You have to preserve 
that in the process. I do that through architecture. And if 
you do this, you need to be willing to take the stuff that 
comes at you for doing that. Initially, when I showed the 

“ We do play with 
ideas. We test things, 
play with things. 
The most incredible 
business people are 
artists in that sense—
it is all about play.”

“ I guess the most 
important advice I would 
give you is to keep copies 
of Don Quixote and 
Alice in Wonderland on 
your bed stand at night.”

Dan White’s first book The Cactus Eaters, published by 

Harper Collins in 2008, was a Los Angeles Times “Discovery” 

selection. Dan has his MFA from Columbia University.
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The lions of hunger are satisfying themselves with saints.
But the saints’ bones are so thin, the lions are complaining!

The shining notes dip whenever the sitar pauses,
And the professor turns aside to weep.

Please remember the things we have celebrated.
Don’t imagine we’ve forgotten when you were born.

There’s no use trying to keep dry during the rain.
Solomon and all his generals have gone indoors.

There is some madness in the violin’s closed case,
And the bending notes keep bowing to each other.

Tell me, Abraham, why the desert goes on so long
And why so many of the saints are still in prison.

robert bLY

A Question  
to Abraham
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The Litany of Saints: Nimbus Five, 2012
encaustic on panel, 8 x 8 in

W. W. Norton recently published Robert Bly’s 

new selected poems, Stealing Sugar from the 

Castle. His correspondence with Tomas Trans-

trömer, Airmail, appeared this year from Gray-

wolf Press. He lives in Minneapolis.
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What would Mistress Bradstreet think
of this stony urban cathedral—
incense prickling the nostrils,

misting the eye—of these golds
and scarlets, gilts and velvets, this
so ceremonial ceremony?

And what would my grandfather
think, leaning on banks of cloud
as on extra pillows Passover night,

watching from his strict Jewish heaven
as I follow a priest and his crucifix
down the lengthy, exacting aisle?

I am celebrating Poetry,
installing our sisterly muse
the way Wordsworth and Lamb

were installed in Westminster Abbey,
across that turbulent ocean
Anne herself once bravely sailed.

Still, I’d rather think of her beside
the dear and loving husband she desired
(more ardently than her prickly Puritan

minister required or would have condoned)
kneeling together in a plain wooden church
the white of a New England winter.
 

Linda pastan

On Installing 
Anne Bradstreet 
in the Cathedral 

of St. John  
the Divine:  
Poet’s Corner
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The Litany of Saints: Nimbus Eight, 2012
encaustic on panel, 8 x 8 in

Linda Pastan’s latest book is Traveling Light. She received 

the Ruth Lilly Prize in 2003 and is a former poet laureate 

of Maryland. New poems are, or will be, appearing in The 

Atlantic, The Paris Review, and Five Points.
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ana maría shua

Meet the 
Author

h e was tired, and it was very cold, but at last he 
arrived at Zorzales de la Frontera after a seven-
hour journey. The cigarette stench in the bus 

was nauseating. The windows, as usual, were hermetically 
sealed. But wasn’t smoking forbidden? Apparently neither 
the passengers nor the driver had violated that rule, yet the 
odor remained, omnipresent, oppressive. Gustavo grate-
fully inhaled the frigid air at the tiny village station. Had 
someone been smoking in the vehicle while it was parked? 
Did buses really park? Or were they in constant motion, 
wending their way along the nation’s highways? At the ga-
rage: that was the answer. The bus had been at some repair 
shop, and before or after checking the engine, the mechan-
ics had taken refuge inside the vehicle to drink their mate, 
talk, play cards—and smoke. 

Gustavo had quit fifteen years ago, and even back then, 
when he was a big smoker, he couldn’t stand the smell of a 
cold butt in an enclosed space. Wasn’t it true that it doesn’t 
take much to saturate one’s sense of smell? He remembered 
a tv program on the Discovery Channel that explained it 
all so clearly: odors were represented by differently shaped 
blocks that fit into spaces corresponding to olfactory cells, 
and they sealed them up, causing a saturation effect. Then, 
after a brief period of exposure to the odor, the person 
stopped noticing the stink. The brightly colored animation 
reminded him of the game of Tetris and how the pieces 
fit precisely and neatly into one another, and yet here he 
was—Gustavo Manzone, seven hours later, trapped in the 
poorly heated bus, wiggling his toes inside his shoes to 
warm them up—still breathing that stale, sickening smell 
that gave him a headache.

Two people boarded the bus in Zorzales; and then two 
more, a mother and her baby, got off along with Gustavo. 
The woman’s husband was waiting for her. There was no 
one else at the station. He took out his cell phone and 
called the numbers he’d been given. Rule number one: 
always ask for a phone contact. No, don’t be silly, what 
for, we’ll be right there waiting for you, people would say. 
But Gustavo had had too much experience with icy, de-
serted, windswept stations at dusk. (He refused to travel at 
night.) One number connected him to an answering ma-
chine, and no one answered at the other. It must have been 
the city government office; everybody was probably gone  
for the day.

courtesy the artist

ed smiLeY

Land of the Space of Today, 2013
title based on a phrase from Finnegans Wake 

acrylic and acrylic transfer on canvas, 30 x 24 in
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up tomorrow morning at seven sharp. We’re celebrating 
the school’s anniversary, and it means a lot to us to have 
you here.”

Gustavo found it hard to understand why people in 
these small towns took their cars to go three blocks. It was 
equally hard for him to understand why, if everyone was so 
excited about his presence, no one took it upon themselves 
to invite him over for dinner or even to take him out to 
a restaurant. They dropped him off at the door of a sad 
little barbecue joint with plastic chairs, Formica tables, and 
vinyl tablecloths. Gustavo had long since dismissed the 
notion that humble barbecue joints were the best. They 
served him a few pieces of dried-out reheated steak, which 
he chewed absentmindedly, concentrating on his reading. 
Although he could no longer recapture the magical spark 
that literature had ignited in his childhood, at least reading 
still served to help him escape from those places where he 
had no desire to be. He was treated better when he didn’t 
collect an honorarium. In Zorzales he had asked for a rea-
sonable fee, paid for by the dairy company.

He returned to the guest house hoping that his ex-
haustion would let him fall asleep right away. It was amaz-
ingly cold. The heater built into the living room wall barely 
managed to warm the room, but the bedroom was arctic. 
Fortunately there were several blankets, but in any case 
he went to bed with his clothes on. The managing editor 
of the French publishing house (ever since he spotted her 
at the airport with that slutty little face of hers, he knew it 
was bound to happen) kept him company for a while and 
helped heat the bed, as narrow and cold as a coffin.

He had set the alarm for six thirty and woke with a 
craving for a tasty dairy breakfast. In the refrigerator he had 
noticed some of the local company’s products. The cold 
discouraged him from getting out of bed, but once outside 
the bedroom it was more tolerable: the house had warmed 
up a little. The cookies he found in the cupboard were old, 
soggy, and moth-eaten. He couldn’t find any spoons. He 
helped himself to a glass of milk and then opened a con-
tainer of Roquefort-flavored cream cheese. He ate as much 
as he could with delight.

At precisely seven o’clock, as arranged, the principal of 
the school, which was a block-and-a-half away, arrived to 
pick him up. She was quite a remarkable woman, around 
sixty, in high heels and a beaver coat that hung nearly to 

her ankles. Her lips were painted an orange shade. Inviting 
and imperious.

“I’m not going to wash my face for the rest of the week,” 
she exclaimed as Gustavo pecked her on the cheek. “Kissed 
by Gustavo Manzone!”

“How long will the event take?” Gustavo wanted to know.
“Two hours.”
“Out on the patio?”
“Of course—there are lots of us.”
“Do you need me there the whole time?”
Madam Principal looked at him, offended.

“That’s what we invited you for!”
By which she meant, that’s what we’re paying you for. 

At least it was a sunny day. Manzone didn’t mind these 
chats with the kids, in spite of their repetitiveness. However, 
he was fed up with the custom many schools had of invit-
ing him as a decoration for special occasions. They’d leave 
him sitting there like a privileged spectator, but also in 
order that the parents and students could stare at him. They 
enjoyed the honor of having a recognized author at their 
choral recitals, their humble presentations, the readings of 
prize-winning texts, the speeches.

“Wait till you see what a fantastic job the children have 
done with your stories.”

Manzone had no interest in seeing what the children 
of Zorzales had done with his stories. Ruined them, most 
likely. For some reason, the teachers were never satisfied 
with the stories as they were; they always felt obliged to 
introduce some sort of improvement. He especially loathed 
the idea of spending two hours on the patio at that time of 
morning.

“It’s cold,” he ventured to suggest to the principal.
“Oh, if that’s what’s bothering you, don’t give it an-

other thought. The patio’s not the worst place. The whole 
school’s like this. We’re always planning to install central 
heating, but every winter something more urgent comes 
along. But it’s better this way, don’t you think? Less artifi-
cial. The kids grow up healthier.”

Everything passes. During the ceremony, while a boy 
read the interview he had conducted with an old man who 
had been the school’s first janitor, Gustavo took off his 
shoes and rested his feet against the patio tiles, warmed by 
the winter sun, so he could receive their warmth directly 
on his insteps, which were covered by the socks he hadn’t 

Luckily there was a rickety taxi with a fat, jovial driver 
who took him to the only hotel in town.

“So, what brings you here, if you don’t mind my asking?” 
the driver inquired.

“I’m a writer. Tomorrow I’m giving a talk to the school 
kids.”

“A writer! That’s terrific! I don’t read a lot. Well, in fact, 
I don’t read at all. Haven’t read a book since I was in school. 
So, are you very famous?”

If he were very famous, Gustavo thought, if he were 
really famous, he wouldn’t be here. He’d be stepping off a 
plane in Paris. His publisher would have sent an entourage 
to meet him—the managing editor, most likely, eager to find 
out if he’d enjoyed his trip. And the editor in chief. They’d 
have taken him to a four-star hotel, at the very least. That 
night he’d have feasted on foie gras. “I lived here for a while, 
many years ago. I was very poor. I used to stare into the win-
dows of the charcuteries and do the math in my head, but 
I never had enough for foie gras with truffles.” That’s what 
he’d have told the managing editor (a charming woman, so 
French, a little on the chubby side, but with a gamine hair-
cut and almond-shaped eyes) as he blissfully savored his foie 
gras with truffles at the brasserie, rejecting the toast points 
(to the astonished disapproval of his French hosts)—the bet-
ter to concentrate on the glorious flavor of the pâté itself.

At the Hotel Austral (dirty, gray, peeling paint; torn car-
pet) there was no reservation in his name, but fortunately 
there was a room available.

“Lucky for you,” said the boy behind the counter. “Now 
that business is picking up in the countryside, we’re almost 
always full.”

The four-star Parisian hotel would surely have had spe-
cial rooms, maybe even entire floors, reserved for nonsmok-
ers. The room at the Hotel Austral efficiently reproduced 
the same stench of cold cigarette butts that had accom-
panied him throughout his trip. Gustavo trembled at the 
thought of spending the whole night with his nose planted 
in a pillow that reeked of stale smoke. He never unpacked 
his little travel kit. The only things he took out and placed 
in the bathroom were his toothbrush and toothpaste. He 
was doing just that when they arrived to pick him up.

The Commissioner for Cultural Affairs, a very young 
man with a slightly old-fashioned mustache, obviously cul-
tivated to make him look older, apologized profusely: a 

miscommunication, he explained. The responsible party 
would be reprimanded.

“What an honor for Zorzales, what a thrill! I can’t be-
lieve I’m shaking hands with the real Gustavo Manzone!”

And for one moment the universe found its axis again. 
At the French publishing house, they would be used to 
dealing with many famous authors from around the world; 
in Zorzales, they had never met a “real” writer. As usual, 
the local talent would be there; he’d meet them tomorrow. 
They’d look at him with envy and a touch of hatred; they’d 
show him their books—pitiful self-published editions. For 
a few days they’d wait hopefully for some e-mail comment 
from him; later they’d resign themselves once more to their 
marginalized fate. It’s because we don’t live in the capital, 
they’d tell themselves yet again, to avoid admitting the 
truth, to avoid acknowledging their lack of ability.

Zorzales was part of an agricultural region, and Man-
zone’s visit had been sponsored by a local dairy company

“Forget the hotel,” the commissioner told him. “We have 
something much nicer for you. The company guest house.”

It was, in fact, a very lovely house, right on the plaza. As 
it hadn’t been used in months, it was freezing inside. Some-
one, whom the commissioner cursed out familiarly, prob-
ably the same person who had forgotten to meet Manzone 
at the station, had also forgotten to turn on the lone heater 
in the living room. They dialed up the heat before they left.

The Commissioner for Cultural Affairs drove him 
around for a quick tour of the town. There wasn’t much to 
see. Lately these trips to the heartland had come to repre-
sent a significant portion of Gustavo’s income. He traveled 
quite often, and these towns, all so much alike, ran together 
in his mind. To avoid this problem, he practiced a sort of 
literary exercise: he tried to find some unique, differentiat-
ing element, a little flash card with which to incorporate 
a mental photo of the town into his memory album. In 
this case it was easy: the church was a hideous modern 
cement-block structure with iron railings poking out from 
unexpected places. The architect or whoever was respon-
sible hadn’t factored in the effects of bad weather: rust from 
the iron railings had leached into the concrete, and the net 
effect was dirty and depressing.

“You’re going to love our little barbecue place,” the man 
said. “I’m awfully sorry I won’t be able to join you, but 
tonight’s my niece’s birthday party. Someone will pick you 
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a little frightened whenever the junior rabble closed in 
on him—an autograph, an autograph! They wanted his 
wonderful, holy signature, God knows why, on the palms 
of their hands or sometimes on their school uniforms; the 
media had taught them that nothing on earth was as im-
portant as the signature of a famous person. It was an awk-
ward situation, and Manzone asked the teachers to help by 
organizing the throng; he asked them, above all, to make 
sure each child left the auditorium as soon as he or she had 
collected the signature. Otherwise they immediately real-
ized they could get back in line. If they had nothing to offer 
him but a piece of paper, they’d ask him to sign the back, 
or else they’d fold it or cut it into pieces and ask for an auto-
graph for Mom, one for their little brother, another for their 
cousin or for an absent classmate. They wanted autographs, 
autographs, autographs, who knows why or for what, piles 
of signed scraps of paper that in a few days would get buried 
in the depths of a drawer or a pocket.

“How much do you make from your writing?” asked 
one of the boys, slightly taller than the rest and with a few 
incipient pimples on his forehead—precisely four red little 
pimples in the form of the Southern Cross.

Manzone felt relieved: that question only surfaced 
when his presentation had been a success, when the kids 
felt comfortable and trusting. It was a question that arose 
from genuine personal curiosity, one that the teachers im-
mediately tried to suppress: what a rude question, it’s per-
sonal, it’s none of your business. However, it was one that 
Gustavo loved to answer.

“Like nearly every writer, I earn ten percent of the cover 
price—that is, the bookstore price. Those are called au-
thor’s rights. For example, if you pay ten pesos for a book, 
one peso goes to me.”

Generally that explanation would be followed by an as-
tonished silence followed by whispers and other questions.

“That’s all? But why do you get so little when you’re the 
one that makes up all the stuff it says inside?”

“Well,” Manzone explained, “I invent the stories but I 
don’t put up the money to publish the book. That comes 
from the publisher. And the bookstore keeps a pretty good 
portion. For every ten pesos you pay, the bookstore keeps 
three, or sometimes even four. Booksellers have a lot of 
expenses: rent, their employees’ salaries. And the publisher 
also has to pay for paper, personnel, publicity…”

“But you—how much do you make?” insisted the tall 
pimply boy. Manzone then explained that when an author 
became well known, he didn’t have to wait for the book to 
sell in order to collect his share. When he submitted the book 
to the publisher, he signed a contract and they paid him an 
advance. They were twelve- and thirteen-year-old kids, so 
he challenged them to solve a mathematical problem. If he 
received ten percent in author’s rights and they gave him an 
advance representing the rights for three thousand copies, 
how much did they pay him for a book that cost ten pesos? 
I’ve always been bad at math, he told them, provoking more 
laughter and good will. At this point there would generally 
be a long silence as the children tried to solve the problem, 
and then after a while the answers would begin to come 
forth, some of them right, most of them wrong.

But this time one of the girls stood up. She was a bru-
nette with earth-colored skin, straight hair, and long, pol-
ished nails, in twelve-year-old-girl fashion. “What I want to 
know,” she said, “is how much you make a month.”

The conversation had taken an unexpected turn. This 
was something he had never been asked before, and he 
had no desire to respond. Of course he wasn’t obliged to 
tell the truth, but he couldn’t quite come up with a figure 
that would satisfy his audience’s expectations—a number 
that would make them think that although he wasn’t a 
rich man, he was no pathetic failure, either; a number that 
would have some sort of harmonic relationship to the sala-
ries their parents earned. Gustavo smiled uncomfortably, 
trying to buy time; he always hoped for some new question 
to deviate from the routine, but not this one. If only there 
could be a distraction, if only something would happen to 
prevent him from answering.

Then one of the children on the left side of the semi-
circle surrounding him stood up and pulled his hand out 
of his pocket, but what he had clenched in his fist wasn’t 
a ballpoint pen. It was a gun. There was nothing unusual 
about the boy, nothing to attract attention, but now, with 
the gun in his hand, he had suddenly become the center of 
the universe, and Gustavo noticed he had a coffee-colored 
stain on his white school smock and a scratch on his cheek.

He started shooting immediately. The next day the 
newspapers would report the make and caliber of the weap-
on, emphasizing the youth’s excellent aim, but at the mo-
ment no one was paying attention to that detail. Time crept 

changed since the previous morning. The principal shot 
him a look of utter contempt.

At ten the ceremony ended, and Gustavo Manzone, 
the almost-famous writer, in any case much more famous 
than any of the local scribes, was ushered into the library, 
where he was to chat with the sixth and seventh graders. 
The seventh-grade teacher was a fat woman in her fifties, 
heavily made up. The sixth-grade teacher was young and 
pretty, limped on her left foot, and looked like she had just 
swallowed a spoonful of balsamic vinegar. But the librarian 
was rather cute, and Gustavo smiled at her with a certain 
amount of relief: something on which to focus his weary 
eyes. It was true: the library was just as frigid as the pa-
tio, but the entrance of seventy students soon warmed the 
room, as Manzone had predicted.

The instructors and the parents, who sometimes par-
ticipated in these strange ceremonies, always listened rap-
turously to the children’s questions. Aren’t they clever? they 
would ask him afterwards. Weren’t you surprised? Yes, he 
would say, they’re clever, they’re amazing, they’re so unpre-
dictable, these school visits do me so much good because 
contact with the kids helps recharge my batteries, I’m the 
one who learns from them. In fact, the children always 
asked the same questions. Everywhere, the length and 
breadth of the entire country and probably throughout the 
world (Manzone had been to a few schools in other Latin 
American countries), children imitated the behavior of their 
elders. They acted just like those tv reporters who blurt 
out rapid questions because they don’t have the slightest 
notion of whom they’re interviewing. The children invari-
ably would ask him how he got into writing, why he writes, 
how long it takes him to write a book, how many books 
he’s written, if his family supported him when he decided 
to pursue a career in literature, what he’d like to be if he 
weren’t a writer, why he writes, what his first book is called, 
where he gets his ideas from, how long it takes him to write 
a book, how many books he’s written, why he writes, what 
he’d like to be if he weren’t a writer, how long it takes him 
to write a book, and so on, repeating themselves over and 
over because they didn’t pay attention to what others had 
asked or even listen to Gustavo’s replies, but rather lurked 
in wait for their own chance, for that moment of glory when 
they could formulate their question aloud.

Gustavo asked the instructors not to rebuke the chil-

dren who asked the same questions he had just answered 
(he knew from experience that it was impossible to prevent), 
and he tried to offer a different response each time: that, 
too, had been a literary exercise at first. Over time it had 
become routine, just like the rest of it. The three or four 
stock responses he had for each question were stored in the 
hard drive of his memory, and he needed only to press the 
button to make them appear, lively and enthusiastic, with 
the necessary rhythm, energy, hesitations, and pauses to 
make them seem spontaneous and fresh.

“Why do you write?”
“Well, when I was a boy I liked to sing, draw, and write. 

But whenever I drew something, the teacher and my par-
ents would say something vague like ‘Oh, that’s lovely, dear.’ 
Whenever I sang or played the guitar, everyone would get 
up and tiptoe out of the room.” (General laughter.) “But 
when I wrote, everyone was amazed, something happened, 
something very special… and, well, I decided to concen-
trate on what I did best.”

“Why do you write?”
“To be perfectly honest, I think I do it to please my read-

ers, so they’ll praise me and love me more.”
“Why do you write?”
“There’s something I try to achieve with words. It’s hard 

to explain—I want to mold them, do whatever I feel like 
doing with them, invent things that come out perfect—you 
see? To write a story, a little poem that’s like a tree…”

As he spoke, trying to provide short answers that would 
interest most of the audience, Manzone identified the typi-
cal characters that attended these ceremonies: the Boy 
Reader who dreamed of becoming a writer and almost 
certainly never would be; the Ones in Back, garrulous 
troublemakers; the Pleasant Little Fatty; the Popular Girl, 
always so annoying, surrounded by a female retinue that 
sometimes raised their hands in order to turn the floor over 
to their queen. (Excuse me, sir, they would say when he 
called on them, let’s see, you over there, you haven’t had a 
turn yet, excuse me, sir, but my friend here has a question.)

The children, God bless them, wanted more than any-
thing else in the world for the talk to end quickly so they 
could get his autograph. They’d brandish a ballpoint pen 
in one fist, and those who owned a copy of the book would 
already be waving it in the air. Others had their notebooks 
ready—his autograph! A fearsome moment: Gustavo was 
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slowly, very slowly, as when someone trips in the street and 
manages to remain conscious of each one of his movements, 
anticipating the precise way his body will hit the pavement, 
even to the extent of predicting the parts of his skin that 
will be scraped by the friction, the endangered bones, the 
size of the bruises, and yet be unable to avoid any of it, the 
die is cast, the fall is interminable, yet everything happens 
in an instant. The first shot hit the girl who had asked the 
question, the little brunette, surely because she was stand-
ing. A thick red stain began to spread beneath her body. 
Next Gustavo fell: he felt no pain, only the impact on his 
thigh; a teacher yelled “Get down,” which wasn’t a good 
idea because the boy aimed at her and then downward, to-
ward some of the bodies that were already prostrate on the 
wooden floor, but luckily not everyone obeyed the order, the 
screaming was fierce, piercing, deafening, in an enormous 
wave the sea of children ran toward the door along with the 
teachers and the librarian and a few parents, the boy with 
the scratched cheek stopped to reload, the others piled up 
in the doorway, many managed to escape, the shooter con-
tinued his work, shooting randomly at the crowd of bodies 
that pushed against each other at the library door, and when 
he stopped to reload for a second time, what Gustavo heard 
was not silence, but rather the sudden, startling reduction of 
noise, now one could hear only sobbing and the cries of the 
wounded, the word Mama repeated many times in different 
voices, in an astonishingly short span of time everyone who 
could had left the library, soon the police would arrive, and 
with his gun operational once more the shooter approached 
each of the wounded and finished them off with a shot to 
the head. The little brunette, who was no longer screaming 
or crying, shook with the impact. The teacher tried to say 
something but had no time. The detonations didn’t sound 
like explosions at all; they produced a dry, quiet noise. With 
each shot the boy rebounded, thrown backwards.

Gustavo Manzone felt the dull throb in his right thigh 
like a rhythmic hammering of blood. He pressed his hand 
firmly against the wound, trying to stop the bleeding. He 
attempted to stand, but his leg wouldn’t support him. He 
imagined the bullet had fractured his femur. He must be 
in shock, he thought, because the pain wasn’t terrible; it 
was there, present, but it hadn’t yet taken over completely. 
Somehow he managed to condense all his personal charm 
into a smile, and when the boy looked his way, he addressed 

him in a voice that attempted to be firm: “It seems you 
didn’t like my stories much,” he said, trying to give his tone 
the sparkle and levity of a joke, even a touch of admiration.

The boy looked at him curiously.
“You’re the author,” he said, as if he’d just thought of it. 

“The author Gustavo Manzone. The one who wrote Tales 
of Terror.”

“Right,” Gustavo said. “That’s me.” And his smile grew 
even more dazzling.

“Yeah, in fact, I read one of them,” said the boy, his 
weapon still aimed straight at Gustavo. “It was good.”

“How’d you like to be a character in one of my stories? 
Wouldn’t you like me to write a story with you as the main 
character?”

The boy looked at him curiously.
“I don’t know,” he said. “I never thought about it.”
He walked over to where Gustavo half-stood, support-

ing himself with his arms. He placed the gun against his 
right ear and fired.

—Translated from the Spanish by Andrea G. Labinger
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Thirty-four years go by.
Voyager One reaches a zone demarking
the end of our solar system—
an undocumented membrane nasa calls
the heliosheath.

On Earth, these were the decades
I became the people
I thought I might remain—
years of skeptical mirror studies.

The probe detects “disorder,” “aimlessness”—
interstellar gasses aren’t only blowing
one direction anymore.
What had seemed like a clearly marked path
gives way, in this new nowhere.
The solar wind slows
to a pace we cannot comprehend. 

I will always be
taking notes on my life
from years behind.
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sCott hutChins

The Evolution 
of Desire

m y father clicked the button with his thumb, and 
“The Land of Make Believe” dropped onto the 
spinning turntable. The automatic arm jerked 

inward, then lowered itself precisely onto the record’s edge. 
A solo trumpet enunciated a few notes in our empty den. 
There was ice in the ice bucket, and my mother had made 
Chex Mix, which was waiting in a large wooden bowl on 
the coffee table. The music, the ice, the Chex Mix. These 
were the only indications my parents were doing some-
thing unusual that night—hosting a party.

I was home because I was being punished for some-
thing. I don’t remember what. But I was also allowed the 
latitude of being outside of my room, as long as I behaved. 
This flexibility was uncharacteristic of my parents—they 
were strict—but one night that week, on a late amble into 
the den, I’d found my father asleep on the couch, in a 
deliberate bed of sheets, pillow, and the double-ringed 
quilt. I asked my mother about it the next morning, and 
she looked stricken. I wouldn’t have thought of it again, 
except for the slight, foreign odor of permissiveness it left 
in the air.

When the doorbell rang I answered, welcoming the 
guests—the Becks, the Davises, the Clarks. And then, I 
was out of things to do. I couldn’t watch tv, because ev-
eryone was in the den, so I sat in the dark living room just 
off the entryway, and listened to the music of the adults 
talking—the low grumble of the men, the sharp punc-
tuation of the women. Through the high half-pie of win-
dowpanes in the door, I watched a June bug and a mayfly 
circle the porch light, mismatched, the last of their kind. 
I daydreamed of redeeming myself in my parents’ eyes—
what had I done?—by welcoming more guests—forgotten 
guests, maybe—taking their coats, carrying the tray of 
food they brought high above my head into the lighted 
areas of the party, making the adults shake their heads in 
amazement. “That boy…”

“Are you okay in there?” My mother stood where the 
white linoleum of the hall met the living room carpet. “Do 
you want me to turn on the light?”

“No, ma’am.”
The doorbell rang. “I wonder who that is,” she said.
I had been imagining someone famous might arrive—

President Carter, Mean Joe Green, Saint Francis—and 
though I had recently learned that magic was merely the 
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“Willie,” Lonna said. She didn’t sound mad, just hap-
pily exasperated.

“You want to see it, Chuck.” Willie said this to Mr. 
Davis.

“I guess so,” Mr. Davis said.
“Neill,” he called to me. “Go grab my attaché.”
I wasn’t really supposed to be in earshot, so I looked 

to my mother for permission. She nodded. I went to the 
closet, where I opened the folding doors and pulled Wil-
lie’s heavy bag from the floor. It was open on the top, and 
I could see it was full of black and white magazines. I took 
both handles and lugged it to him.

“Thanks, babe,” Willie said. I smiled and tried to 
stay close, but my mother put her hands on my shoul-
ders and urged me away. I could tell it was time for me 
to be scarce. As a ruse, I circled through the living room 
and back into the kitchen, so that I could see them but 
they probably wouldn’t see me. Willie had removed one 
of the magazines. Lonna was standing slightly apart from 
him, as he held it close to his chest, displaying the con-
tents. “That’s the lean-back,” he said. He flipped to another 
page. “And that’s the Betty Grable.” Then he dislodged a 
foldout picture, and held the magazine up like a poster. 
The adults were tense and silent. He had his back to me, 
and I couldn’t see the picture, but we were a National 
Geographic family—I knew that foldout pictures weren’t 
wasted on nonsense. Lions hunting in the Serengeti. The 
ebb and surge of the Great Wall of China. They captured 
the long, the vast, the transporting.

“And that’s what’s known as the full-page spread,” Wil-
lie said.

Lonna shook her head in mock disapproval. Other-
wise, the adults seemed to be under a spell. No one spoke. 
No one moved.

“I seem to remember Betty Grable wearing something,” 
Ms. Beck said.

“Well, Lonna,” my father finally said in a squeaky high 
voice. “I’m looking forward to being your physician.”

Another great guffaw—this one I couldn’t resist. I 
nearly fell out of my chair, laughing. My father never 
talked this way. He was such a solemn man.

“Neill,” my mother said. Her voice was stern, but she 
was wiping tears of laughter from her eyes. “Please go see 
if we have any ice cream in the deep-freeze for our guests.”

“Yes, ma’am,” I said. We only kept venison in the deep-
freeze, so I suspected I was being sent away for another 
joke, and sure enough, as soon as I stepped out into the 
cool dark of the carport, I heard a roar of laughter from 
the den. I pushed open the lid of the deep-freeze and let 
it drop several times—listening to the rubber seal make 
its sucking kiss. The deep-freeze was as dark as a coffin.

When I went back into the house, the magazine was 
gone, and the adults were chatting as if nothing had hap-
pened. For the next couple of hours, I drew in earnest, 
on notebook pages: army tanks and soldiers that I tore 
out and arranged into battalions. The adult hilarity grew, 
though Lonna never said much. Just smiled and nodded 
when Willie brought her a new highball. Eventually, the 
party hit maximum volume over a salty duck-hunting joke, 
was silent for a few beats, and Ms. Beck said she’d better 
be going. She and her husband said their goodbyes, went 
to the closet for their coats, and left. The other couples 
drifted out until it was just my parents and the Beerbaums. 
My brother came home from his friend’s, and my mother 
started taking dishes into the kitchen.

“I guess we better head to the house,” Willie said. 
“We’re used to California nights, long and late. Aren’t we, 
baby?”

“We sure are,” Lonna said.
“We might be a bit of an adjustment for you,” my dad 

said. “Little old-fashioned around here.”
“I love it already,” she said.
“You should tell your husband not to show the portfolio 

off everywhere,” my father said. “It’ll make life difficult.”
“Life is never difficult with Willie,” she said.
While they were talking, I went to the front closet. I 

removed one of the magazines from Willie’s satchel and 
tucked it in a rubber boot in the back. I was weighing my 
alibis for the theft—I slipped, I had no idea what they were 
talking about—as Willie and Lonna approached, shook 
my hand, gathered their things, and went out the door.

“Time for bed, young man,” my dad said. The humor 
in his voice was gone. He went into the kitchen to clean up. 
I waited for him to start dropping bottles into the wastebas-
ket, and I crawled into the closet to retrieve the magazine.

Sitting on my bed, I ran a hand, grimy from pencil 
lead, down the front cover, a black-and-white picture of 
Mrs. Beerbaum smiling in a funny way. At the bottom 

pleasure of being duped, I held the possibility in my mind, 
hopeful. I jumped from the couch, and intercepted my 
mother, scrabbling with the knob. I opened the door to 
reveal a short, slender man in a light blue coat, carrying a 
brown satchel. On his arm was a woman in what I thought 
was a red bathing suit, but was later told was a dress. They 
were both tan as game show hosts, and the man wore a 
dark blue paisley ascot.

“Neill,” my mother said to me. “You remember Willie, 
your godfather.”

Of course I did. It was Willie Beerbaum. He’d left 
our hometown only a year earlier, after he and his wife 
(his third) separated, but he seemed unrecognizable to 
me. It wasn’t the clothes—he’d always worn an ascot—but 
his teeth. They were supernaturally white. He’d been in 
Southern California.

“Great to see you, Neill,” Willie said, shaking my hand. 
He had always had the disconcerting habit of speaking to 
me as an adult. “How have things been?”

“Pretty good,” I said.
“Aren’t you just the cutest,” the blonde woman said.
Willie introduced the strange woman as Lonna, which 

I thought was a very strange name. She was his new wife.
“What are you doing here?” my mother said to Willie. 

She meant back to his old life, to Deston, to Arkansas. 
He’d been gone for over a year. And his name had slowly 
slipped from everyone’s mouth.

“I saw the cars,” Willie said. In my hometown, this was 
the standard explanation for dropping by.

Lonna’s hair was bleached nearly white, her skin 
brown, her nails and dress a matching candy-apple red. 
Her very tall red heels clicked against the plastic tiles as 

Willie led her into the den. She seemed imposingly put 
together to me, like a room no one was allowed to sit in. 
But the men at the party picked up on something else. 
They were suddenly restless. They stood, slicked back their 
hair, adjusted their collars. Mr. Davis put two hands on his 
ample belly, looking regretful, as if it were a silly gag he’d 
been talked into.

“Long time no see, Willie,” my father said, his voice 
unusually loud and precise.

“Hand me that drink you’re making, babe,” Willie 
said, startling everyone in the room. He was speaking 
to my father. This “babe” thing was a California-ism no 
one would get used to. “Sweetie, this is everyone,” he said, 
with a flourish of his hand. “Everyone, this is Mrs. Willie 
Beerbaum.”

This brought a great guffaw from the adults, and I only 
resisted laughing because I knew it would be the end of 
my time at the party. I couldn’t be caught paying attention. 
I sat at the dining room table, a good distance away, and 
pretended to draw. I had a clear view of the adults.

“You’ve outdone yourself, Willie,” my father said.
“She’s my great sweetheart,” Willie said. “Isn’t she 

beautiful?” He was speaking directly to my father.
“Absolutely,” my father said.
“She’s the final word in my life,” Willie said.
“I don’t doubt it for a minute,” my father said.
“We met at the Sands Casino,” Willie said.
“Where else?” my father said.
“We were playing craps.”
“And did you win?”
“What do you think?”
“I can’t see how my opinion matters here.”
“I’m asking for it anyway.”
“Well, how’s the saying go?” my father said. “The vic-

tory of hope over experience.”
Even Lonna laughed at this one, but Willie contin-

ued to stare straight at my father. “She’s even done a little 
modeling. Haven’t you, sweetie?” Willie took a sip of his 
drink. He was a small man—impish. Well known to stir 
up trouble.

“Surely the first model to visit our humble abode,” my 
father said.

Willie finally turned away from my father and ad-
dressed the other adults. “Who wants to see her portfolio?”

This “babe” thing  
was a California-ism  
no one would 
get used to.
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of the page was the number 1976, the year of my birth. I 
opened the cover and flipped through the pages, knowing 
instantly this wasn’t something I was supposed to have. 
Mrs. Beerbaum putting up her hair, shirtless. Mrs. Beer-
baum holding a breast in each hand, as if she might give 
one to you. I glanced at my bedroom door. My mother 
could walk through it at any moment. The trouble that 
would rain down on me was unimaginable. Still, I kept 
flipping. Mrs. Beerbaum looking as if she was about to 
scratch you. Mrs. Beerbaum straddling a chair, peering 
over her shoulder. I glanced again at my bedroom door, 
listening to the sounds of the house. Were they still drop-
ping bottles in the kitchen? Wiping down the coffee table? 
I couldn’t hear over the pounding of my heart. It was past 
time to put this away, to look again tomorrow. But slowly 
and deliberately I turned the pages until I arrived at the 
foldout picture. Careful not to wrinkle it, I untucked the 
loose flap from the magazine’s center and gently spread 
it open. Again, Mrs. Beerbaum. She was leaning back on 
a gray boulder surrounded by prehistorically large plants. 
She was naked except for a pair of high heels and a narrow 
leopard-skin sash affixed somehow to her waist. Her right 
hand leaned on the inside of her right thigh, her legs part-
ed slightly, suggestively. She seemed to be looking directly 
at me. Everyone, this is Mrs. Willie Beerbaum. She didn’t 
look like a Mrs. anybody. Naked. My godfather’s wife—my 
godmother? I couldn’t put all the pieces together. I didn’t 
understand my father’s comment either, the one about be-
ing her physician, but I also didn’t think much about it. 
I just felt the smoothness of the magazine, and thought 
about the way she and Willie had looked in the doorway 
that night, as if parachuted from a more beautiful locale. 
Come to save us.

For four years, I moved Lonna from place to place 
around the house. I was never caught. When the need 
struck, I’d pull her out of hiding and look over the pic-
tures. It was and wasn’t sexual. Sometimes I touched the 
page, tracing her body, but often we just talked. I asked 
questions, sought advice on my problems. I can no longer 
remember exactly what my problems were. I’m sure they 
were standard. I had a fairly normal childhood, even a 
sheltered one, but my father killed himself when I was 
nineteen—a surprise that cast all the previous years into 
uncertainty.

In any case, it’s hard for me to explain the religious 
devotion I felt for her. She was the first naked body I got to 
know well, even if it was an abstract knowledge, one-sided. 
And she was definitely a bracing shock for my hometown. 
After a few months of the portfolio, she and Willie were 
invited exactly nowhere else. It must have been something 
of a plan. But I think what really sealed her for me was the 
timing—how she appeared that night with Willie for my 
parents’ last party (or at least the last I remember). Some 
space had opened between my parents, and in it had 
sprung up something beautiful.

I only saw the real Lonna one more time. I was at the 
package store with my father, and she and Willie were 
carrying a box full of liquor bottles out to their Corvette. 
I was afraid. No one had said anything about the missing 
magazine—they had probably been so drunk they forgot 
about it. And Willie brought out other copies at other par-
ties, so he must have had a good pile. But still, being a kid, 
I was afraid they would see the guilt in my heart. They 
didn’t. Willie shook my hand, asked me how business was. 
At this point in my life, he was a complete stranger. Lonna 
sent her greetings to my mother. They got in their car and 
drove off. Some months later, there was a fire at their home 
in the country that killed them both. What I remember is 
my father’s surprising grief.

At the package store that day I asked him if Lonna 
liked it around here. I meant something more profound, 
like how does she survive, living among us?

“The look in their eyes tells you everything,” he said, 
watching them rev up the Corvette and pull out onto the 
bypass. “They’ve got that kind of marriage that answers 
questions in your life. A love that sustains you.”

I’ve had lots of different feelings about this speech 
over the years, especially after my father’s suicide, when I 
grasped at it for some sort of hint. But at the time I thought 
this was a dull-headed answer. Nothing he described 
sounded special to me: Of course marriage answered ques-
tions. Of course love sustained.

* * *

That was twenty years ago, and they’re all dust and memo-
ries, except for my mother, who appears happy and is cur-
rently sailing toward Gdansk on her annual educational 
cruise. I live in San Francisco, don’t sound particularly 
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who’s too shy to dance in a nightclub, it’s an unprecedent-
ed show of p.d.a. But I can feel the shaking of her grip.

She lowers me back into my chair and takes a theatri-
cally horny look at the diamond. “I’m going to fuck your 
brains out,” she says.

“You talking to me?” I try to say it with a touch of flirta-
tion, but I hear the anxiety in my voice. This show, this 
display of hers, doesn’t sit well.

At home, she throws her keys in the key dish and herds 
me back toward the bedroom, undressing me with the 
skill of a wardrobe assistant. My shirt is off and my belt 
unbuckled by the time we’re bedside. She pulls her spa-
ghetti straps to the side, steps out of her dress. There’s a 
forked road in my heart—one path leads to discovery, the 
other to satiety. It’s clear which one she wants to take, and 
I can take it, too. If I just loosen my jaw and close my eyes, 
I’ll want my hands on her ankles, my tongue between her 
legs. We’re lucky like this.

“You haven’t answered,” I say.
She breathes heavily. Her eyes are wide.

“You haven’t answered,” I say again.
“Sweetie.” Her voice is husky—but, again, theatrically 

so? “Sweetie, sweetie, sweetie.”
She grabs my open fly and tugs me to her.

“I was hoping for something verbal,” I say into her hair.
“Let it drop.”
“You know, like yes or no.”
She pulls away. “Sometimes I’m not in the mood for 

your jokes.”
She has her negative qualities, too. She’d rather win 

an argument than have a discussion.
“I’m not joking.”
“I’m starting to feel frustrated here.”
“Join the club.”
“I mean sexually.”
“Fine. Get on the bed.”
“I don’t want to do it, if you don’t want to.”
“I want to.”
“No, you don’t.”
“I said get on the bed.”
“I’m not going to have you servicing me.”
We’re close to some edge here, and I’m the one who 

has to step back. That’s my job. “This is not about servic-
ing.” I put my hands on her waist and help her up on the 

bed. She pulls back the covers, gets in. I take off the rest 
of my clothes and tuck myself over her. I clear the pillows 
away—there’s so many of them, dozens, enough to make 
a person insane—and I hold myself there, an inch of air 
between us. Little beads of sweat have collected on her 
brow. I remind myself that we’re both a little drunk.

“You can say maybe,” I say.
She grabs my manhood, or whatever we’re calling it 

nowadays, and starts pumping it. Her face no longer has 
a veneer of seduction—she looks determined and fierce.

“You can say maybe,” I repeat.
“Be quiet.”
“Yes. No. Maybe.”
“You know I hate surprises,” she says. She’s pulling so 

hard it hurts.
“We’ve been together for seven years.”
“You could have dropped a hint. Blindsided. And what 

is this old-fashioned patriarchal thing? What is that?”

* * *

That night, I wake on the couch. The wind rattles the loose 
windows, one of which—facing the street—is open. I get 
up to close it. But as I’m standing there I sense something 
behind me, someone. I turn slowly. The room is dim. The 
coats on the wall, the furniture, appear strange. I walk 
slowly into the kitchen and pull out the chef’s knife. It’s 
a heavy-duty tool, stainless steel, a bone chopper. I stand 
there quietly, listening. The drip of the sink tocks, a truck 
chugs by. We live on the second floor. It doesn’t seem 
possible anyone could have gotten in while we were here. 
Could they be hiding? I go into the living room and stand 
by the closet. It would be here. Of course I don’t believe 
there’s really anyone here—though there could be. There 
are plenty of crazies in town. Someone is murdered every 
few days. I open the closet door, fast. In the darkness I see 
the forgotten density of jackets, the dozens of shoes on the 
floor, the photos and papers on the shelf above. A child 
couldn’t hide in here. I return to the kitchen, check the 
pantry and under the sink, more dutiful now. There’s no 
one here. I put the knife down on the counter and squint 
my eyes in the darkness. I feel as thick as I have in years 
my father’s ghost—the vanished man. Maybe it’s waking 
up on the couch—though this is certainly not my first 
night on the couch. But I can nearly feel him next to me 

Southern, and have made my life as a modern person. I’m 
not someone I would consider locked in my past. I think of 
my father rarely—and the Beerbaums never—but when I 
do it’s with fondness. I turn them over in my mind, amaz-
ing creatures caught in time’s amber. I marvel not just at 
their stories, but at their great distance from me. They 
seem to have lived in a lost world.

Tonight I propose to Erin. We’ve been living together 
for seven years—in fact, it’s our anniversary—but the pro-
posal doesn’t feel like a formality. We’ve had our ups and 
downs. We’re having some ups and downs. I wish I could 
get to the bottom of them, but I know this is something that 
comes with time. And I can’t doubt her special qualities. 
We’re at Absinthe, our standby for birthdays and anniver-
saries (Erin used to work here), and she’s the prettiest girl 
in the room. Her dark green spaghetti-strap dress is thin 
as an afterthought. She has high Kewpie cheekbones, an 
elfin nose, and just enough skin to cover it all. Her mouth—
wide, mobile, mischievous—is such a perfect counterpoint 
it seems placed there by some clever designer. Erin, of 
course, is not as taken with all this, even dislikes some of 
it—her mouth, for instance, and her coloring. She’s fair, 
and at times like now she has a glow that seems consump-
tive, fated. It worries people, causes strangers to offer aid, 
but it’s just the effects of exercise, or vigorous houseclean-
ing, or too much red wine, as in this case. There’s nothing 
wrong with her health; she’s a yoga fanatic, and if called 
upon could walk across this restaurant on her hands.

She smiles at my gift to her, a pair of ornate subconti-
nental gold earrings. They’re not the big show tonight, but 
she doesn’t know that, and she likes them. I can tell by her 
roguish, happy smirk.

“They’re wonderful,” she says, holding them up to  
her ears.

I signal to Alex, our waiter and friend. He brings the 
champagne—a really nice Veuve Clicquot Rosé I dropped 
off earlier. It’s not on the menu, and Erin will know that.

“What’s this?” she asks Alex. They used to work to-
gether, before she got her teaching certificate, but I’ve got 
him in on tonight’s plan. He ignores her question, fills our 
glasses, and withdraws.

Erin gives me a puzzled look. “Did you buy this?”
The ring, at the cost of $3,000, is an antique diamond, 

slightly yellow, remounted and sized to fit her finger. It’s 

been in my jacket pocket since we dressed for dinner, puls-
ing like an alien heart. A little voice tells me I should do 
this when we get home, but another little voice says, Now! 
And another says after dessert, and another wonders why I 
didn’t do this last year. This must be anxiety in all its many 
forms. I steady my hands and feel for the felt box. I pull it 
from my coat and slide it toward her. I open it next to the 
candle. The diamond glows like a hot coal—which I guess 
at some point it was.

I’ve thought of punchy irony. Let’s take this to the next 
level. Are you ready for a life sentence? But I keep it classic. 

“Will you marry me?” I ask.
We have a secluded table, but our neighbors have 

stopped eating, their sighs audible. The married felici-
tous of our upcoming happiness, the unmarried pleasur-
ably heartsick. Or maybe vice versa. In any case, everyone 
within eavesdropping distance buzzes with some energy, 
some reaction. Except for Erin. She’s struck dumb, her jaw 
slack. She looks surprised, and not happy-surprised. I’ve 
seen this look on her face before—it was the time she got 
flashed on the bus.

I wait a moment.
“It’s an engagement ring,” I say.
“I know what it is.”
“Shall I repeat the question?”
She begins giggling, hides her mouth, giggles more. 

“I’m sorry.” Her chest shakes with hilarity. “I’m just—I just 
wasn’t expecting…”

“It’s supposed to be a surprise,” I say. Though we have 
talked about it.

“What a rock.”
She puts her hand on her heart, quiets the laughter. I 

don’t let my gaze wander from her face. I’m afraid to catch 
anyone else’s expression.

“It’s not a conflict diamond.” I remove the ring and 
gesture for her hand.

Erin’s uncomfortable smile sinks back into her face. 
She sits up straight in her chair and allows me to slide the 
ring on her finger. Her hand is ice cold. She moves her 
champagne glass safely to the table’s edge—those waitress 
instincts still sharp—sets the candle next to it, and reaches 
over our dirty plates to grab me by the tie. She pulls me 
over like a roped calf, and kisses me, smacking, slurping, 
tongue and all, across the white tablecloth. For a woman 
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in the car at the package store. That sense he seemed to 
have—temporarily at least—that he’d been denied some-
thing clear and pressing. Something powerful—beyond 
decisions. Denied the answers Willie had gotten, the love 
that sustained. It’s not a way I ever want to feel.

“Baby,” Erin says. She’s in the living room, looking for 
me. “Baby,” she says again, her voice louder, approaching.

“I’m getting a glass of water,” I say. “You want 
something?”

“No.” Her silhouette appears in the kitchen doorway. 
She hugs herself against the cold.

“Come here,” I say. She crosses the linoleum, which 
is slightly sticky, and leans into me. We stand that way in 
the dark.

* * *

That’s Friday, and this is Wednesday. Mist and cold, the 
sky filled with dull, gray clouds. During my lunch break, I 
walk down Market, past shops full of cheap electronics, to 
Powell. I cross toward the bank, and see out of the corner 
of my eye Erin emerging from Blondie’s Pizza, carrying a 
Gap bag. She should be in Oakland right now, teaching 
her teenagers to conjugate avoir and être. I step out of view, 
under the dome covering the entrance to the bank. I wait a 
beat, then peer around the wet marble. I catch her walking 
away from me, toward Union Square.

I step back down into the crowd. The tourists lined 
up for the cable car are all wearing yellow plastic pon-
chos, and I stagger from one to the other as I follow her 
up the hill. She seems to just be shopping, looking into 
store windows. She bites her lower lip, weighs the worth 
of what she sees. She goes into Urban Outfitters and fao 
Schwarz and, on a whim, I guess, Cartier. I find something 
to make myself look busy—pretzel stand, newspaper—un-
til she comes back out.

She returns to Market Street and turns west, toward 
Civic Center. She listens to some men playing bongos, 
tosses change into their pan. She shakes her head when 
a homeless woman approaches her. Then she walks into 
an office building. Again, I give her a few minutes, then 
enter the lobby. The glassed-in board between the eleva-
tors lists several law offices and an esl institute. I look 
over the names carefully, but don’t recognize any of them. 
Anyway, I know she’s not there for the lawyers. Yesterday, I 

found two library books in her backpack, though she never 
mentioned going to the library: Bigsby’s Guide to Working 
in Europe and Teaching English in Latin America. She 
apparently wants to go. Anywhere.

When she comes back out of the building, she tests for 
rain, and heads my way. I walk north and watch her de-
scend the steps into the Muni station. I follow her in time 
to see her pass the turnstile, walk down to the platform. I 
pay and take the opposite staircase, circling around to ob-
serve. She sits on the closest round bench. She’s scouring a 
booklet. She tucks a strand of hair behind her ear. There’s 
a hardness to her features, an intensity, a hope beyond 
hope, I guess, that what she’s reading will reveal what it is 
she needs to know.

The truth: I’m sure what her answer will be. She’s go-
ing to say yes. I’ll pop champagne, order flowers, dance her 
around the room. I’ll call my mother—the last survivor of 
that worn-out world—and tell her the good news. That’s 
how it’ll go. But right now, in the damp station, I want 
to be a stranger, to plop down on the bench, ask Erin 
what she’s reading. I want to see her face the moment she 
glances up. The set of her eyes, her mouth, the lift of her 
cheeks. Something in that split-second arrangement could 
tell us everything.

credit: Kopeikin Gallery, Los Angeles 
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eLiZabeth C. CreeLY

Into the 
Woods  

A Tale of a Trail  
in the Sierra

i rented one from rei. When I saw the size, I  
balked.

“You expect me to carry that? In my pack?”
The rei saleslady shrugged. It made no difference 

to her. The bear canister was squat and roughly twelve 
inches round, and intransigent in its inability to be folded 
or rolled or just squashed into my backpack. Packing for 
five days is difficult enough if you haven’t done it before; 
you take advantage of every unclaimed corner in your pack. 
The canister would have none of it. It sat there, stolid 
in the dead center of my pack, and forced me to work  
around it.

I was preparing for a five-day backpacking trip with 
four people I didn’t know well—or at all—to a place called 
Wheeler Lake located in the mid-belt of the Sierras. I did 
not have most of the equipment. I borrowed a one-person 
tent from my sister. My sleeping bag was intended for car-
camping. My pack was a hand-me-down from a male friend 
who is much taller than I am. Now I was shopping for a 
bear canister.

“You know, that’s your food. Your food is in there,” said 
my husband cautiously. “It’s not ‘taking up’ room.” He 
arranged the food in the canister while I watched, feeling 
intimidated and overwhelmed.

* * *

I left San Francisco and drove down Highway 4, which 
cuts through the Central Valley and the small towns left 
behind in the wake of the Gold Rush. Copperopolis, a 
town famous for having no gold, boasted a large sign just 
outside the city limits. “Copperopolis!” it read, as if that 
explained everything. A newly redone section of its down-
town was visible, complete with the same set of historic 
attractions that Gold Country towns use to attract Bay 
Area out-of-towners: preserved apothecaries, an ancient 
Wells Fargo with iron shutters hanging on its crumpled 
exterior, dusty and rambling hotels, and the local history 
museum. These tourist attractions rehash the endorsed 
version of the mining culture that took root throughout 
the southern mine region of the California mother lode. 
The narrative proceeds like this: we found gold—or cop-
per—and took all we could get. Now and then the elderly 
docents, who are less invested in the sanitized version of 
the Gold Rush, will go off script with refreshing candor. 

credit: Kopeikin Gallery, Los Angeles 
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becoming mutable and radically merged: smell was color; 
vision was touch. Thus bedazzled by my senses did I trek 
up the ridge.

* * *

At the crest of the Woodchuck Trail, elevation 8,400 feet, I 
fell asleep wedged between a rock and a stump. Dreamlets 
flitted through my mind: a place, a name, some emotional 
content too ephemeral to recall.

“This must be Elizabeth!” I heard a voice say.
Struggling to my feet, I beheld a lady striding towards 

me. This was Cypress, who had organized the trip, she 
to whom I had sent innumerable emails asking haltingly, 
how will I, how should I, how, how, how? She had handled 
my uncertainty with grace and now here she was, a petite 
woman with luminously blue eyes and a small pointed 
chin. Covered in trail dust, she radiated calmness, rec-
titude, and just a touch of steel. Julia was behind her, a 
woman born on the same day I was, as we would discover 
gleefully, who had steady gray eyes, and was trained as 
an emt.

We proceeded up the “knob,” as Brook termed it a 
small spur of land just above the trail that was high enough, 
at certain angles, to obliterate the sight of the landscape 
and replace it with the enormity of the Sierra sky. Up there, 
we seemed to be betwixt, not of the ground, nor of the sky, 
but hanging in space between. The four of us celebrated 
the sky and then began our descent.

* * *

The trail was steep here and skittery going because of the 
skree. Walking down this section of the trail, I thought 
with apprehension of the moment I’d be walking back up 
it. But I had five days ahead of me and things to do and 
so I stopped thinking about it. This gave me the ability to 
observe: opportunity is not a lengthy visitor when you’re 
in a hurry, and so it was that since we were unhurried, we 
could see everything as we walked down into the heart of 
the caldera.

I saw a patch of explorer’s gentian, a rare wildflower. 
The blue of the petals was deeply saturated and the exact 
shade of the sky above us. It was as if little pieces of airy 
aether had dropped to the earth and taken root. Explorer’s 
gentian: confirmation that I—all of us—were on a journey.

We arrived at the lake midday, passing by the herd of 
cows. They looked at us without curiosity. In the medieval 
Irish text, the Leabhar Ua Maine, those who are born on 
a Tuesday like me are promised death by drowning and 
wealth from owning “small cattle.” All the signifiers of 
the fate were in the meadow that day: the glimmering 
lake, the cattle. I had a headache, which was bothering  
me more than obscure medieval prophecies, and from 
what I didn’t know: the altitude? The ill-fitting backpack 
that was bottom-heavy and torturing my rhomboids?  
I crawled into my tent that night clutching my head and 
tried to sleep.

I woke up with the same dull headache and the discov-
ery that I had started my period. I was totally unprepared. 
Perimenopause makes a mockery of calendars; one’s men-
ses come and go at their whim.

“Use Usnea,” advised Cypress. “It’s that green lichen 
that grows everywhere.”

When you’re in the woods with no feminine protec-
tion, nothing to hand except the stuff you brought with 
you, it’s natural to turn to nature (and also—what choice 
do you have?). The Usnea grew prolifically. There is one 
wrinkle in this tale of witchy complicity with nature: Us-
nea is easily confused—at least by me—with wolf lichen. 
This is problematic because wolf lichen has traditionally 
been used to poison wolves and foxes. It has a compound 
called “vulpinic acid” in it, which I noticed after trying to 

The sound of cow bells 
started intruding on 
my consciousness. At 
breakfast, Cypress 
looked grim. “I 
think they’re coming 
back,” she said.

“There was a lot of Indians killed. Yep,” one of them had 
told me three years before in Placerville.

* * *

My destination was a cabin owned by a couple named 
Brook and Cypress, in Camp Connell, elevation 4,760, a 
small settlement up Highway 4. I arrived at their cabin 
feeling wary: who were these people and what was I do-
ing? I knew partially what I was doing; I was going into the 
woods for lessons in magic and ritual work. Cypress and 
Brook were the teachers.

Over dinner, Brook told me about the cows. “There’s 
a herd of them up there,” he said. “They’re making a lot 
of noise.” I didn’t know what this meant, what new un-
planned element had been introduced by the presence 
of the cows.

Cypress had trekked in with another woman named 
Julia a few days earlier to make camp. Brook and I 
woke at 5:00, got into his battered Subaru, and raced 
up Highway 4 to the trailhead. We parked and ate oat-
meal, sitting on a rock in the frosty morning air. At that 
elevation, the air is heavy with the smell of a small herb 
called “kitkitdizze” by the Miwuk Indians. I finished my 
breakfast and looked at Brook, a tall, lanky man with 
reflective brown eyes. Throughout the morning he had 
been pondering a multitude of issues: How long would 
it take Cypress and Julia to meet us? And what were the  
cows doing?

“We had to chase them off, you see,” he said. “They 
were incredibly loud. I’m sure there’s more cow herding in 
our future.” His face brightened. I looked at him blankly.

“Cow herding?” I said.
In my mind’s eye I saw the bulky outline of a cow.  

I heard its lowing call. I wondered how I would break the 
news to my fellow ritualists that I had a “thing” about  
cows.

* * *

In the past, cows had herded me. They had blocked my 
movements and I had let them, because they were big-
ger than I was. Even though I knew they had no claws to 
gouge me or sharp teeth to bite me, their size alone had 
gained my respect. Most of the East Bay parklands are 
reclaimed grazing pastures, and it’s a sure bet that if you 

walk the Wildcat Creek Trail in Oakland or go ambling 
through the grasslands of Sunol Regional Wilderness, you 
will encounter cows, and maybe, maybe—a bull. (Note to 
doubtful readers: once upon a time, I saw a cow with horns 
in Wildcat Canyon Regional Park. To me, this counts  
as a bull.)

Brook and I stepped onto the trail and began the grad-
ual ascent toward the “top”—a nebulous place that was in 
front of us. We were going to meet Cypress and Julia at the 
crest of Woodchuck Basin Trail midday. I was at ease. The 
trail was dappled with sunlight, and the going was easy. 
My pack was heavy but balanced. My boots were snug on 
my feet. The trees and understory plants flashed by in my 
peripheral vision. Since it was August, there was much 
that was dried and dust-brown; but since it was August in 
the Sierra, there were flashes of colorful wildflowers that 
were still blooming: scarlet gilia, alpine aster, mountain 
arnica, buckwheat of all kinds. Taking over the olfactory 
space formerly occupied by kitkitdizze was mountain pen-
nyroyal—huge spreads of it—with a top note of mint and 
a heart note of burning rubber.

Brook is a talkative man, discursive and tetchy in equal 
measure. We discovered a patch of wild currant, translu-
cently red and tart. He waded into the patch, picking the 
reddest berries.

“Fresh Fruit!” Brook said. “Vitamin C. Get that one,” 
he commanded, pointing to a particularly juicy berry. I 
obeyed, as if I was on autopilot.

Brook, for all his volubility, kept a few secrets up his 
sleeve. One was revealed when we entered the Moke-
lumne Wilderness. A few steps past the sign, I looked up 
and beheld a corona of metamorphic rock crowning the 
meadow below it.

“We’re going into a caldera,” said Brook. “Wheeler 
Lake sits inside an old volcano.”

Caldera means “cauldron.” Calderas form when the 
magma chamber below a volcanic orifice collapses; this 
causes the land to sink suddenly. A basin-like shape forms, 
and fresh water from a seep or spring collects and takes 
over the formerly fiery space. This is likely how Wheeler 
Lake was made: fire making way for water, proof that these 
two elements find ways of working together.

The sounds, smells, and sights of the Sierra accom-
panied me as I walked, each blending into one another, 
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cow’s face turned slowly toward us, with no expression 
at all. Another cow turned its head. One flashed us the 
whites of its eye. Then another. Then another. I saw Julia, 
crouched down, back tense, running low to the ground. 
Brook hit his drum: bang. bang. bang. A cow snorted 
and tossed its huge head. Brook broke into a run, and, like 
magic, the cows ran, too—jogging at first, and then run-
ning flat out, tearing through the willow patch, away from 
the crazies with sticks and drums. They disappeared into 
the woods. We ran after them. The clanging of the cow 
bells grew fainter and fainter. Julia looked at me.

“You liked that, didn’t you?” she said and grinned.

* * *

That evening around the fire, Brook recounted what had 
happened that morning. “I saw Wilma,” he said intensely. 

“And I scared her. I told her she better not come back here.”
He began a detailed account of his actions: How he 

had lifted his stick just so, and how he had yelled. How 
he had rebuked the cow for its presence around our camp. 
How he had insulted it, satirized it. How his physical brav-
ery would surely intimidate the cows from ever coming 
into the camp again.

As he spoke, he spun a tale, and a narrative emerged, 
one that would hold up well to retelling, a tale that needed 
the flames from a flickering fire to help animate it, needed 
an agile body moving in mimetic memory of the chase; 
that needed an audience to sit in rapt attention and listen 
to the story of the great exploits of the cow chasers; that 
needed, in fact, for the profiles of these cows to be painted 
in ocher and soot on the walls of some craggy cave, deep 
underground, that needed the hand prints of the human 
antagonists imprinted on the wall next to the images of 
cows and other wild beasts.

How else would we remember anything we did, with-
out telling it and retelling it?

* * *

We walked out after five full days of acknowledging just 
about everything: North, east, south, west. Earth, air, fire, 
water. The great gray owl, Strix nebulosa, which we heard 
one night hooting at us softly from just beyond the lake. 
The mysterious predator we never saw that skulked in the 
willow grove across from us, scaring the geese. The geese 

themselves landing in a tightly formation that was so bal-
letic, it took our breath away. We made great, heartfelt 
gestures to all of this and more, and when we were finished, 
we walked out the way we came in, slowly, without haste.

* * *

There’s something about the woods. Entering them is dif-
ficult. Leaving them is, too. Coming back to the city after 
a six-day absence was bewildering—lights, noise, the den-
sity of buildings and human bodies. The taxi driver who 
picked me up at the Embarcadero bart station noticed 
my backpack. “Been camping?” he asked. When I said yes, 
he chuckled and said, not unkindly, “Now you have to get 
used to this bullshit all over again.”

But I know things now, many valuable things that I 
never thought I would know. Do not ignore the differ-
ence between wolf lichen and Usnea. Put your trust in 
a good water filter but do keep it clean. Observe yourself, 
frequently, in relationship: to a bird, a human being, an 
element. Move like the things you love and face the things 
you fear with simplicity and honesty. Bang your drum 
loudly. Tell the stories that matter to you often, to every-
one. And remember that, if something can work, it will.

use the lichen as an ersatz tampon. It burned. I learned 
quickly to tell the difference.

* * *

The sound of cow bells started intruding on my conscious-
ness. At breakfast, Cypress looked grim. “I think they’re 
coming back,” she said.

The cows had lumbered into the camp, the night be-
fore Brook and I arrived, and woken Cypress and Julia up.

“I heard a snuffling,” said Julia, imitating the wet nose 
of a cow pressed inquisitively against her tent. “That’s how 
I got woken up.”

“There’s a head cow. She’s got a white face,” said Cy-
press. “We call her Wilma. She’s the matriarch. She totally 
challenged us. After we scared her off, she came back into 
camp with two bull calves with her! Can you believe that?”

I believed it. Like a respectable warrior queen, the 
cow had constituents—henchmen—which made sense for 
Wilma, who was obviously an avatar of Boand, the Irish 
goddess whose symbols include a white cow.

I felt compassion for the cows: they were not of the wil-
derness, but they were in it and vulnerable to it. But they 
caused great damage, munching everything in sight, leav-
ing huge, chewed-up paths of turf in their grazing wake, 
thrashing the meadows that host high-elevation flora and 
fauna: musky monkey-flower, bush lupine, and innumer-
able Pacific tree frogs. The ground under the trees where 
the cows rested and grazed was shorn almost entirely of 
any understory.

Cattle grazing was banned in the Sierra in 1891 be-
cause of the impacts on the water quality, but reinstated 
in 1905 as a result of successful lobbying by the cattle in-
dustry. Grazing has led to high levels of E. coli and Giar-
dia saturating formerly pristine water bodies. Phosphorus 
and nitrogen are plentiful, too. Streambeds erode, water 
turbidity increases, plant habitat disappears. The effects of 
twenty cows roaming freely in a fragile subalpine meadow 
are immediately obvious to anyone who cares to observe. 
The cows are the source of the “grass-fed” beef that ap-
pears on menus in San Francisco, Brook told me. This 
is an old story in California: the contado being imported 
into the city as the flesh of a cow, or as the wood of a ven-
erable tree, or as a rare mineral scraped from the veins of 
the earth.

* * *

After a few quiescent days, it was as Cypress predicted: the 
cows began to assert their grazing rights in the meadow 
across the lake from us. I was woken up at 4:30 in the 
morning by an unbelievably loud clanging.

“We have to shoo them away,” said Cypress. “If we 
don’t, they’ll just keep coming back. They need to know 
they aren’t welcome.”

We set off. Brook had a drum, and I carried a pan and 
a stick, for counter-clanging.

“You have to look them in the eye,” Brook told me 
as we hurried to the other side of the lake. “Don’t look 
down. That’s a sign of submission. We don’t want to get 
stampeded.”

Stampeded? My brain squeaked in fear.
As we approached the cows, Brook gave rapid direc-

tions. I heard none of them: when I’m agitated, I tend to 
lose my hearing. The ground underfoot was spongy and 
dented with enormous holes like the cloven hooves of the 
cows. There was a willow grove that blocked our view of 
the cows; the idea was, I think, to crouch down into preda-
tor position and begin to model that sort of behavior. We 
were all animals after all, and we were in fact predators. 
Why not remind the cows that we were the ones with op-
posable thumbs? Brook banged his drum and yelled. The 
action started.

At first the cows did nothing but munch their cud. 
Brook hit his drum again and gave another wild yell. A 

Grazing has led 
to high levels 
of E. coli and 
Giardia saturating 
formerly pristine 
water bodies.
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emiLY strauss

Leaving 
Tehachapi, 
California

driving up from the Central Valley
the hills are arid but faded green
with spreading oaks, wildflowers
in the spring fill the slopes orange

and in the basin at the crest grazing
lands center peaks high enough to be
snow-dusted in winter, the air hot yet
bearable, but keep driving to the far

edge lined in giant wind turbines
where the freeway descends,
you will see the line immediately—
the ground suddenly foreboding

with puny shrubs and Joshua trees
the wash steep, full of boulders
falling toward an immense bowl
of white light and featureless earth

with dark ranges like teeth pushing
up through clay along the horizons,
the road runs unwavering across
this immense absence as if to climb

the sky on the opposite side, and now
you are in the Mohave, the heat rising
in pulses broken across the tan washes
and if you dare to look closely, remove

your eyes from the slash of cement—
the wind turbines still flailing and pumping
on the hills—you almost miss the ghostly
dirt-tinted scrub whose nakedness strips

you bare before you can breathe.

howard ikemoto

California Landscape, 2013 
oil on canvas, 66 x 42 in

Emily Strauss has an MA in English, but is self-taught in 

poetry. Over 130 of her poems appear in dozens of online 

venues and in anthologies. She is a semiretired teacher liv-

ing in California, a place she observes closely in her travels.
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Shore Leave
t he body of the lake appears round, almost per-

fect—as if man-made—and bordered by a bat-
talion of thick trees, sleepy pines and heavyset 

birch. So precisely cut it is easy to assume that the heart 
of it is flat like the face of a clock, shallow—primed for 
swimming across and not for exploring depths. But really, 
it stretches into coves and turns, and below into hidden 
auguries and springs. There is no end to it when you are 
a boy, there are no limits. And if out and away from shore 
you turn round, you find its borders lost under the soft 
spell of remembering.

* * *

My brothers and I splash at each other on the sand ramps. 
We had rushed in head first. Our father stretches out on 
the grass beach. He has already swum across and back, has 
fulfilled his athlete’s need, away from us. He is disciplined 
like that. Our mothers are nowhere to be found, they have 
been excommunicated from this dream…

We are getting warmed up, slapping each other. 
Warming the water. Alyosha, the youngest, keeps trying 
to get out too far, and Ivan, the middle one, chases after 
him, drags him back into the shallower end, punishes him 
with a knuckle wedge. Our mothers are nowhere to be 
found… my dream, the reassembly of broken parts that 
no one could make fit.

“Boys, stretch. Don’t forget to get the ire out,” our fa-
ther yells from the grass. He is sitting upright and, once 
he is finished with his distant inspection of us, he lies back 
down, mechanically, his long upper body folding slowly 
onto the grass blades, as if he is the lead hand of a clock 
rotating counter-time.

I jump in with my brothers again, splashing. Alyosha 
swims under my feet, and I tear him out of the water as if 
he’s a salmon. Ivan should jump on him now so that we 
can both wrestle him down, as our littlest one is a wild 
fish in need of taming. But Ivan stands out by himself 
and looks out over the lake, away from me, so Alyosha 
swims out to him, called by more precise genetics. I stand 
there alone, in the shallower end. Again I have to chase 
them. I have to work for something I should not have to. 
Something that should be mine, should have always been 
natural. 

In these moments of lucidity, when I stand away from 

howard ikemoto

Reservoir, 2013
oil on canvas, 54 x 43 in
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“All right.” I am always suspicious, of everyone, and I 
don’t know why.

“Relax, bro,” Adem tells me and slaps me on the back 
again. “I won’t let anything happen to you.”

“Initiation, brother!” Rory yells from the front.
“Bring it,” I say. Bring the storm.
I guess this is in exchange for everything I have taught 

them. I had initiated them into the world of the lost, just 
as it was done to me. When you are a stranger in a new 
land you naturally drift to the shadows. The fringe takes 
you. You avert your eyes. Consequences and implications 
are foreign agents. And then you will seek conspirators. 
The after-hours, the dealers, the hidden passageways with 
the windows blacked out, all came quick to me as I grew 
up in a foreign land. I had taken everything I’d learned 
from my Bukowski immersion—before Tim and Rory and 
I lived together—and brought them into it. It is all I know 
how to give, and its coldest depths are still hidden from us.

They feel indebted. They are still having fun because 
I am still just making the introductions. Or maybe this is 
what brotherhood feels like.

The water is cold but it wakes up every cell of the body, 
down to the history in the bones. I imagine this history 
oozing out of me while I tremble, and being captured by 
the currents, it washes up on some distant shore out in the 
Atlantic. Waves roll on. The storm is making its introduc-
tions. We are still having fun.

“When you swim out remember to keep the nose up,” 
Tim instructs me. “Drift close and wait till I make my 
move, then follow.”

I am a strong swimmer and expect this to be easy, but 
out in the ocean I keep flipping over, having been gotten 
the worst of. Tim is encouraging, trying to get me back on 
a wave, but I see that he is getting frustrated. Rory is pad-
dling nearby, waiting to get onto the board himself. Adem 
is on shore, leaning back onto his knees like a strung-out 
Buddha, gauging this. Their generosity depends on my 
success.

I try again, again watching Tim catch the wave and 
then stop himself short of the zip-line so as to get back and 
check up on me.

“You don’t have to do this,” he tells me. “This is a storm 
swell, not an amateur day. It takes a while. You don’t have 
to prove anything.”

“One more time. Just one more try,” I tell him.
I focus all my strength and anger; I make them con-

crete. Just as I did when I used to run or play basketball. 
I would think of everything left behind. I would imagine 
everything taken. I would think of my father not teaching 
me to go on. He is the hand that shattered the clock, or at 
least the most vivid agent of time broken. I would manifest 
images of my half brothers and their lives, growing up 
in cohesion, in safety, in hands. I would have images of 
emigration, of my mother and me, alone, drifting across 
the continents. But the water does not react as do concrete 
or hardwood. It absorbs my anger and returns it in un-
precedented angles. It gives when it should take, and vice 
versa. I know that somewhere out there debris waits for me, 
that someday I will have to go back and reassemble that  
clock.

Again I fall from the board. My lungs fill with water 
and I come back to the surface. I see Tim far away, riding 
the wave, becoming a blip, riding forward and not looking 
back. Nobody is coming back for me.

We drive back as the rain is starting and we cannot get 
the top flap back on, so we shiver. But while they shake 
with the vibrancy of success, of having touched the hand 
of God, I fester in the punishment of the ocean, of my own 
hate having come back to me.

* * *

We do not board up the windows or stock up on canned 
foods. We will meet the storm with celebration and let it 
take its course. My mother calls the apartment just to make 
sure that we are prepared and I tell her that we are, that I 

them, the striking likenesses of our shapes and lines and 
muscle tones speckle in the sun. When we dive, the sound 
of the waves, of the breakage, the disturbance we bring 
to the water, those contours exposed when liquid meets 
our molds, is the same for all of us. Water recognizes like, 
does not discriminate. It knows our shapes like it knows 
our father. I get angry at the water. Differences are there 
too but, because there are two of them, they do not no-
tice—because they never stand out alone looking back at 
me, because they are never alone, because they have no-
where to look back to. They play with it, give to the lake 
and take away.

“Boys, swim now, swim hard! Do as I taught you,” our 
father yells, and my brothers take their orders. They are 
like miniature Olympic swimmers in the lake, like two 
pelicans in the sun, in the wake of each other, propelled 
and not struggling.

I follow them, fighting with the light and the blue—
like a land mass out of its element, I fall behind. I fall 
behind. I am not afraid of drowning but of falling behind. 
We cover the forest with the sounds of breakage, the grass 
shakes from the echoes of our strokes. Our strength is lim-
itless. Though there is not a house, a foreign body, any-
where near, I know that this is a place in another land, the 
reimagining of my first home—Russia—in the past that 
does not exist, in the nowhere. I know this because they 
are here, and I know that I am not. I lag behind because 
I have been corrupted by the waking sea of another land. 
And then Alyosha stops and turns his head. I can hear a 
boy’s shrill voice calling back to me, a boy’s voice unbro-
ken by age, unlike Ivan’s and mine whose sounds were 
formed in the embryonic storms of our families, the wake 
of our two mothers and all that happened at our births. But 
already I am struggling to make out their language.

“Alexander! Davay, davay. Za nami,” Alyosha yells. 
“Come on, come on. Follow us.”

I have not met him yet, but I will in seven years when 
he comes to America to find me. They don’t know about 
me yet. Our father has not told them. For now this is a 
dream I am having for all of us, in the space that does 
not exist.

Behind me there is the sound of another body break-
ing the lake. This could have been his dream, except that 
this dream knows things he cannot, like my anger with the 

clock. I think he will sweep me up and carry me forward 
to the clan—he will teach me—but he swims past me and 
onward to my brothers. When he is just in reach of them 
I hear, “Come on, boys, forward, forward, do as I taught 
you,” and they all swim on while I stay behind still fighting 
with the saltless man-made body.

I tread water and listen for further instructions, but 
in between these two lands, between memory and make-
believe, between a country I left and one in which I always 
wake, only the water is real.

* * *

Tim wakes me up. He is standing over me. “Come on, 
come on. Alex, come on. We’re going.” I roll out and don’t 
bother with brushing my teeth. I have a cavity that will 
soon need tending, so why even bother with furnishings.

Today we don’t go to wake anyone else. We don’t start 
with beer or pills. We rush out to Rory’s car where the 
short boards are already loaded. One says “sandman,” the 
other “livin’ it,” in runny red letters. These are Adem’s 
boards. He had been crashing with us for the week. Tim 
and he surfed together when they were kids. Once in a 
while they would bring Rory along, and so they all have a 
history. Then Adem signed up and shipped out. This is his 
first visit back in two years. He is industrious and energetic. 
After his Navy tour, he says, he will join the Coast Guard. 
With two phone calls he found his boards. Two for the 
four of us. He wants nothing in exchange. This is just a 
thank-you for housing him, though I also promise to put 
him together with my guy because Adem is looking to find 
something special while he is on shore. “You know, just if 
it is convenient,” he tells me and slaps my back.

We all smoke a bowl on the way and listen to the Chili 
Peppers with the panels down, the Jeep bouncing towards 
a1a. Since this is just a regular visit to the beach, we are 
shoeless and wear only swim trunks, exposed to everything. 
It is magic outside. Pure magic—unconditional, not root-
ed in a here or there. A storm is coming and the forward 
winds have already reached the beach.

They know a secret spot. It is bordered by rock forma-
tions on each side, which are hidden in the depths of the 
water. It is a gem known only to the old-timers, the kids 
who grew up surfing here.

“We’re gonna initiate you,” Tim says.

When you are  
a stranger in  
a new land you  
naturally drift  
to the shadows. 
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Soft Color, 2013
oil on canvas, 54 x 43 in

have thought of everything, just as people are starting to 
arrive. I ask her if she has strange dreams of my father, if 
Dima, her boyfriend, is behaving, if she is okay. She says 
she is, waits for me to follow up, and when I don’t, she 
hangs up.

The music is blasting. Someone is doing lines in the 
bathroom and someone else is fucking in my room. I sit 
on the balcony, engage in some jokes, but am otherwise 
separate, on the verge of remembering nothing. Catharine 
comes up to me and touches my back with a coy softness. 

“Want to draw the stars with me?” she asks. “No. I am fine,” 
I tell her. “I don’t want to be touched when it storms.” I 
am in a mood.

She is thin, as if her body is only a host. She wears torn 
hippie outfits, but her high cheekbones, the long, sanded-
blond hair, pull her together into an angel, into what I 
want an angel to look like. Years of proper breeding. She 
is suffering, the first casualty of our wake. Tim leads ev-
eryone out to do a “walkabout.”

Someone has mushrooms. “We gonna drop and walk 
about the golf course,” he tells me. We live on the ninth 
hole. “We gonna open up the world, brotha’,” he says, 

“come on.”
“I’ll come down later,” I tell him. I don’t want to play. 

When the apartment is empty I go in and stand at the 
center of the living room, allowing the music, the techno 
bleeps and bops, to occupy every crevice of the space that 
it can take—then I hear something break in the bathroom.

We are on the verge. We are waking.
When I open the door, Adem is on the floor, his nose 

bleeding, but when I lift his head he comes to with a smile. 
“Great stuff, man,” he tells me. I had given him the contact 
to my man and he has been snorting oxy’s like a champ for 
the past two hours. “Living, brother. Living,” he says. He 
is fearless, I think. He needs no one. “I love it, man,” he 
says to me. “Ain’t life grand…” In two years, when all of 
this is in the past, I will hear, by rumor, that he has died 
while chewing his own handgun.

“You almost had that wave, brother. One more and 
you would.”

“Do you want me to get you help?”
“No, no.” He sits up. “I’m good. Great. Living the 

dream. Want some?” he asks. “Want to ride the wave with 
me? I got you, man.”

“No.” I’m trying to keep it together. I try to keep it to-
gether without knowing where anyone of us is going.

* * *

On the shore I see the darkness of the devil. The servant 
at his knees. Sand and water punish my body and I can-
not tell them apart in the dark. All clocks are dead and 
the spell is cast. They will wonder where I went. In their 

“walkabout” they will return to the apartment. They will 
wonder where I am. Rory’s car will be missing, one of the 
boards with it. Adem will still be living.

I step forward and forward, not sure who is calling my 
name. There is so little beach left. Just a disturbed black 
pool stretching out into the abyss, and I begin to run till 
there is no more ground, till none of this is solid, and I am 
forced to paddle and paddle until all the rage, all the ire, 
is wiped from me, till the heart is shallow. Till I am only 
a speck in the black. Then I turn round and ride my first 
wave to shore, living, just for that one moment convinced 
that there are no limits, no forward or back, that something 
out there is timeless and forgiving, that under the soft spell 
of remembering, we are free.

Nikita Nelin was born in Moscow, Russia and emigrated to 

the U.S in 1989. He has lived in Austria and Italy, and has 

traveled the U.S extensively. He received the 2010 Sean 

O’Faolain prize for short fiction, the 2011 Summer Literary 

Seminars prize for non-fiction, and was shortlisted for the 

2011 Faulkner-Wisdon short fiction prize. His publications in-

clude Southword Journal, Tablet Magazine, Elephant Journal, 

Rebelle Society, Electric Literature, Joyland Magazine, and 

others. He holds an MFA in fiction from Brooklyn College, 

and is currently working on his first collection of stories un-

der the title Amirikana Dreaming. He can be reached through  

nikitanelin.com
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Momentum, 2013 
oil on canvas , 66 x 42 in

jen siraganian

Post-Op

Light-burst to ivory,
swaddled in sheet
and bandage. Bright
inhale, I flicker awake.
Mirror of breath,
lips timber-dry,
nurse’s white-daisy-
welcome-mat grin.
Yearning for juice,
I ask, it appears!
I praise my ribbons
of good fortune.

I expected to rise
with roaring and rifles,
my stomach gnarled,
but as the anesthesia
loosens, the half-lit
fuse of awareness
and the swarming chest moths
cool of their fury.
Inside a droning,
surprised by the absence
of bone-heat,
left hand sneaks
to left hip,
its new topsoil
of dressing
and tape.

If I could pour
myself back, dissolve
in the frost, delightful, viscous,
I would risk that winter again.

Jen Siraganian is a co-coordinator of the Lit Crawl, the fi-

nal night of Litquake, San Francisco’s literary festival. She 

earned an MFA from the University of Arkansas, and has 

been nominated for a Ruth Lilly Fellowship and a Pushcart 

Prize. Past recipient of a scholarship from the Squaw Valley 

Writers’ Conferences, she has published in Barrow Street, 

Frontiers, Spillway, Squaw Valley Review, Nothing But the 

Truth So Help Me God, and Not Somewhere Else But Here: 

A Contemporary Anthology of Women and Place.
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silk screens and intaglio prints, print installations, paintings, 

and book arts. She has demonstrated and shown her work 

widely in the USA and Mexico, where she has led painting 

and printmaking groups. She lives and works in Santa Cruz, 

California.

Howard Ikemoto studied under Wayne Thiebaud at 

Sacramento City College, then transferred to San Jose 

State University where he received both his BA and MA in 

art. He settled in Santa Cruz, and taught at Cabrillo College 

for thirty-four years before retiring in 2000. In 2010, he had 

a retrospective at the Triton Museum of Art in Santa Clara. 

Recently, his work examines landscapes through the pro-

cess of painting. The works are often abstract and some-

times nonobjective. Howard’s work has been exhibited in 

museums and galleries throughout California. His exhibit 

“Chi, A Family Divided” explored the harsh realities of the 

internment camps and traveled to the Redding Museum of 

Art, the Riverside Art Museum, and the Santa Cruz Museum 

of Art and History in 1996 and 1997.

Michal Mahgerefteh offers collage workshops at The Muse 

Writers Center in Norfolk, Virginia (www.the-muse.com). 

Her holocaust collage art is included in a group exhibition at 

The Anne Frank Center USA in New York City (2014). She is 

editor in chief of the international literary magazine Poetica, 

and author of four poetry collections: In My Bustan (2009), 

Sipping Memories: A Poetic Journal to Morocco (2010), 

What’s Left Behind (2011), and Field of Harps (2013). 

Since 1984, Ron Milhoan has been teaching Painting and 

Drawing at Cabrillo College in Aptos, California. He trav-

eled extensively in Europe and the United States on two 

sabbatical research leaves, studying the history and culture 

of art from cave paintings in France to contemporary art. 

Ron’s work has been exhibited nationally, and he is a recipi-

ent of NEA Painting Fellowships and a Santa Cruz County 

Distinguished Artist Award.

Catie O’Leary has always been interested in books. One of 

her father’s first presents to her mother was an antique print 

of moths. After seeing a Jess exhibition at the University 

of California, Berkeley’s Art Museum, she abandoned all 

other art forms for collage. Using engravings from antique 

books, she intuitively gravitates toward images that most 

interest her. The cut-out parts become puzzle pieces in her 

creative process. Her recent work has been shown at the 

Oberpfälzer Künstlerhaus in Fronberg, Germany; the Jack 

Fischer and Braunstein/Quay galleries in San Francisco; 

and the Palo Alto Art Center. Additional work can be seen 

at www.catieoleary.com.

Ed Smiley is noted for his vivid and colorful abstractions. His 

recent work is primarily in acrylic and direct acrylic transfer 

of scanned, modified, and computer-generated forms. He 

has also exhibited works in gouache, oil, alkyd, silk screen, 

intaglio, collage, xerography, assemblage, and kinetic light 

boxes. He has studied art, engineering, and computers, and 

has worked as a dishwasher, bean raker, software engineer, 

ironworker, software architect, bookstore clerk, cannery 

worker, and house painter.

Tabitha Soren was born into a U.S. Air Force military fam-

ily, but grew up all over the world. She received a BA in 

journalism and politics at New York University, and later 

studied photography at Stanford University and California 

College of the Arts. Public collections include the Oakland 

Museum of California, Cleveland’s Transformer Station, the 

Indianapolis Museum of Contemporary Art, the New Orleans 

Museum of Art, and the Ogden Museum of Southern Art in 

New Orleans. Her work is represented by Kopeikin Gallery 

in Los Angeles.

Matthew Weston Taylor was born in Stockton, California. 

He received a BFA from San Jose State University in 2008 

and his MFA from the University of California, Davis in 2011. 

Working primarily with painting and drawing, Matthew 

maintains a studio and teaches at San Jose State University 

and Cabrillo College. He lives with his wife and daughter in 

Soquel, California.

notes on the artists

Chantal Bizzini, poet and photographer, lives in Paris. She 

has exhibited her photographs and photomontages at art 

galleries in Paris, and has taken part in several conferences 

relating to books illustrated with photographs, including 

events held at the Centre Culturel International de Cerisy 

and, in Paris, at the Sorbonne and at NYU. She also has pub-

lished poems as well as translations of Anglo-Saxon, Italian, 

and Portuguese poetry into French. 

Born and raised in Southern California, Pamela Carroll em-

braces the traditional focus of realism and pictorial illusion-

ism. Her style of painting has been influenced by the early 

Dutch masters as well as contemporary realist painters. 

Carroll has been a dedicated artist for the majority of her 

adult life. In 2006 she was chosen by the White House and 

Laura Bush as children’s book illustrator of the year, and 

given the honor of illustrating their Christmas brochure with 

her paintings. In December 2103 she was the featured artist 

in the French art magazine Pratique des Arts.

Christopher Felver is a photographer and filmmaker doc-

umenting the people who have been shaping the higher 

discourse in our country since the 1950s. His work has 

been exhibited internationally—with solo photographic 

exhibitions—at the Arco d’ Alibert, Rome (1987); the Art 

Institute for the Permian Basin, Odessa, Texas (1987); Torino 

Fotografia Biennale Internazionale, Italy (1989); Centre 

Georges Pompidou, Paris (1994); Roosevelt Study Center, 

Middelburg, Netherlands (1998); Fahey/Klein Gallery, Los 

Angeles (2002); the Maine Photographic Workshop (2002); 

Robert Berman Gallery, Los Angeles (2007); and other gal-

leries and museums. His works have also appeared in major 

group exhibitions, including The Beat Generation: Legacy 

and Celebration, New York University (1994) and Beatific 

Soul: Jack Kerouac On The Road, New York Public Library 

(2007).

Lawrence Ferlinghetti is an American poet, painter, and 

liberal activist, and is a cofounder of City Lights Booksellers 

& Publishers. Author of poetry, translations, fiction, the-

ater, art criticism, and film narration, he is best known for A 

Coney Island of the Mind (1958), a collection of poems that 

has been translated into nine languages, with sales of over 

one million copies.

Fanne Fernow has an artist loft at the Tannery Arts Center 

in Santa Cruz, and has shown her work at Santa Cruz Open 

Studios for many years. Fanne Fernow was born in Buffalo, 

New York in 1953 and lived there most of her young life.   

Later on, she moved to Massachusetts, and over fifteen 

years she lived from one end (Provincetown) to the other 

(South Hadley).  She moved to Santa Cruz, California to un-

invent herself and pursue a life as an artist. She has shown 

her work all over the United States and been published in 

numerous publications, both print and digital.

Zaria Forman trained at Skidmore College and now exhibits 

extensively in galleries and venues throughout the United 

States and overseas. In August 2012 she led “Chasing the 

Light,” an art expedition sailing up the northwest coast of 

Greenland to artistically document the rapidly changing 

Arctic landscape. She continues to address climage change 

in her work and spent September 2013 in the Maldives, the 

lowest-lying country in the world, and arguably the most 

vulnerable to rising sea levels. 

Josie Gray is from the shores of Lough Arrow in east Sligo, 

Ireland, and shares a tradition of landscape painting with 

such artists as Patrick Collins and Sean McSweeney. He has 

had many successful exhibitions in the USA, on both the 

east and west coasts, as well as in the Irish counties of Sligo 

and Lietrim. He paints both in Ireland and on the Olympic 

Peninsula in Port Angeles, Washington, where he loves the 

close conjunction of water and mountains.

A printmaking/color design instructor for twenty-five years 

at Cabrillo College, Jane Gregorius cofounded Printmakers 

at the Tannery, a cooperative studio of nineteen artists in 

Santa Cruz. She serves as chairman of the board of the 

Yuma Symposium in Yuma, Arizona, now in its thirty-fifth 

year of excellent artists’ presentations. Her work includes 
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Angela Kinsey and Rachael Harris are in love with… sea turtles. But, they’re 
in real trouble and need our help. Over 1.4 billion fishing hooks and other 
gear catch hundreds of thousands of sea turtles every year. Go to Oceana.
org and sign up to help Angela and Rachael get sea turtles off the hook.

www.oceana.org/turtlesoffthehook

          ANGELA AND RACHAEL WANT TO GET 
    SEA TURTLES OFF THE HOOK, DO YOU?

Protecting the
World’s Oceans

Angela Kinsey and  
Rachael Harris swim  
with Sea Turtles in  
Quintana Roo, Mexico.  
Photo © Tim Calver
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